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SURVEY OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The great body of scientific knowledge which we possess to~ has 
been made possible 'by a very special kind of proeedUl"e o:f inquiry and 
problem-solving kriown as the scientific method. Indeed, it is the opinion 
of many persons that this scientific method is itself more important for 
the purposes of general education than the mass of facts which have re-
sulted from its use, and much has been written by educators on the subject 
of scientific method and the desirability of attempting to teach high 
school and college students the use of scientific method. Until very 
recently, however, little progress eould be made in this direction owing 
to the rather surprising fact that there existed no precise definition of 
scientific method nor of the elements of which it was composed. It was 
not until . l945 that Keeslar1 made what appears to be the first attempt to 
Iorea.n Keeslar, "A Survey of Research Studies Dealing With the 
Elements of Scientific Method as: Objectives of Instruction in Science," 
Science Educati·on~ XXIX (October, 1945), 212-216; (December, 1945), 
273-278· 
1 
• 
arrive at an adequately validated list of the elements of the method. 
Survey of Literature Relating to the Determination of the 
Elements of the Scientific Method 
Keeslarl Rprepared an original list of the 
elements of scientific method, based upon a survey 
of the literature on the subject -of scientific 
method. This list was submitted in questionnaire 
form for validation by the expert _opinion of twenty-
two research scientists of the University of Michigan 
staff ••••••.•• The list was reduced to forty-two items 
which were c.ondens ed in wording and reorganized to form 
a final list consisting of .ten major and seventeen 
minor elements of scientific method, set forth in the 
order in which these might logical~ be expected to 
occur in the solution of any scientific problem of such 
nature as to involve all ten major steps·" 
After being simplified in langu.age by three University of Michigan 
experts in the teaching of science so as . to Qe readi~ comprehensible to 
students in the seventh or eighth grade, . the final list was as follows: 
"The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students" 
The Scientific Method is a good way ·to solve many 
kinds of problems of everyday life. . 
The Scientific Method always begins .with a problem. 
The problem may be any question for which you do not 
know the answer· 
The first step in using the Scientific Method is 
to: 
I. Notice something~ makes you think sU: ~question 
.1,lliU you would ~ to ~ ~ to answer, !:;!!! ~ 
Y:l2. your !!!i.!l.Q. ~ m !.2. fin.9: ~ answer to ll.· 
1Ibid (October, 1945), :P• 215 
2 
II. Decide exactly ~ lli guestiq_n .2!:, problem !§., 
~ state ii clearly in words. 
III. Study~ the facts~~~ they relate~ 
~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you 
know, not only what you have learned from your 
own experiences, but also what you have learned 
from other people and from books. 
IV. ~ M ~possible answers !2. ~problem M 
you ~ think of. 
Scientists call this step, •Making ~otheses.• 
v. Select ~ these possible answers~ hYpotheses 
the one YOU think ll !!!.2.§! likely to ~ m right 
~· VI. YJ2.. ~ carefully plan ~ exoeriment !9. i!n2:. 
QY.i whether the answer you selected .U. lli right 
one. 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike 
in every w~ except one, and that is called the 
experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the 
experimental factor in it is called the control 
e:roerimen t. 
The part of the experiment which includes the 
experimental factor mey be called the true 
experiment • 
Remember that the experimental factor must be 
the only difference between the _ t .rue and the 
control experiments. Then any; _differences in 
the results of the two experiments will be due 
to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carry ~ the experiment ~ great care accord-
ing !Q. the plan • 
VIII. Repeat the experiment !Q. ~ whether you get the 
same results the second time. This second 
exPeriment iscalled S: CHECK EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating ·the. same experi-
ment, an entirely new experiment using the same 
experimental factor is carried out . as: a check on 
the results. 
IX. ~ your conclusion. , 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it 
indicates whatever your experiments show, and 
only what they show. 
x. ~ ~ facts You have ~ learned when you 
face !! ~ problem ~ 1! similar .2r, related 
!2. ~~-" 
I 
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Keeslar1 concludes: 
"In so far as the problem, techniques, and 
findings of this investigation may be acceptable, 
the followi ng conclusion seems justified: 
The elements of scientific method are definite, 
distinct from scientific attitudes, and known and 
~ J2z. scientists. 
There is. a high degree of agreement among the 
research scientists of the University of Michigan as 
to what the elements of scientific method are.n 
The Problem of This Investigation 
This investigation is an attempt to determine to what extent in-
divid.ual elements of the scientific method listed above are to be found 
in physics laboratory workbooks and manuals intended for the use of 
students taking the usual introductory high school course in physics. 
Twelve such physics laboratory workbooks and manuals, available from 
the publishers in 1948, are used in the study. 
It is undertaken in this investigation to make assignments to the 
steps of the scientific method of the stepsto be found in the procedures 
outlined for each of the experiments in the above workbooks and manuals. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this investigation is the determination of the 
extent to which individual elements of the scientific method are to be 
found in high school physics l aboratory workbooks and manuals. 
Scope and Limitations of Thi s Investigation 
This investigation is intended to determi ne. the extent to which 
libid, (December, 1945), PP· 277-278 
4 
individual elements of the scientific method actually appear in the ex-
1 periments contained in the workbooks and manuals examined. Read die-
carded all the actual experimental steps and concentrated on those which 
are non-experimental. This study fills a need because it shows that 
science can be used to teach scientific method. 
No attempt is made to decide what or how many individual steps of 
the scientific method should be included in each of the exper iments nor 
to determine how scientific method can be best taught high school students. 
lJobn Gammons Read, "Measuring, with a Non-Verbal Picture-Test, the 
Ability to Recognize and Classify Some Objects and Situations Associated 
with the Physical-Science Environment,• Boston University, School of 
Education, unpublished doctoral dissertation, 1946, 82p. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE RESEARCH 
Restatement of the Problem 
The purpose of this investigation is to determine the extent to 
which individual element• of the scientific method are to be found in 
high schopl physics laboratory workbooks and manuals. 
Techniques Employed 
In the selection of the textual materials in physics to be used in 
this investigation the following criteria were used: To be used in this 
. . 
investigation the laboratory workbook or manual must be one which has 
been written for use in the usual introductory course in high school 
physics; or bas been written to provide teachers with professionali2ed 
physics experiment material suitable for use a t the high school level; has 
f - .. · ~ . . 
been publ-ished by a well-known publishing house; was readily available 
from the publisher in 1948. 
The following workbooks and manuals satisfied these four criteria 
and were obtained for use in this investigation: 
1. Physics, ! :Basic Science. Elmer E. :Burns, FrankL. Verwiebe, 
and Herbert c. Hazel, New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1946 
6 
2· Ph.ysics Guide~ Laboratory Activities. Ira c. Davis and 
Clifford Holley, Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1944 
3. Workbook in Pb.ysiC§r John A. Clark, Frederick R. Gorton, and 
Francis W:.• Sears, New _York: Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1944 
4. Physics Workbook (Revised). Mahlon H. Buell, Frederick w. 
Schuler, and W. R. Teeters, Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1944 
I 
I 
5. Prepare Yourseifl (Phvsics E:x:oeriments :!!,!h Practical APpli ca- I 
tiona). Laurence F. Tuleen, Georges. Porter, and Arthur Houston, Chicago: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1943 
. . 
6. Pb.ysics Guide~ Laborator;,y: Exercises. w. D. Henderson, Chicago: 
Lyons and Carnahan, 1945 
7• Laboratory Manual .!2!, Dynamic P:bysics. Ernest o. Bower, Edward p. 
Robinson, and William L. Connor, New York: Rand McNally and Company, 1943 
8. ·Experiments !B Ph.vsies. Robert w. Fuller, Raymond B. Brownlee, 
and D. Lee :Baker, New York: Allyn and Bacon, 1946 
9· Ph.ysics Experiments~ Problems. A. J. :Burdick and J. J. 
Dudleston, Syracuse: 1 . W. Singer Company, 1946 
10. · Laboratory Experiments and Workbook. Newton Henry Ble.ck and 
Elbert Cook Weaver, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1947 
11. Directed Activities ~Physics. William o. Brooks and Earl M. 
Weiner, New York: Oxford Book Company, 1939 
12. Laboratorx Manual for Unified Ph.ysics. Gustav L. Fletcher and 
Sidney Lehman, New York: McGre.w-Hill Book Company, Ine., 1938 
Each workbook and manua l is hereafter identified by the number 
assigned to it above. 
For the purposes of this investigatio~ an experiment was considered 
to be any procedure involving the manipulation of apparatus by either 
pupils or instructor in order to verify, ascertain, or demonstrate some 
physical fact or principle. 
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Method Q.f Analysis .2f. Workbooks ~ Manuals for Individual Elements of 
Scientific Method 
Each experiment, phrased in the form of a question, was written on 
a three inch by five inch card. Below and at the left were listed in 
tabular form the workbooks and manuals. Each workbook and manual was 
given a number from l to 12. To the right of the workbooks and manuals 
were arranged twelve columns, numbered from l to 12, corresponding to 
the ten main individual steps and two subdivisions of the scientific 
method. A checkmark was placed opposite each workbook or manual under 
each individual step of the scientific method which was included in that 
particular experiment as outlined in that particular workbook or manual. 
The wording of the experiments varied from one workbook to another 
and the scope of the experiments was very different in different workbooks. 
All of the workbooks and manuals were therefore studied in an effort to 
find the best wording. Wherever an experiment as outlined in one workbook 
covered more points than the same experiment in another workbook, the 
experiment was written on two different cards and so worded in each case 
as to cover only the material contained in each form of the experiment. 
Coefficient gi Reliabili t:r for ~ Determination of the Individual 
Elements of ~ Scientific Method iA Manuals ~ Workbooks 
In order to determine the coefficient of reliability of the investi-
gator's judgment in determining individual elements of the scientific 
method in manuals. and workbooks, after the completion of the analysis the 
investigator recheCked for individual elements of scientific method a 
g 
total of 20 exp eriments selected at random from the three inch by five 
inch cards. 
These 20 experiments appeared a total of 29 times in six different 
manuals. As a result of twice analyzing these 20 experiments, it was 
found tha t 187 individual elements of the scientific method were common 
to both analyses. Eight individual elements of the scientific method were 
determined upon the second analysis which were not determined in the 
first check and also five individual elements of the scientific method 
I
I were determined in the first analysis which did not appear in the second 
analysis. Us i ng the formula: coefficient of reliability equals A 
I 
A~B4C 
II 
I. 
II 
I 
where A is the number of individual elements of the scientific method 
common to both analyses; J3 is the number of individual elements of the 
scientific method found to appear only in the first analysis; and C is 
the number of individual elements of the scientific method found to appear 
only in the second analysis, the following was obtained: coefficient of 
reliability equals 187 or 0.94. 
I It is of inter~~ to note the reason for the difference in tne 
I 
jl 
./ 
I 
results of the two analyses. All thirteen of the a~ditional individual 
elements of the scientific method determined in one or the other of the 
analyses had to do with step 10: Use the facts you have~ learned 
..!!!'!!;m ;tQY., ~ ~ new uroblem ~ ll. similar .2.!:, related~ lli,! ~· Most 
of the experiments in the manuals bad questions at the end pertaining to 
the experiment or to related topics and applications, and it was here 
that step 10 wa s found if at all. The investigator's judgment as to 
fhether such questions presented a new problem in the meaning of step 10 
differed in the two analyses to t h e extent indicated. 
II 
T 
I 
9 
Validation£!~ Titles 2! ~Experiments 
The titles of the experiments studied in this investigation were 
Jj arrived at through a careful study of all the manuals and workbooks • 
I 
In 
some cases the exact wording found in a particular manual was used; in 
others the title used was drafted from those in several manuals. Each 
experiment was stated i n the form of a quewtion, following Keeslar's 
statement that "The problem may be any question for which you do not 
know the answer." 
All titles of experiments were submitted to a specialist1 in the 
teaching of science, who checked them for technical accuracy of statement 
at the high-school level of comprehension. If the specialist judged that 
the wording was not technically accurate or was not suitable for the 
high school level of comprehension, he reworded it to make it technically 
accurate or comprehensible at that level. Tbus, the titles of the ex-
periments were properly validated. 
Table I, which follows, lists all the separate experiments found in 
the manuals examined, shows the manuals in which each of the experiments 
was found, and indicates which of the ten individual elements and two 
subdivisions of the · scientific method were to be found in each of the 
experiments as outlined in each of the manuals. 
lJohn G. Read, Associate Professor of Science Education, Boston 
University School of Education. 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. · ~1Jtice something that makes you thin.lc of E question t:b.at you \"rould like to 
be able 12. ansvter, and make ~ your mind to try to find the ansVTer to ll· 
II. Decide exactly \~That the question 2..r. problem is, and state it clearly in \fiOrds. 
III. Study ill the facts ~ see ho\ot they relate iQ. the problem. 
In studying the :problem, '\;l.Se everything you know, not only v1ha.t you bave learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other :people and 
from books. 
IV. l•1ake ill!. ~ possible answers 19_ the -eroblem M. you m thi:nk: .Q!. 
Scientists call this ste:p, 11 Ha.king hypotheses." 
V. §£1..ect fm these possible answers Q.!. hypotheses ~~you think is most 
likely to be ih£ right ~· 
VI. Hake 1:m. and carefully P1§n 2.!l eeperiment to fin! 2Bl \•rhether the ans\rrer you 
selected is ~Q right ~· 
The t\rro :parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y e:x:ce:pt one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The :part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aQy differences in the results of the 
t'l:ro experiments '\'Till be due to the experimental factor. 
VI!. Carry out the eXPeriment with great care according i9.. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~ l-Thether you ru ~~results~ second~. 
~ second experiment !§.called ~ CHECl EXPERII,Dllll'T. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same expe·riment, an entirely ne\'1 e:Jq_Jeri-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~~ conclusione 
Your conclusion should be stated eo that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only \·that they show. 
x. Use ih£ facts you ~ thus le2.rned ~ YQJ.'!:. ~ e, ~problem that !A 
similar ~ related 19_ this one. 
I 
TABLE I Il!l.dividual Elements of the Scientific Method Found in Each 
Experiment Contained in the Manuals or Workbooks 
*Experiment lo What is the relationship between distance and time in 
uniform~ acceler~ted motionT 
Manual l 
" 2 
" 
10 
Experiment 2· 
Manual 1 
" 
2 
I 3 
Exp eriment 3. 
.. [ Manual 11 I 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6o 7 g 9 10 
X X X X X X X 
XX X X X X 
XX X X X X 
What is the acceleration of a freely falling bo~T 
XXX X X X X 
XXX X XX X 
XXX X X X · 
How can . I measure a sheet of paper accuratel7 fd th 
a meter stick and a yardstick; · how many centimeters 
are equal to 1 inchf 
· Experiment 4. How many centimeters are equal to 1 inch? 
•Table I is read thus: The experiment "What is the reJ.a,tionship be-
tween distance and time in uniformly accelerated motionT" as outlined in I 
Manual I was found to include individual elements 1,2,3,6,7,8 and 10 of 
the Scientific Method; as outlined in Manual 2 it was found to include I 
elements 1,2,3,6, 7 and 9; as outlined in Manual 10 it was found to include 
elements 1, 2,3,6, 7, and 10. 
11 
The Elements of Scient ific MethOd for 
High-School Students 
I. }btice something that makes you think of s, question ~ ~ would like to 
be able to anS\'Ier~ and ~1m. your mind to try to find the a:hS1•Ter to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~ ih§. question Q.!. problem is, and state it clearly ~ vtords. 
III. Study ill the facts en.9:, ~ .hQl[ they relate iQ. t he problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not onl y '!<That you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
!rom books. 
IV. l·iake g& ~poss-ible answer,s !2, ~problem ~you m tbillk .Qt. 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-!aking h;ypotheses. 11 
v. [Ql_ect from ~possible answers Q..t. hypotheses ~~you think 1s !B52ll 
likely to be the right one. 
VI. l4ake 'ill2. and caref ully plan an, experiment to find out \•rhether the ansvter you 
selected is tho_ ri. ~ht 2M• 
The two parts of the expe-riment are · exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment vrhich includes the experimental factor IliB\V be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference betv1een the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in the resUlts of the 
tt-ro experiments \rill be due to the e:x:.pe rimental factor. 
VII. Cm QBi the experiment ill,h great 2m, according ].2. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to see vthether m ru ~ same results the second time. 
This second experiment is called 5!:. CHECK EXPERI1·1ENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely ne\'1 experi-
ment using the same experimental faetor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates vthatever your experi-
ments show, e..nd only ~·rbat they show. 
X. Use .1i.hQ. fac t s you have ~ le~.rned ~ you ~ e:, WI. problem that ll 
similar ~ related ~ ~ ~· 
llxperimen t 5. 
I 
Manual 10 
Experiment . 6. 
How accurately can I measure the sides of e. right 
triangle and the circumference and diameter of a 
circle with a 30 centimeter rule? 
' 
Steps of · Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
J XX X X X . 
How can I find the length of a solid by measuring 
it and compute error and percentage of error with 
a yardstick and a meter stiCk? 
j EXperiment 7. · 
jManual 6 j 
F~w can I measure angles by means of apr~tractor? 
Experiment 8. H.ow can I measure solids accurately- with the . vernier 
and micrometer calipers? 
Experiment 9. How can I find the volume of a regular solid by 
measuring it with a meter stick? 
Manual 5 X X X X X X X X 
n 6 X X X X X X 
" 9 X X X X X X X 
" 12 X X X X X X X 
' 
Experiment 10. How can I find the volume of an irrego.l.ar solid and 
of a container? 
II 
-I 
I 
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I 
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I 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~btice something ~ makes you think of 2 question that you \"tould like to 
be able 1Q. answer, and mal:::e YJ2. your ~ :!!.9 .. try to find the e.nsNer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question QI. problem is, and state it clearly in vlords. 
III. Study all the facts ~ ~ b!2li they relate to ~problem. 
!n studying the problem, use everything you know, not. only ,.,hat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
:trom books. · 
IV. Make rut ~ possible answers 12. the problem M you m thhlk Qi. 
Scientists call this ste:p, "Making :eypotheses. 11 
V. Select fi:9.m these possible answers Q.r. hypotheses ~~:you think is mQ.!i 
likely to ~the ~ .Q:U&• 
VI. Hake 1m. and carefully plan ru1 experiment iQ. iln9:. out \'lhether ~answer you 
selected is the right ~· 
The tvTO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every Wfl¥ except one, and 
tha.t is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The :part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control e;periment. 
· Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t1o10 experiments will b~ due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
YII. Om~ the experiment with great ~according !Q. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the eeoeriment to ~whether you~ the ~results the second ~. 
This second experiment 1§. called ~ ~ EJCPERUIE11T. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely n~.,r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Dra''~ YQ.lll: conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so tba.t it indicates vthatover your experi-
ments show, and only \·the.t they show. 
X. Use the facts you ~ ~ lee.rned when :you face a~ problem that 1.§. 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
Experiment 11. 
Manuel 8 
Experiment 12. 
!Manual ul 
Experiment 13. 
·I Manual sj 
Experiment 14. 
Experiment 15. 
Manual 1 
II 2 
II 3 
II 4 
It 7 
II 10 
II 11 
What are the pb1'sical dimensions, volume, snd 
weight of various common objects in the metric 
system; what is the metric equivalent of a 
quart and a pound; ~hat is the equivslent of 
a 11 ter in quarts e.nd of a kilogram in pounds? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
-
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
XX X X x · . 
How can I weigh objects and measure the volumes 
of liquids in the metric system? 
How can I weigh solids accurately% 
BOw can I find the volume and determine the 
density of (a) a bloCk of wood; (b) a cylinder; 
(c) a bo~ of irregular shape? -
HOw can I measure with vernier and micrometer 
calipers and weigh solids accurately and determine 
their density? 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X x · X X 
X X X X X X X 
X :-r T X X 
··---·-- -
X X X X X X X 
Experiment 16. How can I compare the densities of mercury and 
water by comparing the pressures produced by a · 
column of mercury and a column of water.? 
I 
11 
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II 
I 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~1Jtice . something that makes you thin..lc of § question that you \'iould like to 
M able to ansioter, and make '!;!12. your mind 1.9. i!::i. to find ~ ans\•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question 2.r. problem !lt, and state it clearly in vlOrds. 
III. Study all the facts and ~ ~ they relate to ~ problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only \.,rhat you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Make a§. mem:, possible answers !Q. the problem ~you m think ,Qt. 
Scientists call thia step, n~~ng ~otheses." 
V. Select ii.Q.m these possible answers 2.r. hypotheseg ~ one ~ think 1e most 
likely to ~ the ~ ~· 
VI. Make 1m and carefully plan rul experiment 12. find out '·rhether llut answer ~ 
selected is the right ~· · 
The t'IITO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every ·Wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. · 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t'l:ro experiments v1ill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm out the e:x:periment with great ~according 1Q. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~whether :you ru ~ same results lli second time. 
This second experiment 1§. called ~~EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead pf repeating the same experiment, an entirely n~., experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates ,.,hatever your experi-
ments show, a.nd only tthat they show. 
X. Use the facts you have thus le2.rned when you face e, ~problem ~ is 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
Experiment 17. 
Manual 7 
Experiment 18. 
How can I check various objects for the common 
physical properties of matter: volume, mass, 
weight, impenetrability, inertia, porosity; 
also for tenacity, brittleness, hardness, 
ductility, malleability! 
Steps of Scientific Method 
--.----·- --.-- -
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
XX X X X X X 
How do various common substances compare in such 
physical properties as hardness, luster, malleabil-
ity, elasticity? 
Experiment 19. How does the apparent loss of weight of an 
immersed body compare with the weight of the 
liquid di sp1aced? 
Manual 1 X X X X X X X 
.. 2 X X X X X X X X 
" 
3 X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X x . 
" 8 X X X X X X II 9 X X X X X X 
" 
10 X X X X X X 
" 
11 X X X X X X X 
" 
12 X X X X X X X 
Experiment 20. What weight of water does a floating object displace? 
Manuel 2 X X X X X X X 
u 3 X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X XX X 
" 8 X X X X X X 
" 
9 X XX X X X X 
" 
11 X X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X X 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. }i:itice something that makes you think of £ question that you \'rould like to 
be able 1£. anm-rer, and ~~your ~ 12. ID, to find the ans11er to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~the question 21: problem !.§., aG.9:. state it clearly ~words. 
III. Study M1,. the facts ~~~they relate to the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only t-rhat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Make E& ~possible answers .!2, the problem u you m think gt. 
Scientists call this 'step, 0 J.1aking lzypotheses. 11 
V. Select from t~ -possible answer-s 2.!:, twrotheses ~ one ¥OU think is m2.§.i 
likely to be the tlW, ~· · 
VI. ~ ~ and carefully pla.rt gn experiment to find ~ whether ~ ans"ter you 
selected is the right 2M• 
The t11ro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in e-very wrzy except one, and 
that is called · the experimental factor .• 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember .that the experimental factor must be the~ difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aqy differences in the results of the 
t'l:ro experiments will be .due to the experimental factor. 
VII. em out the experiment ill,h great ~ according 12, the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~ "'hether you ill the same results ~ second time. 
This second experiment is ca.l·led §:. ~ EXPERIMEUT. 
Sometimes, instead cif repeating the same experiment, an entirely new· experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates 'l'thatever your experi-
ments sh0\'1, end only "'he"t th~J show. 
x. Use _1;he facts V 0U :b..ave thus lee.rned when ~ face a niDi problem tb,Q:t is 
simile,r Q..!: rela ted iQ. this one. 
Experiment 21. Bow can I make a cartesian diver and how does 
it work? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 45 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 9 XX X X XX 
Experiment 22. How can I find the density of an irregularly 
shaped ·solid? 
Manual 2 X X X X X X X 
.. 4 X X X X X X 
It 5 X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
It 12 X X X X X X 
Experiment 23. HOw can I determine the density of ·a solid 
heavier than water? 
I Manuel 6~ -- -=r:r·x-.----.-1 xI ~, I x 1-.----1 .·..----r--t-1 xI xI x-.-----.1 
Expe rlmen t 24. How can I find the density of a liquid? 
. ' 
Experiment 25. How oan I determine the specific gravity of solids 
by using .Archimedes• Principle? 
Manual l X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X IT T 
" 6 X X X X X X II 8 X X X X X X 
n 10 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X X 
Experiment 26. How can I find the specific gravity of objects that 
are lighter than water? 
Manual 7 X X X X X X X X 
rl ll X X X X X X 
" 
12 X X X X X X X 
15 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. }T:.;tice something ~ makes you think of E. question tllat you l'rould like to 
be able to ans\ver, ~ make 1m. your .!!!i.lli! to in_ to find the ans1·rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~the question 9.1:. problem is. ~ state it clearly in \lords. 
III. Study ill w_ facts ~ see ~ they relate to ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only "rha.t you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. l·1ake E& mem. possible answers ~ the Rroblem M. you m thi:uk: .Qt. 
Scientists call this step, 11 J.1a.king h;ypotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers .at hypotheses 1h! 2.ml you think is ~ 
likely to be the ~one. 
VI. Hake ~ and carefully plan sn experiment 12. ~ out \'l'hether ~ ans'\'rer you 
selected is the ~ ~· 
The t\ro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every WS¥ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in the results of the 
t'\'to experiments \'lill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carry out the exPeriment with great ~according iQ. ~plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to see "rhether you ~~~results the second ~. 
This second e:x:periment ll. called ~ CHECK EXPERIHENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the satne e:;..1?eriment, an entirely ne\·1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~~ conclusion . 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates \'thatever your experi-
ments sho>'l, and only uhat th~J show. 
x. Use the facts you have thus le2.rned \'then you face 5!:. ne\'1 problem tbp.t a 
simile-r Ql: related i2. this one. 
Experiment 27. 
Manu~ 6 
Experiment 28. 
Manu.s.l 7 
.. 9 
It 12 
Experiment 29. 
Manual 1 
It 2 
II 3 
II 4 
N 5 
N 6 
" 
7 
" 
8 
" 
9 
II 10 
" 
11 
II 12 
Jlxperiment 30. 
jManual 9 I 
Experiment 31. 
!Manual 9 j 
Experiment 32. 
How can I fiDd the specific gravity and density 
of a substance lighter than water? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t oc 7 8 9 10 
X X X . X X 
'· 
How can I find the specific gravity of obJects 
that are heavier than water? 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
How can I determine the specific gravity of liquids? 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 1: X 
X X X X X X 1: 
X X X X X X 1: 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X E 
X X X X X X E X 
How can I demonstrate specific gravit.y by placing 
liquids and solids of varying densities in a glass 
cylinder? 
Bow can I make a simple · ~drometer and test some 
liquids with it? 
How can I determine the purity of a substance by 
finding its apparent loss in weight when immersed 
in water? 
jl 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~btice something that makes you thin.lc of £l< guestion that you \10uld like to 
be able to anm'ler, ~ make 1m your mind ~ try to find the ans\•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Q.I. problem is, and state it clearly in vJOrds. 
III. Study all the facts ~ ~ bel!: they relate i.Q. ~ problem. 
In studying the problem, use· everything you know, not only "1hat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from othor people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ill!. ~ possible answers !2, the problem ~you £e thiuk 2!,. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Mald,.ng 1\ypotheses." 
V. Select fm these possible answers QA. &;pothesei l.Jl.!. ~ 7ou think is most 
likely to be the right one. 
VI. ~ 1m and carefully plan gn experiment to find ,gyi \othether the ans\>Ter you 
selected is the right .Qrua .. 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike tn every w~ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the ~ experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the ~ difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then anf differences in the results of the 
t\'tO experiments will b.e due to the experimental factor. 
VIL Om £Bi ,ill experiment with great care according iQ. ~plan. 
VIII. Re.;peat ~ experiment !2. ~whether you ill~ §aiDe results ill second ~. 
~ second experiment .iA called ~ ~ E..iCPERU.lE1TT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely n~1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, e,nd only ·t:tha.t they show. 
X. Use 1hQ_ facts you have thus le2.rned \'then you face ~~problem tlJat .U 
similar ~ related ~ this ~· 
I 
I 
E:xperimen t 33. 
Manual 2 
What is the relation between the buoyancy of a 
liquid and its density? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X XX X X X X 
Experiment 34. If an object more dense than we. ter is made to 
float, how mQ.st its shape be changed? 
Experiment 35. What is the exact relation between pressure and 
depth in a liquid? 
Manua.l 2 X X X X X XX X 
It 3 X X X X X X 
" 
5 X X X X X X X 
" 
7 X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
" 
9 X X X X X X 
II 11 X X :X: X X X 
" 12 X X X X X X X 
Experiment 36. Upon what does the pressure of water against a 
dam depend? 
Experiment 37. kre the pressures due to gravity at any point in 
a liquid equal in . all directions? 
Experiment 38. What is the relation between pressure and density 
in a liquid? 
Experiment 39. How does the pressure in a liquid at a given depth 
vary Vi th different 11quids2 
!Manual 11 
1: 
li 
I 
I 
!I 
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II 
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VII. 
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The Elements of Scientific Method !or 
High-School Students 
lbtice something ~~you think of .e question~ you \'rould like ~ 
be able to anSi'ier, ~make ~your ~to Ex :tQ. f!M the ans\'rer to it. 
Decide exactly ~ ].h§. question Q.!: problem is, and state it clearly in 'lrtords. 
Study ill the facts and ~ .bfll! they relate to ~ problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only vrhat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
l·iake E& ~ possible answers !2. the problem M. you m thiuk .Qi.. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Ma.king :J:w1>otheses. 11 
~ct from tl1es~. possible answers Q.I. hypotheses ~ one you think is most 
likely to be the right ~· . 
l~ake ill2. ~ carefully plan E:!l:. eXPeriment iQ. ~ out \•Thether the ans'\'rer you 
selected i .s the right ~· 
The t'\'ro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every 'tTa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the eXperimental !actor may be called 
the true eA~erimeut. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the ,pontrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true itnd the control ex-periments. Then any differences in the results of the 
tt-to experiments '\'rill be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
Carr;,- out the experiment '\'lith great ~according ]2;. the P15m.· 
Repeat ~experiment k ~ '\'thether you~~~ results the second time. 
This second experiment ll called ~ ~ EXPERI1·1E11T. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely new experi-
ment us~ng the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
Draw ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates \'Thatever your experi-
ments show, and only \·that they show. 
Use tho facts you have thus le?.~rned "Then ;z:ou ta:ce a ne'tr problem ~ 1§. 
similar ~ related to this ~· 
Experiment 40. 
~anual 2 
Experiment 41. 
I Manual 21 
Experiment 42. 
I 1: ~I 
Experiment 43. 
jMenual 81 
Experiment 44 .. 
' 
!Manual 41 
Experiment 45. 
I Manual tl 
Experiment 46. 
I 
I 
Manual 2 
It 3 
" 
4 
II 8 
~ 
How can compressed air be used to increase the 
pressure on a liquid? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6 7 8 9 10 c 
X X X X X X X 
Is the height of a liquid in connected vessels 
the same or different? 
- Bxlxl I Jxj I lxJ lxJ x I 
Can a safety razor blade be made to float on the 
surface of water? 
1~1~1~11 1~1 I 1~1 I I X I 
Ho"r can I demonstrate surface tension in ·water 
and compare the surface tension of alcohol w1 th 
that of water? 
lxlxlxl I lxJ I lxl I I I 
How can I demonstrate and get a measure of 
surface tension in water and mercurY.? 
lxlxlx[ I lxJ I [xl I I I 
!low does the surface tension o:f various liquids 
compare with that of water? 
lxJxlxl I lx~ I lxlxl · I x I 
What happens to a soap :film formed across the 
open end of a funnel when air is drawn from 
or forced into the small end of the funnel! 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X x~ X 
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The Elements of Scient ific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~btice something that makes you think of .e question t:b..at you \'TOU:ld like to 
be able to ans"t.'ler, and ~3m. your mind to tr-:1 iQ. find the ans,•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~the question Ql: problem ll• SJ1!i. state it clearly in viOrds. 
III. Stud:z all the facts ~ ~ ho"t.'l they relate to ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ E& ~ possible answers to the problem u you s;an think of. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Making J:zypotheses.n 
V. Select .t:.;:,Qm these possible answers Q.!. hypotheses .~~~ think is !!!Qll 
likely to be 1h@. ~ ~· 
VI. Make '!:ill. and carefully plan .en experiment !£_ find out \ofhet her ~ answer you 
selected is the right one. 
The tvro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa::r except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control e;periment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aDlf differences in the results ~f the 
t\'to experiments \'rill be due to the e:x:pe rimental facto r . 
VII. Om QJ!!!. ~experiment illh great ~according 12. the plan .. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~whether you ID2i the same results the second time. 
This second experiment a called ~ ~ EXPERII-OOTT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely new experi-
ment using the same experi~ental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicat es \'thatever your experi-
ments show, and only \·The.t they show. 
x. Use the facts you ~ ~ learned i-then you face g, llilli: problem tllat u 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
I' I I 
II 
Experiment 47. Are molecules of matter in constant motion? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 a 9 10 
Manual 4 X XX X X X 
Experiment 48. How can I make a cell to show :Brownian movement 
vi th smoke? 
Experiment 49. When a crystal of a soluble substance is 
placed at the bottom of a jar of water, do~.s 
the substance diffuse through · the water? 
Experiment 50. How and why does a siphon work? 
Manual 2 X XX X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X X 
II a X X X X X X 
II X XX X X X X 
II . 12 X XX X X X X 
Experiment 51. How can I construct a siphon and how is the flow 
of liquid affected by the relative lengths of 
the arms? 
Experiment 52. How is the rate of flow of a ' liquid through a 
siphon affected b.y the size of the tube, the 
difference in level, and the nature of the 
liquid? 
lxperiment 53. How can I show osmotic pressure by means of 
a carrot which contains a sugar and water 
solution in a hole in the top? 
_j 
II 
I 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. }T:Jtice something ~ makes you think 21 § question that you \'rould ~ to 
be able to answer, ~ malce m your mind to try to find the ansNer to ll· 
II. Decide exactly ''~hat the question 2£ problem is~ and state it clearly in \-lords. 
, . ! 
III. Study ill the facts ~ ~ l1ID! the_y r elate !2, ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only 'l'rhat you have learned 
fTom ~our own experie~ces, but also what you have learned from other people and 
· from books. · · ' 
IV. ~ E& ~ possible. answers 1Q. ~problem rut you can thhlk 21• 
Scientists call this step, 11 l-1aking h;ypotheses." 
V. Select from these pOssible answers Q.I. hypotheses ~~you think is most 
1 ikely .1Q_ be the ~ pne. 
VI. Hake 1m and carefully plan g.n experiment ~ find out \•rhether 1M_ ans\'rer you 
selected is the right one. 
The t\'ro parts of the e:x:periment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true experim~nt. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments, Then axry differences in the results of· the 
t"trro experiments i'lill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm Q.El!. the exPeri ment ill,h great ~ according to the plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~experiment !2_ ~whether you ill~~ results the second ~. 
~ second experiment .!§_ called ~ CHECK EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely new experi-
ment using the same experimental facto~ is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ ~~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates i'thatever your experi-
ments show, and onlv t·rhat they show. 
X. Use the facts you have ~ le2..rned when you~ e, ~problem ~ is 
similar ~ related to this one. 
Experiment 54. Is the rate of o•mosie affected by the kinds and 
concentrations of solutions used? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 45 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 2 X X X X X X X X 
' 
Experiment 55. How do the forces of adhesion and cohesion. , 
compare in the cases of liqaids that wet solids 
and liquids that · do not wet solids? · · 
Experiment 56. 
Manual 2 
It 3 
" 7 
" 
8 
Experiment 57. 
Manual 2 
" 
3 
" 
4 
It 7 
It 8 
Experiment 58. 
Experiment 59. 
How does a liqaid behave . in a ' capillaii ,tube 
when it(a) wets the tube. (b) does not wet the 
tube? 
X X X X X X x X 
X X X X X X . 
X X X X IX lx ...x · 
X X X X X X 
How is the elevation or depression of a liquid 
in a capillary tube related to the diameter of 
the bore? 
X X X X X X X X X X 
lx ~ X X X X X 
lx lx IX lx l.x. 
lx lx IX lx X _.X t.x L.x ....X 
IX IX X X X X X 
How do the capillaries of various •olutions 
compare? 
How does the temperature of a liquid affect 
its capillary action? 
---IManual----,-2 I- b ~ b lllx I I b llx I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~i:itice something that makes you thin..~ of !! question that you \'tould like to 
be able to ansi>~er, ~ ~ 1!Q. your ~to try to find the answer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~ ~ question 21: problem is, and state it clearly in v10rds. 
III. Study ~ the facts ~ ~ how they . relate to the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only vrhat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
:from b9oks. 
IV. l,1ake illt ~ possible answers 1g_ the problem M you m_ thi1lk 2!:_. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Ma.king lzypotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.t. oootheses ~~you think is most 
likely to be the ~ ~· 
VI. Hake BJ2. and carefully plan ru1 experiment to find 2J:ll. i'lhether ~ ans1t1er you 
selected is ifl& right .QD&• 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every w~ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember tl~t the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in the results of the 
t;;ro experiments i'lill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm out the exneriment ill,h great m_ accordi:gg !Q. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~ experiment 1Q. see whether Y2l:l m the same results the second ~. 
This second experiment is called ~ CHECK EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely nai-l experi-
ment using the same erperimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~u~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should "be stated so that it indicates i'thatever your experi-
ments show, and only i'that they show. 
X. ~ the facts you have ~ learned when :zou face 5!:. ~problem that is 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
Experiment 60. How does the degree of coarseness of a substance 
affect the distance that a liquid will rise in it 
by capillary action? 
. . Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 3 ., % % % % % % % X 
Experiment 61. Does the kind of soil or · the coarseness of the 
soil determine the distance that water will 
rise b,y capillary action? 
Experiment 62. . How can I show how capill9r7 action brings subsoil 
moisture to the surface? 
!Manual 4j 
Experiment 63. How can I demonstrate capillary action in soils? 
Experiment 64. Does capillary action take place in a porous 
flower pot filled with dry earth? 
[Manual 6[ 
Experiment 65. How can I stu<cy" capillary action in a cornstalk? 
[Manual 6 [ 
l!btperiment 66. Does capillary action take place in a lump of 
sugar, a blotter, a piece of cloth? 
Experiment 67. How can I demonstrate capillary action in a 
candle and in a kerosene lamp? 
[x[[ I 
Experiment 68. What factors determine the quantity of water that 
will be absorbed by cloth or paper? 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. }1::.;tice something ~ makes you think .2f .5! question tJ:!..at you l'rould like to 
be able to ans\'ler, sru!. ~~your mind to try to find the ans'\'rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly .what ~ question or problem !..§., and state it clearly in v10rds. 
III'. Study all ~facts and ~ brui they relate iQ. ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only 1!rhat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. 1-.fake E&. ~possible .answers !2, the problem @:§.. m m thiuk .Qt. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Ma.k:ing J:zypotheses." 
V. ~ct from tll§.§.§. possible answers 2.!: hypotheses the .Q.rut you think is ~ 
likely to be the right ~· 
VI. l-iakc 1m and carefully plan ~ experiment to find E.'U. \ofhether the ansvter you 
selected i.i?. thQ. ~ ~· 
The t\'TO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the exper~mental factor ~ be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the ~ difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in the results of the 
t1;ro experiments will be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm ~ .1h2, experiment liilh great ~according 19. ~plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~ eXperiment to ~whether you ill~ same r~sults the second time. 
This second experiment ,U. called ~ ~ EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely n~1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be etated so ~hat it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only v1hat they show. 
X. Uso ih2. facts you have ~learned when :y;ou face a new p;:oblem ~ ll 
similar 2.r. related !g_ this one. 
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Experiment 69. What is the relation between volume and pressure 
' 
of a gas at constant temperature? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 '• 
!Manual 1 X X X X X 
u 2 X XX X X X X 
.. 3 X X X X XX X 
It 4 X XX X X X 
M 6 X X X X X 
II 7 X XX X X X X 
" 8 X X X X X X II 9 X X X X X ~ X 
It 10 X XX X X 
" 
11 X X X X X X 
" 
12 X X X X X X 
Experiment 70. How can I show ham:oU.lll' s theorem b~ blowing 
I over a sheet of paper? , _ 
I ;~anua.l 91 lxlxlxjj lxl · I _ lxll D 
Experiment 71. How can I demonstrate AiJ.rttoiilll' s ·principle and 
how is ·1 t · made use of in the a1 rplane 'I 
~ual 71 lxlxlxl I lxl I lxl lxl~ 
Experiment 72. What is the relationship between rate of air flow 
I and a1 r pressure 7 
I 
!Manual 51 lxjxlxl I lxl I lxlxlxl x I 
Experiment 73. What is the best shape of objects if they are 
to be supported by moviDg air? 
!Manual 21 lx lx[ I IJX"I I lxl lxJ I 
Experiment 74. How does the speed of a body affect the flow of 
air around it? 
I Manual 5 I lxlxlxl I lxl I lxl lxl X I 
~ 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. }T:itice something ~ makes you think of ~ question ~ ~ \oTOuld like to 
be able 12. anm.,er, ~make Yl2. your mind to E::i_ to find the ans\•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~ ~ question QL -eroblem !!,, ~ state U. clearly in vlOrds. 
III. Study ill the facts ~ ~ how they relate iQ. the problem, 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from ~our .own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
1'rom books. 
IV. Make E:.§. ~ possible answers 1Q: the problem rut you m thiuk .Qi.. 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-ia.king eypotheses." 
V. Select from these possible answers su:, h.vpotheses ~ one you think is most 
likely to be the ~ ~· 
VI. Nake '2:P. and carefully plan §:!!. experiment to "find .2Yl \•rhether ~ a.ns\-Ter YQll 
selected is the right ~· 
The t'liO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every w~ except one, and 
tha.t is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the ~ experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aQY differences in the results of the 
t"tcro experiments vlill be due to the e:xpe rimental factor. 
VII. C~ 2Ja:i ~ exneriment ill,h great ~according 12. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~ experiment ]2.. ~ l-Thether you g,Qi .1b&!. ~results ~second ~. 
This second experiment ll called ~ CHECK EXPERIMENT. 
Som~times, instead of repeating the same e>..-periment, ru1 entirely ne\·1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates \tlhatever your experi-
ments sho\'1, and only ~;that th6"1J show. 
X. Use the facts you nave ~ le2.rned '\'then you ~ ~~problem tl1at 1.!! 
similar QL related ~ ~ one. 
I 
Experiment 75. 
Manual 1 
II 2 
II 4 
" 
6 
" 
11 
" 
12 
Experiment 76. 
Experiment 77. 
How ean I determine the density of air at the 
temperature and pressure of the air in the room? 
Steps of Se.i'entific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
What is the relationship between the density o! 
air and its pressure? · 
How can I determine the buo7ana,v of air? 
Experiment 78. Is sir matter? 
Experiment 79. Does the atmosphere exert pressure? 
Manual 4 
II 8 
II 10 
II 12 
Experiment 80. 
Experiment 81. 
Experiment 82. 
X X X X XX 
. :X: :X: X X XXX 
X X X X X 
X X :X: X XX :X: 
How can I demonstrate atmospheric pressure? 
What is the pressure of the atmosphere? 
What makes a liquid. rise in a tube when I suck 
the air out of the tube? 
-
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:itice something that makes you thin'k of 2: guest ion that you \'rould like to 
be ill§. to Sill..~r ~ make S12. your ID..ind to try to find the e.nsNer to it. 
II. Decide exactly t.Yhat ~ question 21:. problem is, and state it clearly in "'ords. 
III. Study all ~facts and ~how they relate to the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your o.wn experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ rut ~possible answers to the "Qroblem u you m thiuk 2f• 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-iaking h;ypotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers g.r. hypotheses ~2M :zou think !§. mQ!]. 
likely to be the tl.ghi ~· 
VI. Hake 1:!12 and carefully plan !Yl e;periment to find mu, l'rhether the ans'\'Ter you 
selected is. the. ~ one. 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every w~ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. ' 
The part of the e~eriment .which includes the e~erimental factor~ be called 
the ~ experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control expe.riment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aQY differences in the results of the 
two experiments will be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Om 2B:]. ~ experiment wit-h. great ~ according ~ ib§. plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~ \'Thether you lli .tJ:l& same results ~second ~. 
~ second experiment iJ!_ called ~ CHECK EXPERIMEUT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely ne'\"t experi-
ment using the same e~erimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be sta;ted so that it indicates "'hatever your experi-
ments show, e.nd only \-lhe"t th~J show. 
Xe Use J;he facts you have thus .learned when you ~ 5Jr. niDi problem ~ 1.2. 
similar 21:. related ~ this one. 
I 
I 
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Experiment 83. How much pressure is maintained in the laboratory 
gas mains? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 3 X X X X X X 
Experiment 84. How can I measure the pressure of the laboratory 
gas supply? 
IM:ual i~ I 1~1~1~1 I I~ I I I~H~I I 
Experiment as. How much air enters my classroom per pupil per 
minute? 
I Manual 41 Jx[xlxl I lx I I lxll I ~: -
Experiment 86. Is suction a push or a pull? 
I Manual 41 ' lxffi I I x I x 1• xI x lx j I I 
Experiment 87. What are the parts and operation of a simple 
lift pump and a force pump1 ! 
1 Manual aJ lxjxlxJ I Jx I I jxj lxl I 
Experiment 88. How does a cistern lift pump work? 
; 
IM:ual il I;Mll r~r I r~rrr X I 
Experiment 89. How can I make a jet pump? 
IM~ual ~I 1~1~1~1 I I~ I I I~ II I r 
Experiment 90. How can I make a simple barometer and read i t'l 
,J~ual 2 I ___ =±~ I~ I~ I I ~I I ~~jxiE . ; 6 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. !~ice something ~makes you think of .!! question that you \orould like to 
M able to ansiofer, and ~1m. your mind to m_ to find the ans\•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Ql:. problem is, and state it clearly in trrords. 
III. Study S!JJ:. the facts ~ ~ hotof they relate iQ. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, no't only \otha.t you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ M ~possible a.ilswers to ~problem @:.§..you can thiuk 2!:_. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Making h;ypotheses.n 
V. §.Q;le_c_i f~om t4~ possible answers ~ lw;Rotheses ~~you think is !BQ..ll 
liko..J1L .Y2. be j:;he right QD§.• 
VI. Hake 1m. and carefully plan ru1 experiment ~ ili!9:. .QlU_ i•rhether ~ a.ns"trer you 
selected ll tl"le pight one. 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every w~ except one, and 
tha.t is called the eXperimental factor. · 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control eXperiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must Qe the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t\'to experiments will be due to . the experimental factor. 
VI!. Cm ~ ill, eXPeriment illh, great cgre according ]Q. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment !2_ ~whether ygg_ ru the ~ results the second time. 
This second experiment is called ~ QJmQ! EXPERIMEUT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely nei·t experi-
ment using the same experimental faetor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
I.X.. Dra,., ;yQ_ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, end only \·that thOJr show. 
X. Use the facts you have trus le2.rned trthen you ~ e. llilli, problem that 12. 
similar QL rela ted ~ tl"lis one. 
Experiment 91. How is a standard mercurial barometer read? 
. llJ:periment 92. How is a mercurial barometer read and how does 
the height of the column of mereur.y vary with 
cha.ngea h n air pressure? 
2-ual 1~----·---:t+~- e- ~ - -~- -
II _! !__ _ X_ X X -- '~ =-t~ 
Experiment 93. 
l 
How does water vapor in the air a:t'fect a . 
barometer? 
r---~anual=.2=1 _--- -~-=----~_-j- .--_~IT I I I X o=r~NJ 
Experiment 94. How does a change in temperature atfect a 
barometer? 
l
::axperiment 95. What is the relation between changes in t~e 
weather and barometric readings! b=E ____ ~IIiFO 
i 
Experiment 96. How can I measure height with a ·barometer? 
[MB.nuat 1 I 
I 
I 
!Experiment 97. If the percentages of 0%1"gen and nitrogen in 
1 · air were reversed, about how man;y times per 
1 minute would I have to breathe in and · out? 
~ual 2 [ _________ fiDJ-IIJ_~IIxl J 
Experiment 98. How does the stabili t;y of a flask vary when it 
is placed in different positions? 
~~ al ----EJ~-CGJI~ITJ 
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'l'he Elements of Scien'liific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. }T:.;tice something that makes you t:b-ink of .§: guest ion t:b...at you 1trould. like to 
be able to ansv.rer, ~d make :l2J2. yo1;.r mind. iQ. try to find the ans1-rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~ha.t the question Ql: problem is, and state it clearly in vlords. 
III. Study all the facts ~ ~ :b.o\v they relate to the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Nake ill!. ~ possible answers 12. the problem M you m. thhlk .2£. 
Scientists call this step, 11 I-1aking biYPotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers QI. hypothes£s ~ Q.M you think is most 
likeJ1l. to be the ~ 2M• 
VI. Hake 1m ~ carefully plan .en. experiment to find out \•rJ:¥;t.her ~ ansvrer you 
eelectad is the right ~· 
The tvro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa;y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment 11Thich includes the experimental factor mavr be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in t~ results of the 
tt-to experiments will be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor~ 
VI!. ~ ~ ~ experiment with great ~ according ~ the plan. 
VIII. Repeat 1m experiment to ~whether you m ~ same results the second time. 
This .~econd experiment ll called ~ ~ E..iCPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment,. an entirely ne\'1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~u~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates 11thatever your experi-
ments show, end only >·that they show. 
x. Use the facts you ~ thus let>..rned when ~ face e.~ problem tlmt is 
similar .Ql:. related i9. this one. 
Experiment 99. 
Yanual 5 
Experiment 100. 
Manual 1 
• 9 
• 10 
• 12 
Experiment 101. 
Experiment 102. 
Manual 6 
• 7 
• 9 
• 11 
• 12 . 
Experiment 103.-
~~~I 
Experiment 104. 
l1 ~~ual ; I 
ExPeriment 105. 
==='- -----
What are the conditions of stability for 
regularly and irregularly ~ed objeotst 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 34 f 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
%% % % %% % % 
What is the relation .between the work put into 
a machine and the work o bta.ined from the machine 
neglecting friction! (Inclined plane) 
IJ~: X X % X :X X % 
XX X X % X 
IJ~: %% X XX X 
l:z XX % XX % X 
How does - the law of work apply to pulleys and 
how can their mechanical ad van tsge be found! 
lij ij ~~~~ ~~ II ~~xlxl xl 
What are the mechanical advantages of various 
pulley systems! 
l:z X% % % X 
XJI: X % XX X X 
l:z Jl: X % X % 
IJ~: XX X X lx 
IX X x · % % % 
What are the mechanism, operation, and mechanical 
advantages of a differential pulley'l 
What are the mechanical advantages of the · three 
classes of levers! 
What is the mechanical advantage . of ·an inclined 
plane? 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:;tice momething ibei ~ you think 2! ~ question that you \'TOUld like to 
be able to an~t'ler, ~ ~ m your 1!!1m to ~ to find .the ans1·rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Ql:. problem !.§., ~ state it clearly in vtords. 
III. Study ill the facts and ~ .bQli the:y; xelate i2_ ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ E:§. ~possible answers !Q. the problem rut you m thiuk Qt. 
Scientists call thi-s step, 11 :Making l:zy:potheses'~-lf 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.!. k£pothes.es ~ Q.ru!. you think 1!!.. ~ 
likely to be the~~· 
VI. lc1ak:e 1m and carefully plan en experiment to ~ out \orhether ~ ans\'ter you 
selected i3 the right ~· 
The t'IJTO parts of the experiment are exa.(:tly alike in every wa;r except one, and 
tha.t is call~·d ~he experimental factor. 
The pa.r t of the e:x:perime.nt vrhich includes the experimental factor Ina¥ be called 
the tru.El ~~ill!ent ... 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the r2ntrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in tr~ results of the 
t1:ro experiments \'till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carry out ~ expe_riment with great ~according 1.9_ the plan .. 
VII~. Repeat the experiment ie.. see \'rhether ~get ~ same results the second time. 
This .second experiment iA called ~ CHECK E~ERII!mrT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely net·r experi-
ment using the same experimental faetor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, end only ~;rha.t they show .. 
X. Use jillQ_ facts you have thus lee..rned when you ~ ~ nQ}'l. problem that is 
simile>.r 2..r. related iQ. this Q.M• 
- ,..,- ~ ..._......~ 
-
---
-
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Experiment 105. Continued 
Steps of Scientific Method 
I 
1 2 3 45 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
u ....... ..,a1 7 X XX X X XX X 
II Q .... .,. ..,. T IT IT 
II 9 XX X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X XX 
II 12 X XX X X XX X 
Experiment 106. What is the mechanical advantage of e. wheel and 
axle? 
I M~ue.l 1~ I lilifxffi~l I ~~~xkl] 
Experiment 107. How can I . determine the mechanical 
e. pair of pliers? , 
e.dvantege of 
I Manual 91 
-
lxfxlxl I lxl I lxl I I X I 
i 
: Experiment 108. How can I determine the mechanical advanta~e of 
l e. bic;rc1e? 
I Manual 11 lxlxlxilll I jxl I I X I 
Experiment 109. How can I determine the meclumi cal advantage of 
such household machines as the lift' pump. hamler, 
sewing machine treadle? 
§ ~I - l*lxl I 1~1 I 1~1 II I I 
. Ex:perimen t 110. What ia t;tle efficiency of a lever? 
Manual 12 X 
' 
Experiment 111. \fuat is the efficiency of an inclined plane? 
v ..... ,, ... , 1 lx lx [x [x X -X [x 
II 2 lx lx lx lx X X lx lx -:i 
II 3 lx lx X lx X X lx X 
II 4 lx lx X lx X X [x X 
II 6 lx lx X lx lx lx 
.. 7 lx lx X lx lx lx lx X 
II 8 lx lx X X lx X 
II 9 lx lx X X lx X 
" 
,, IT iT' T X IY :r X 
II 12 l:x lx X X l:x 2: -y-
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:;tice momething ibei ~ you think 2! ~ question that you \'TOUld like to 
be able to an~t'ler, ~ ~ m your 1!!1m to ~ to find .the ans1·rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Ql:. problem !.§., ~ state it clearly in vtords. 
III. Study ill the facts and ~ .bQli the:y; xelate i2_ ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ E:§. ~possible answers !Q. the problem rut you m thiuk Qt. 
Scientists call thi-s step, 11 :Making l:zy:potheses'~-lf 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.!. k£pothes.es ~ Q.ru!. you think 1!!.. ~ 
likely to be the~~· 
VI. lc1ak:e 1m and carefully plan en experiment to ~ out \orhether ~ ans\'ter you 
selected i3 the right ~· 
The t'IJTO parts of the experiment are exa.(:tly alike in every wa;r except one, and 
tha.t is call~·d ~he experimental factor. 
The pa.r t of the e:x:perime.nt vrhich includes the experimental factor Ina¥ be called 
the tru.El ~~ill!ent ... 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the r2ntrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in tr~ results of the 
t1:ro experiments \'till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carry out ~ expe_riment with great ~according 1.9_ the plan .. 
VII~. Repeat the experiment ie.. see \'rhether ~get ~ same results the second time. 
This .second experiment iA called ~ CHECK E~ERII!mrT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely net·r experi-
ment using the same experimental faetor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, end only ~;rha.t they show .. 
X. Use jillQ_ facts you have thus lee..rned when you ~ ~ nQ}'l. problem that is 
simile>.r 2..r. related iQ. this Q.M• 
lj Experiment 112. What is the ei'ficien~y of a set of pulleys? 
I' 
,, Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 g 9 10 
Manual g XXX X ·x X 
n 12 XXX X X X X 
Experiment 113. What is the efficiency of a jack-screw? 
: 1 1~ua:L 1~ I X X X · XXX X X 
I !I Experiment 114. What is the efficiency of an automobile jack? 
~: I Manual 2 I XX X 
I Experiment 115. What is the efficiency of a co:mmerciaJ. block 
and tackle? 
XXX 
XXX 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Experiment 116. What ·is , the mechanical advantage and 'efficiency 
of various pulley systems? 
I' 
I lr~--an-:-,,-a-1--~--~ ------------------~--~-:-x-----~-------~-~--x----~~-
Experiment 117. ifua.t is . the mechanicaJ. advantage and efficiency 
of a wheel and axle? 
Manual 1 XXX X XX 
. II 2 XXX X X X X 
I 4 XXX :X: XX 
• 7 XXX X XXX X 
n g 
.xx:r: · X X X 
If 12 XXX X X X X 
I 
li 
:r 
1: 
II Experiment llg. What is the mechanicaJ. advantage and efficiency 
11 
of a jack-screw? 
!j Man~ 1 XXX II t---- --l-- --------- --- __J 
II 
X 
II 
II 
2g 
-~-o.--= · 
I 
I 
1: 
1,· 
I' 
'I 
II 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~btice something that ma..k:es you think 2f s, guest ion ~ you 't>rould ~ to 
~ ~ .iQ_ ansiver, ~ make ~ your mind to try iQ. find ~ ansNer iQ. it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question 21:. problem is, and state it clearly in v1ords. 
III. Study. ill the facts and ~ ~ they relate to ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from j"'Our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Hake E.J1 mem_ possible answers iQ. the problem @:.§..you m thiuk .Qi. 
Scientists call this step, "Making lzy"potheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers QA. hypotheses ~~you think is ~ 
likel:;y_ to be the ~ ~· 
VI. Hake 1m and carefully plan .M, experiment to find out ,.,hether the ansvter you 
selected is the. right one. 
The t'l'ro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa;y except one, and 
that is called the exPerimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true ~eriment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments, Then any differences in the results of the 
t\'to experiments will be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
VII. Cm out ~experiment illJl great ~according to the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment 1Q.. .§.Q§. 'ltthether you ~ ~ ~ results the second time. 
This ~econd e:A.=periment is called ~ CHECK EXPERII<OOTT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely nei'r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results .. 
IX. Draw ~r conclusion. 
Your conclusion si1ould be stated so that it indicates 1:thatever your experi-
ments show, and only \·rhe.t they show. 
Xo Use _!;he facts you have ~ lee.rned when ;x-ou ~ g_ rulli. problem ~ 11! 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
Experiment 119. What are the mechanical advant,ge and efficiency 
of an automobile jaCk? 
r---------.------------~--·-------
Steps of Scientific Method 
4 5 6 6t 6c 7 a 9l1o 
X X l x ManuaJ. _ 5_L ___ -~~,-----------· - -}: ~ : 
Experiment 120. How ma%17 levers are there connected to each tn»e 
bar of a t1Pewri ter and to what classes do they 
bel<:mg? 
Experiment 121. What simple machines are used in these compound · 
machines: meat grinder, egg beater, cari opener, 
vise, metal shears, pipe-wrench? 
Experiment 122. How can I find the coefficient of friction between 
two surfaces? 
!Manual J:T X X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X 
M 7 X X X X X X X X 
" 
8 X X X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X X 
Experiment 123. What conditions affect the friction between two 
surfaces rubbed together? 
Manual 1 X X X X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X X X X 
" 
4 X X X X X X X X 
" 
12 X X X X X X X X X 
-
Experiment 124. BOw does the coefficient of friction of two 
different kinds of floor wax compare? 
Experiment 125. How can I balance a pencil on its point on the 
edge of a tablet ·, 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:itice something that ~you think of 2 question t:b..e.t you \'rould like to 
be able to ans\'ler. ~make Bl2. your mind to try to find the ansi•Ter to it. 
II. Decide exact~y ~ jill& qu'estion 21:. problem is, and state it clearly in \'tords. 
III. Study ill ~facts ~ ~ how they relate 1Q. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IY. Make a§. ~possible answers !9. ~problem ~you m thiuk 2f.• 
Scientists call this step, 11 Making lzy'potheses." 
V. Select from these possible answers g.;: hypotheses ~~you think is m2.§.i 
likely to be the right ~· 
VI. !~ake 1m, and Cl"~refully plan gn experiment to lliQ,_ £3U i'lhether ~ ans\'ter you 
~lected is the right Q!l&• 
The t -v,ro :parts of the e:lq)eriment a.re exactly alike in every wey except one, and 
that is ca lled the _e;cpa:rimental factor. 
The part of the expAriment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true e~iment .• 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the ~gntrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments . Then aqy differences in the results of the 
t'l:ro experiments \'lill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm QBji_ the experiment ill,h great ~ according !£.the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~ \'Thether you ~ the ~ results ~ second time. 
This .second experiment i.§_ called §:. CHECK EXPERIHEllT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same e:ll.-periment, an entirely nei-r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ ~~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates -vthatever your experi-
ments sh0\'1, and only -v1h2.t they sho\-t. 
X. Use tho facts you have tms lee..rned when you ~ §:.~problem that is 
similar QL related to this ~· 
I 
Experiment 126. What is the coefficient of sliding friction and 
of rolling friction? 
' Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 9 X X X X X XX 
· II 12 :X: X X X X XX 
Experiment 127. How does starting friction compare with sliding 
friction; what is the coefficient of sliding 
friction for leather o• wood? 
(MSnual 10 I 
I 
' Experiment 128. How is friction used in the operation of an 
automobile fan belt, clutch, brakes, transmission? 
lxl f ~II I J 
Experiment 129. What is tbe resultant of 2 forces, not in the 
same straight line, acting together on a bod~ 
Manual 1 X X X X X X 
" 
2 X X X X X X X X 
II -~ X X X X X X X r-· 
" 
4 :X: X X X X X 
·" 5· X X X X X X X X II 6 X X X X X X 
II 7 y y IY IY IY y r r 
II 8 X X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X e---n· ... 10 X X X X X X X 
" 
11 X X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X 
Experiment 130. How can the forces acting on a crane boom be 
analy-zed? 
Manual 1 X X X X X X X 
" 
3 X lx rx lx lx X ·X . 
II 6 X X X X X X X 
It 10 X lx X lx lx 
-
II 11 X X X X lx lx lx 
II 12 X X X X X X X 
-
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. F:Jtice something that ~ :y;ou think of .a question t'P ..at :y;ou ~rould like to 
be able to ans\>~er, and make ~your mind to ill, to find the a..nsNer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what ~ question 2l:. problem i§_, and state it clearly in vrords. 
I!I. Study ill ~facts eB9:. ~ hov; they relate iQ. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only \<that you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Nake E& ~possible answers !Q. the problem M you m. thhlk .Q!.. 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-ia.k:ing eypotheses. 11 
v. Select from these possible answers QJ:. hypotheses ~ ,2P&. ~think 1!. mg,!i 
likely to be the right one. 
VI. Make 1m and carefully plan .ru1 experiment to find out ,.,hether ~ answer you 
selected is ]..bQ right ~· 
The tvro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, a.nd 
that is called the experimental factor • 
. The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor IM\Y be c~led 
the true experiment. 
The part of th~ experiment that doe~ not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then a:rrg differences in the results of the 
t\'ro experiments will be due to the ex,pe rimental factor. 
VI!. C~ ~ the experiment with great care according iQ. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to see whether you m ~~results ~second time. 
This second experiment is called ~ CHECK EXPERIMElfT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the .same experiment, an entirely new experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ ~~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so .. that it indicates "thatever your experi-
ments show, and only \ihat they show. 
X. ~ .1;he fa~ts you have trus lee.rned vrhen· you ~ 2, B£li problem ~ is 
similar Ql:. related ~ this one. 
"1 
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Experiment 131. What is the resultant of 2 forces acting parallel 
to each othe.r and what is the relation between 
the sizes of the forces and their distances from 
the . resultant? 
' 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
~1,1al 2 X X X X XX X 
~--~--3 
--
X X X X X X X 
.. 4 X X X X XX 
II 6 X X X X X XX X 
II 9 X X X X X X X 
!l:xperimen t 132. What is the resultant of parallel forces acting 
in the same direction but in different paths? 
M:Jt - 11§1111~1~1~1-B 
E~eriment 133. What two condi tiona mu.st alw~s exist in order 
to have parallel forces in equilibrium? 
IM~~~I l~l~ltlilll I l~l~f[J 
Experiment 134. What are the components of a force in given directions? 
~~al 1 X X X X XX X 
.. 3 X X X X XX X 
" 
7 X X X X XX X X 
u 8 X X X X X X X 
Experiment 135. How does the force required to hold a weight at 
arm's leugth vary with the horizontal distance 
from the weight to the shoulder? 
1 Manual 2 [ lx lxrx I llx I I lxl I I l 
Experiment 136. How does the la.w of moments apply to second and 
third class levers? 
I M~ual 1 I 1~1~1~1 II~ I I ~~~xlxl I 4 X 
' I 
The Elements of Scientific Method !or 
High-School Students 
I. F:~tice something ~ makes you think of .5!: ~uestion that you \orould like to 
be able to ans'l.ver, ~ make 1m. your ~ to try to find the ans,._rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question ~problem is, and state it clearly in \-lOrds. 
III. Study all ill_ facts en2:. ~ ho\ot they relate to ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only 'o~hat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ fl& ~possible answers j;.9. the problem rut you m thhlk .Qf.. 
Scientists call this step, "Making lv.l;>otheses.n 
V. Select fm these possible answers QL hypotheses ~~you think is most 
likely to be ~ ~· ~· 
VI. Hake ~and carefully plan s.a, experiment to find out \o~hether the ans'\'rer you 
selected is the ~ ~· 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every w~ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aQy differences in the results of the 
t'\'to experiments will be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
VII. Om QBi the experiment~ great ~according 12, the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment- .12. ~ \'Thether you IDll. the same results 1b& second ~. 
This second experiment is called §;_ CHECK EXPERil{FJNT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely n~r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Dra\'l YQ.Ur conclu,sion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only \"lhat thS~J show. 
X. Use the facts you have tlus lee.rned when you face e, nO\'r problem tllat is 
similar ~ related ~ ~ gne. 
32 
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Esperimen t 137. What is the relationship between clockwise and 
counter-clockwise mcaenta ' ;. f or equilibrium? 
Steps ·of Scientific Method 
' 1 2 3 45 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual .1 X X X X X XX X 
II 2 X X X X X XX X 
It 3 X X .X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X 
It 6 X XX X X X X 
" 
7 X X X X X X X X 
.. 8 X X X X X XX 
II 9 X X X x ! X X X 
II 10 X X X X X X X 
! II 11 X X X X X XX 
II 12 X X X X X X X 
r 
-
' ; 
• Experiment 138. How can I show that . the weight of a bodT acts 
; as though it were all at a single point (center 
j of · gravi ey)? ]M:usl l~f l~llfl~ll X X X X X X X X X 
, Experiment 139. How can the center of gravity of an irregular 
piece of cardboard be found? 
~M~ual ;j l*lffitl ~~~xlxl X I 
Experiment 140. How can I find the center of gravity of a 
loaded stick and measure its weight by the 
principle of momaii.ts? 
IM~gl l~l*tl I~ I I 1~1 1~1 I 
· Experiment 141. Wha.t is the effect of the weight of a lever 
when its center of gravity is not directly 
over or under the fulcrum? 
j M~ual ~I ~~~ I / ~I R~lxl~l I X X ' .. I XXX 
I 
I 
I 
The Element~ of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~1:..tice something ~ makes you think of .!! question tJ:. .. at you 1rrould. like to 
be able to anm'ler, and make YQ. your ~ to try to find the ansNer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Ql: problem is, ~ state ll clearly in it/Ords. 
III. Study ill the facts and ~ hot.; they relate to ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
f'rom books. 
IV. Hake !illt ~possible answers !Q. the problem @&... ;zou m. thiilk of. 
Scientists call this step, ":t.ia.king h;ypotheses-- n 
V. Select fm these possible answers QX. hypotheses ~~you think is m9ll 
likely to be the_~~· 
VI. Make '!:ill. and carefully plan £n experiment to ;tinQ. out \ofhether the answer you 
~lect . .?d .ii thE?_ r~ght .Q!1Q.• 
The titrO parts of the experiment at"e exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental fgctor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factQr mUst be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aD¥ differences in the results of the 
t'l:to experiments '\rlill be due to the e:x;pe riJllental factor.-
VII. Cm 2!!i if¥l experiment with great ~according 12. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment 12. see whether .y:ou ~the same results ~second time. 
This second experiment is called ~~EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely nO\·r experi-
ment using the same e:x:periinenta.J.. factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates '\rthatever your experi-
ments show, and only tihe.t thejr show. 
X. Use the facts you have trus lee.rned when you~ a niDi problem ~ ll 
similar or related to this one. · 
===.:::...- -.--
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Experiment 142. What is the relationship between the force applied 
to a spring and the resulting stretch? 
~ ~ . . ~ 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 ·2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 a 9 10 
· Manual 1 • X XX X X 
n 2 X X X X X X X 
II 4 XX X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X 
.. 6 XX X X X 
' u 7 XX ( X X X X X 
' 
II 8 X X X X X X 
' II 9 I XX X X X X 
It 10 x -· X XX X X ~ -
' 11 XX X X X X 
.. 12 X X X X X X 
, E:xperimen t 143. What is the relationShip between the bending of 
; a rod and the force applied? 
Manuel 2 .. ~ X X X X X XX 
r---'--jf• 3 X XX X X X X 
---II 4 X XX X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X 
II 6 lx X X X X 
: 
; 
· Experiment 144. If a weight is hung .from a rwbber bend or an 
' iron spring, how far can the band or spring 
' 
be stretched before the ~weight fails to return 
l to its original point when released? I 
~u~~ I X I X I X [J-[;I--[ lxl I jx I 
I Row can I find the coefficient of elasticity of ! Experiment 145. 
i a metal rod by the method of bending? I Manual sj I xjxjxl I lxl I lx!xlxl I 
I Experiment 146. How do wires behave when stretched to their 
I breaking point? 
; 
jManual 1 1 I xlxlxl I lxl I lxl I I I ! Experiment 147. !:Iow can I use a rubber band to weigh an object? 
I Manual 21 jxjxJxl I lxl I I xi lx I I 
' 
; 
~ 
~he Elements of Scientific Method fo~ 
High-School Students 
I. ~btice eometJ1ing that makes you think of ~question ~ ~ \'rgmld like to 
M ~ to answer, ~make Y:l2. your mind iQ. try ~find the a.ns,~ter to it. 
Ir'. Decide exactly~~ guestion Q,.;: problem is,. ~ state it clearly in vtords. 
I!I. Study ill ~facts and ~ how they relate !.2_ the problem. 
In studying the problem. use everytbing you know, not only what you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
:trom books. 
IV. lvfake {!§. ~ possible answers !2_ ~ problem @:,§_ YOU &m thhlk of • 
Scientists call this step, 11 Making cypotheses, 11 
V. Select from ~possible answers .Q.I. lwpotheses ~~you think is ~ 
likely to M t he ~ .Q.illt• 
VI. Make '!!1:2. and carefully plan an. eXPeriment 12. .find ou~ \•Thether the ans\'ter you 
selected !.!! the right one. 
The tvro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every WS¥ e::x:cept one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the exper iment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the ~xperimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments~ Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t"Vro experiments \rlill ba. due to the experimental factor. 
VII .. Cm ~~experiment~ great~ acgording !.2, the plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~ experiment n see "'hether you ill the ~results ~second time. 
This pecond exoeri~ k called ~CHECK EXPERU!El:rT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiiD:ent, an entirely ne1.·r experi-
ment u.sing the same experimental factor is carried out as a. check on the 
results .. 
IX. Draw ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be 'Stated. so that it indicates 1.'thatever your experi-
ments show, end only i·lhat the"~J show. 
Xo Use ,!;he facts you have ~ lee.rned when you ~ ~ new problem ~ is 
similar ~ r el ated ~ t his one. 
Experiment 148. After the stretch :per gram of a spring ha.s been 
determtned, how can I find the 11reight of an 
object with the spring? 
Steps of Scientific Ilfetbod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
I>ia.'lual 4 X X X X X 
1 :Experiment 149. Hot-J can the tensile strength of wires of different 
I materials be determined? 
I' Experiment 150. How can I t e s t the accuracy of a household. spring 
balance or scales? 
•!Manual sl ~xl x l x l J lxl I l xl ll~ 
I 
'! Experiment 151. ~lhat are the veloci ti .es of and distances covered by a 
body ':'hose motion is uniformly accelerated? I . 
Ex-oeriment 152. '\'lhat is the relationship bet'11een distance and time 
in uniformly accelerated motion? (Duffis Board) 
Experiment 153. What is the acceleration of a freely falling body? 
I Txf Manual 1 X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X .X 
---...· 8 X X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X X 
Experiment 154. Ho'\'r may the horizontal velocity of a projectile be 
measured? 
~ual 1j 
1Experiment 155. Does the period of a single pendulum depend upon the 
! amplitude of its swing? 
~al _i] ______ _ 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. l'btice something that In8.kes you think of ~ question tr...at you -vrould ~ to 
32.§. able to answer, ~ make YJ2. your mind to try to find the ans1·rer to it. I 
II. Decide exactly ~ the question or problem is, and state it clearly in vlords. 
III. Study all the facts 5m!i ~ !?m!. they relate iQ.. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only v1hat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. l·1ake .€!& ~possible answers to ~problem ~you m thi1lk of. 
Scientists call this step, 11 :t>1aking lzypotheses. 11 
v.. ~ct from these possible answers su:. hypotheses ~ QM you think is most 
like:Ly to be the ti.W_ ~· 
VI. l-1ake El2.. and carefully plan g.n. experiment to lliQ,_ out t'l'hether ~ answer you 
selected i~ th@. ~ight ~· . 
The tvro parts of t::O.z experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
tha.t is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the trufl .f~):::Qe ri!"'Jl~!i.l)' 
The part of the. experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the r.ontrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aQy differences in the results of the 
t"t.'io experiments -vlill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm .Q.!!i !M, experiment with great ~according 19.. ~plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~ experiment to ~whether you ill the ~ results ~ second time. 
This .second experiment !§. called 5!:. CHECK EXPERII-1:IDNT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating · the same experiment, an entirely ne'oJ' e~eri­
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results .. 
IX. Draw ~ur conclusion. 
Your conclusi~n should be stated so that it indicates -vtba.tever your experi-
ments show, and only tthat they show,. 
x. Us~ tho facts you have 1!:!9& lee.rnod ~you face ~~problem ~ is 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
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Experiment 156. 'ii'hat is the relationship between period and l ength of a 
pendulum? 
-
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c .7 8 9 10 
Manual 1 X X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X X 
: 
Experiment 157. What effect d.o the size of the oob, the amplitude, and 
the leng~h of a pendulum have on its period? 
; 
M~mual 2 X X X X X X X X 
II 
·---:-- . 
-3 X X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X X 
II fi X X lx X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X X X X 
i 
! 
!Experiment 158. Ho'l'i can I find the period of a pendulum by the coincidence 
; method? 
i l I f•1 anual 6 I - I xlxlxl I lxl I lxlxl I 
!Experiment 159 . ~~hat 
1 
is the period of a compound pendu lum? 
~nual 
i 
21 r~ l x l x l I lxl I I X 1 I -1 I 
!Experiment 160 . Ho\v can I find the center of oscillation of a 
( compound pendulum? J 
I 
!Manuel 6 I l x lx (~lx l I jxjxlx I I 
' 
:Experiment 161 . How does a compensating pendulum work? 
·, 
I ~ue.l 
2 
I l ~ l~fil11 I ~ ~ ~x ~ - J 3 tl 
:Experiment 162. How does the force required to start a body in motion 
: compare \•li th the force r equired to keep it in 'uniform 
motion? 
!Manual ___ 2 I lxJxJX] I lx I I [x l lx I =.1 
~xperiment 163. The magnitude of centrifugal force depends upon \vhat 
factors? 
~-1a.nual 2 I ]x ~ Jx I I lx I x] xjx I I I I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-Sqhool. Students 
I. ~btice something that m.?.kes you th~ of u guest ion t:b..at you 't'rould like to 
be able to answer, ~ make !m. your mind to try to find the ansNer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Q£. problem is •. and state it clearly in 'lriords. 
III. Study all ~facts and ~ ~ they relate to the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you' know, not only vrhat you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV • ~ rut ~possible answers to the problem M you m thiuk .Qi.. 
Scientists call this step, 11 :t-1aking h;ypotheses. 11 
V. Sele_<::..i fJ:.Q..~ tl}_'2.§~ possible answer.s .Q.!. hypotheses ~~you think is most 
like:\.::.;: !i.s2. be _th~ right ~· 
VI. Make ~ and Q.arefully plan rul. expe:ri;ment to find 2J:!i \'lhether the ans'\rter you 
selected i::3 th.§l_ ;right .Q.!?..§.• · 
The t'lrro parts of thz experiment are exactly alike in every Wa::f except one, and 
that is called the exparimental fagtor. 
The part of the experiment which i~cludes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment~ 
The part of the experiment t~t does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the. experimental factQr must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments, ~hen aqy differences in the results of the 
t1:1o experiments will be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Om~ the experiment ill.h great ~according iQ. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat .!i.llit experiment 12. ~whether you get ~ same results ~ second time. 
~ second experiment is called ~CHECK EXPERII·tE1lT~ 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely n~., experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a cheek on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~ur ~onclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only tthe.t they show,. 
X. Use the facts you have .1hY& learned when you~~~ problem ~i.e. 
similar QL rela ted :!!.g, this one. 
I I 
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Experiment 164. How can I study the longi tudina.l, lateral and directional I stability of an aii'J?lane? 
Steps of Scientific ~-iethod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
: 
. Manual 7 X X X X X X X I 
Experiment 165. Eo1-r are the principal external parts of an airplane I 
made either to use or minimize the pressure of the air? I 
~ual 7 1 [ xl x i ~ ~ I I x i I I xi I x i x I 
Experiment 166. Wha.t forces act upon an airplane in level flight, 
climbing flight and gliding flight? 
lrvranuaJ. 7 1 I x l x lx l . l lx l I I x l I x l x I 
I Experiment 167. How d.oes the lift on a ~.dng of an airplane vary with 
the angle of attack and the speed? I I Manual 3c I x l xj x l I l x l . I I x l I I I 
Experiment 168. Ho'\'! can I measure my horsepower? 
jr:iianual 1 I j x jx jxT I I x i I I x lx l I I 
Experiment 169. Can I measure temperature by a sense of touch? 
~ual 2 1 xjx lx l I jx l x l x l~ l xD 
Experiment 170. Ho,., ca..--J. I make a rough thermometer? 
1 ~ 1 I 1 I 'Manual ~ I - I ~1~ 1 ~1 I 1 ~1 I I I I " I 
Experiment 171. HoN cen I make an expansion thermometer and how does 
it work? 
/Manual ~ I 1~1;1 ~ 1 I I ~ I ! , .~ , I I r I " 
Experiment 172. Ho•"' can I ma.lce an air thermometer? I 
!Manual 6 I lxlx lxii ix l I l x l I I I 
Experiment 173. Does air exert great pressure when heated to a high 
temperature? 
!Manual 2 l ~ ~ ~ x~ l I l x l I l x l I I I 
I 
·l 
The Element~ of Scientific Met~od fo~ 
Hi€11-Sc]J.ooi Students 
• -. i ." ' 
I. l1:.;tice something that ma.kes you th:l.pts of .!3: question that you \'tould like to 
be able to ans1ver, ~ make !m_ your ~~nd to try to find the ans1·rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Q.t. problem is, and state it clearly in vtords. 
III. Study ill ib&_ facts and ~ holY" they relate iQ.. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you -have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Make E-.§. msm, possible answers to ~ pf.Oblem rut you m thiuk of. 
Seientists call this step, 11 Making' 'h;ypotheses. 11 
V. 2.9-~.ct . ;f:rom ~possible answers Q.r. ffi:potheses ~ ~ you think is m.2J!.i 
l~ kc::~x :t2. be the right .Q.@.• 
VI. Hake '£12. and carefully ulan g,n e;e:perim,ent .1!2_ find out 1•rhether the ansvrer you 
S0;J,Q.9_ted i_;i __ t~l§. ;L"i.gpt On§.• ... 
The tivro parts of t he experiment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that is called the e.xpa:rimental factor. 
The part of the experiment vlhich includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true e:x:perim..~r...t_~ 
The part of thE: experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the 9ontrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aQY differences in the results of the 
t'l:ro experiments '\:Till be- due to the experimental factor. 
VII. C~ out the eXPeriment ~great ~ according to the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~ "'hether you m_ .ib§. same results the second time. 
This §OQ.ond experiment ll, called §:. CEECK EXPERIHE1iT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely new· experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Q~ ~u~ conclusion. 
Your conclusi .::n should be stated so that it indicates vthatever your experi-
ments sho>'l, 8.nd only 'lrtbat they show. 
X. Use the facts you have ~ le2.rned ,,hen you ~a rulli problem t lVJt .1..2. 
si~ilar or related to this one. ~~~~ -- ~ ---- ---
I 
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Experime nt 174. Ho1-r can I test the scale of a, ther mometer at the fixed 
' 
point s ? 
I Steps of Scientific Me thod 
I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 1 X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X 
II 5 -· - t--!--· X X X X X 
It 6 X X X X X X X 
-
II 7 X " X X X X _X_ ., 
II 8 X X X X X 
I II 9 X X X X X X II 10 X X X X X X 
II 11 X XX X X X 
-
II 12 X X X X X X 
Experiment 175 . What are the three methods of heat transmission and 
l how clo they vmrk? 
btw j j tJ~I ~ I I I[Jl I ~ ~ I X X 
Experiment 176. 'iVhat is t he coefficient of linear expansion of a 
solid? 
Manual 1 X X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X ~ X 
- -II 10 X X X X X X 
II 11 X X X l x _X_ X X 
II 12 X XX X X X 
Experiment 177. Does the volume of a solid change when it 1i s he ated -
I and cooled? 
I 
J!vianual 
!I ~I ==±~lli l &I l j ~ l I I I I 
Experiment 178. Does steam exert great pressure? 
' 
jrv!anual 2 1 l x l xhDl~lT Jd.J l l I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. li:~tice something that ma.kes you think of E: guest ion that you would like to 
:Q!a able to anst'ler, ~make YQ. your mind to try to find the ans"rer to it. 
II. Decide e:iractly ~ the guestion Q.t problem is, and state it clearly in 'llords. 
III. Study ill the facts @~~they relate !Q. ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only \orhat you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ as ~possible answers 1Q. the problem ~. m m thiuk g,t. 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-la.king lzypotheses. 11 · 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.I. h.v:pothesea ~ .2.rut ZQB. think 1!. ~ 
likely to be th.@. right ~· 
VI. , !4ake 1!J2. and carefully plan gn experiment to f..!m ~ ,.,hether the ans'\'ter you 
·selected is the right .Qlli!.• 
The tvro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the ~ experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the 9ontrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factot must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in the results of the 
t1:ro experiments \rlill be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
VII. Om .QB;i the experiment with great care according iQ. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~ '\>Thether you m ~ same results ~second time. 
This second experiment ll called ~ CHECK :ELXPERil.rn:NT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely nm-r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~u~ ~onclusion. 
Your co:J.clusion should be stated 130 that 1 t indicates \rthatever your experi-
ments show, end only tihat they show,. 
Xo Use the facts you ~ W2. le2.rned when you face ~~problem tba.t 1.2. 
siMilar ~ related ~ this ~· . 
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Experiment 179. Hot'l does heat affect water? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Nanual 2 X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
Experiment 180. Eot·! clo es heat ai'fect e.ir? 
' 
Manual 2 X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X 
II 8 X X .,. X X X 
-'-
Experiment 181. VThat is the relation between the volume and the 
I absolute temperature of a gas if the pressure 
' 
remains constant? i 
: 
Manual 2 X X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X X 
II lO 'll" y lv 'll" y 
II 11 X X X X 'll" X 
I II 12 XX X X X X 
I 
Experiment 182. What is the specific heat of various metal s? 
~-1anua1 1 X .X X X X 
II 2 X X X X l x Lx _X 
II 3 X X X X X 
II 6 X "lr 'x 'll" y ;r ;r 
II 7 X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X X_ 
II 12 X X X X X X 
Experiment 183. Ho>•r do different surfe.ces vary · in the re.te at 
' which they lose heat by rarliation? 
' E8.1 4 I I xlx Fl I [xI xi xjxjxjxj X I 
-
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. . ~btice something that makes you think of 1! question that you 1rrould ~ to . 
~ able .tQ. anS't.'ler. and ~ :1:!12. your ~ 1Q. EY. to find ~ ans1·rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~ the question 2.!:. problem is, and state it clearly ~ 1tTords. 
III. Study ill the facts i!:DA ~ bru! they relate to thp problem. 
In studying the problem. use everything you know, not only \'lhat you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ M ~ possible answers ~ the problem €!:..§. you m thillk 2!_. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Mak:ing eypotheses. 11 
V. .§ilict frs>..m these possible answers Ql:. hYJ?otheses ~~you think is m.2.§.:i 
likely !i£ be the right ~· 
VI. Make 1m_ and Q.arefully plan gn experiment to find 2l!1. \•rhether ~ ans'\'ter you 
selected i~ th~ right ~· 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that is called the exparimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true eXPeriment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in the results of the 
t1:ro experiments "Till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm QB;i the experiment liil,h great ~ according iQ. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to see whether you ill the ~ results lli second time. 
This second eXPeriment is called 5!:. ~ EXPERUIENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the. same experiment. an entirely ne\-r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on tlw 
results. 
IX. Draw ~u2: ~onclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates \'thatever your experi-
ments sho,'l, and only 1:1hat the-tJ show. 
X. Use .};he fact.§_ :i.Qll,. r..a.ve thus legrnod when :you face e, ~problem that is 
sitrtilc>.r QI. relc:.ted iQ. this one. 
~ 39 
Experiment 184. How does the relative humidity of various school 
rooms vary at different times of the day? 
Steps of Scientific Method ,I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
r.fanut>.J. 4 X X X X X 
Ex-p eriment 185. ~~hi ch is the better hea.t radiator and absorber, a 
bright surface or a dark surface? 
: 
Manual 3 X X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X 
I. Experiment 186. \'lhich is the better heat radia.tor , t:>, bright shiny 
surface or a dark surface? 
1 Ma~ual ~I 1*1~1 I I~ I XI x ~ ~ ~ 1~ 1 X I X 
I 
,: Experiment 157. Ho\'1' much 'ilater vapor is there is my classroom today? 
' 
jMa..rmal 21 I xlxlxl I lxl I lxl I I I 
jExperimen t 188. \'!bat is the de\'r point of the ar in the laboratory? 
jManual 31 I xlxlx l I jx l I I xl x[ .I xj 
,Experiment 189 . HO\'J CEll I find the de\1! point and relative humidity 
of air? 
tv:anua1 1 X X X X X 
II L'.. X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X x X X X 
" 
10 X X X X X X 
I II 11 X X X X :!: X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X X 
;Experiment 190. Hm'>' can I make a l'let-dry bulb hygrometer and hm1 
is it read? 
!l!anua1 2 1~1*1 I 1~1 I I ~111 I " 6 
I 
' 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
· RigJ:>.::;~choo'l stud.ent.s 
I. lif:itice something ~ nw.kes ::'{OU think 2f ~ question that you \'IOuld like to 
be able to anst'ler, anQ. make m your ~ i2. ~ to find ~ anst·rer to it. 
I!. Decide exactly ~the question QL problem U• ~ state ll clearly in "fiOrds. 
UI. Study all ~facts and ~how the~ relate !.g.~ problem. 
In studying the problem, use eve~rthing you kpow, not only what you have learned 
from your oWn experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from bool:cs. 
IV. l·iake ill!. ~possible answers 1Q. ~problem rut m, m thiuk .Qi.. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Making eypotheses. 11 
V. Select ~ these possible anst-rers 9.r. hypotheses ~~you think is m§.t 
likely to be the I.!iibi ~· 
VI. Htlke 1m. ~ carefully ulan .5m. ceoeriment ~ find 2J:U_ t'lhether the ans,..ter you 
selected is the right one. · · 
The .t\'ro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every "'BY except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control exPeriment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experimet'l-ts. Then an;y differences in the results of the 
t\'10 experiments \'till be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
VI!. Car:r:y QB.i the experiment ~ great ~ according i2., the plan. 
VIII. R§l?eat the e:A.'"Periment ~ ~ vtfl.ether you ~ ib§. ~ results the. second time. 
~ second e;pepiment is called ~ CEECK EXP:BIRIMENT. 
Sometimes, insteaO. o;f repeating the same experiment, an entirely ne'" experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out. as a check on the 
res'\ll ts. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that 1 t indicates \rlhatever your experi-
ments show, and only \rThat they show .. 
X. Use W facts you have trus learned \rthen :you face a new problem tbat .!A 
simil~ ~ related ~ ~ one. 
I 
. 
' 
I 
Experiment 191. What is the relation between the heat lost and the 
heat gained when substances of different temperatures 
are mixed? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
r 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
~--------r-----------------4-~4-·4-+-~;-~--+-+-+-+-~ 
Manual 3 
II 4 
II 8 
Experiment 192. 
!Manual 111 
Experiment 193. 
~~~ e.nua. l sl 
Experiment 194. 
} 
r-Ianual 4 
II 9 
II 12 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
Is the boil ing ~oint of a mixture of two liquids 
different from the boiling points of the indivio.ual 
liqui ds; hO\'l doe s the boiling point of the mixture 
change td th distillation; what is the effect upon the 
boiling point of a. solid dissolved in a liquid; does 
the boiling point of a solid in liquid solution change 
tvi th distillation? 
What changes occur during boiling; what is the . 
effect of pressure and of a dissolved substance on 
boiling point? 
~Vhat is the relat ion between pressure and the 
boiling poirit of a liquid? 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
XX X X X X 
Experiment 195. ·what a re the boiling points of dif:ferent \'tater 
solutions of liquids and soli.o.s? 
jr~anual 51 
Experiment 196. 
li 
What are the freezing points of water solutions of 
various solids and liquids; what effect do subste~ces 
t hat ioniz have on t he freezing point of water I 
solut i ons? 
I Manual 5 I 
4o 
I. 
II. 
I II. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
vrq. 
I4. 
x. 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
J:T:~tice something that makes :vou think of .a question ~you would like to 
be able to ans\'Ter, and make :g;g your mind ].Q, ]!y, to find the ans\·rer to it. 
Decide exactly what the question 21:, problem !J!., and state it clearly in \<lords,. 
Study -ill W. facts and ~ hqw they relate 1g_ ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everyt'bing you know, not only '"hat you have learned 
from your own experien-ces, but also what you have ],.earned from other people and 
from books. - · 
l-iake 2.! ~possible answer~ !Q_ th~ .. Droblem Sl:J! you m ' thillk Q!. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Naldng eypotheses." 
Select ,from tgese. possible answers ·: a l)rootheses ~~ one ~''think 1s most 
l ikely to be the right Qrut• · · 
Hake 1m. ~ carefully Ji!&m. Sll c;periment to find out \'lhether 1D&. ans'lrer you 
selected hl ~ ~ .Qlli!• 
The t11ro parts of the e:X:periment are exactly alike in every "'a::! except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the ~ experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the contro.l ex_periments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t \·ro experiments 'lrill be due to the experimental . factor. 
Om out ~experiment~ great care accordi_ng iQ. ~plan. 
Repeat the experiment ,iQ_ ~ whether you m_ the ~ results the second time. 
This second e:x;periment is called !, CHECK EJ{PERilOOTT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experimen~. an entirely n~t experi-
ment ustng the same experimental factor is carried out a.s a check on the 
results._ 
Draw your conclusion. yo:;;:;; conclusion should be stated so that it indicates 'l'rha.tevor your experi-
ments show, and only uhat they show. 
~ the f&!:(~ S you have thus le2.rned yt~n ~ fac~ ~ ne1;1 problem ~ is 
simila r .QI. ·r elated ].Q. ~ one. 
' .. . . . 
:kperiment 197. 
-
Manual 9 
Which produces the lowest temperatare& ice and (a) 
a saturated solution of sodium chloride; (b) a 
saturated solution of calcium chloride? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
%% % % 
'I 
I' 
'i· h:periment 198. What heat changes take place during (a) evaporation 
of a liquid; (b) solution of a soli~? 
, I 
I' ' 
I 
II 
·1 / 
Manual 12/ 
:hperiment 199. What are the cooling effects of solution and 
evaporation? 
Manual 61 
' : 8 
9 
:Zx.periment a:>O. 
Manual 31 
A 8 
Experiment 3:>1. 
Manual 31 
• 8 
l1perimen t 3)2. 
Manual 2 / 
lbtperiment 203. 
Manual 3 1 
Experiment 3)4. · 
Manual 2 1 
How do the heating effects of equal quantities of 
water at 100° C and steam at 100° 0 compare? 
How do the cooling effects of' ice and ice water 
compare? 
Do all liquids cool at the same rate? 
If a vessel of hot water is placed in a freezing 
mixture so that the water will change to ice, does 
the water cool continuously until it reaches the 
temperature of the mixture? 
What factors affect the rate of' evaporation of alcohol? 
41 
.I 
0 ! 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. }T:itice gomething that nw-.·s ·yo~ ··· thla,k of S: question that you '"ould like to 
be ~ ~ a.Im'ler., M\! make · 'l:m. ~~to m_ to find the ans\'fer to ll· 
II. Decide exactly wha"=t the question ·or p:Poblem U,, ~ state ll. clearlY .ill viords. 
III. Study illlhe facts and ~·how they relate to the problem. 
In stu.Q.ying the problem, use eve:eytW.n~ you know, not only \'lhat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
frorn books. 
IV. l-iake rut ~ posdble answers ~ ~ p;:oblem M m ~ think .Q!. 
Scientists call this step, 11 l>fa.ld.ng :eypotheses. 11 
V. Select from the&~e possible answers Q.!: hypotheses the one you think is most 
likely to be .ihQ. r.!.gh1 ~· 
VI. Iwe 1m. and carefully plan M experiment 1Q. find .QJ!t '"'hether the e.ns,.rer you 
selected is ~ ~ one. 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every 'Ita¥ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the ~ experiment. .. 
The part of the e.xperintent that does not bave the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experlmental factor must be the only cUf ference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~· differences in the results of the 
two experiments 'tlill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII • Cm rua.i the e;perimenl. with great care. according 12, ~ plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment !9., ~whether you 'get !D& ,ama. results the §econd time. 
This second experiment is ceJ,led ~ CHECK EXPERIME1TT. 
Sometimes, instead of 'repeating the same experiment1 an ent irely n~~ experi-
ment using the same experimental fa~tor is carried out a! a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated ao that 1 t indicates \';ha.tever your e~cperi­
ments sho:'f, and only \·That they show. 
x . Use the facts you have ~ l9arned '\'then you face 5\. ~problem tbat 1§. 
similar .Ql: rEtlat.ed ig, this orie. 
I 
42 
Experimen·t 205. Ro1t: can I f r eeze water by the evapor ati on of ether? 
Steps of . Sci entific Method 
f--· 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6 t 6c 7 8 9 10 
I Manual 9 :X x xi X X 
-
Experiment 206. Do es the ra.te of coo ling of a bo dy increase , o r 
di mi nish a s room tempera t ure is approached? 
I :Manual al I ~ *T I lxl ]· I x] lxl 'I 
! Experiment 207 . How much mus t the p r essu r e ·of steam b e increa s ed to I 
r aise its: temperature 1° C? 
' 
I Manual 10 I I xl xlxl I lxl I I xlxl IJ 
Experiment 208 . How do s i ze, sh ape , and mater ial affec t the 
efficiency of p ots and pans? 
] Manual 5 r 
.. lxlxlxl I lxl xl xhlill 
Experiment 209. Can water be brought t o it s b0iling poin t quicker 
in an O'Pen or a closed di sh? 
4 r 
-
lxl xl I llxl xl xlxl 1· 1 X I Menua.l 
Experiment 210. 'i/hat i s the cost . of h eat ing one quax t , of wa ter I 
to boiling ; _ what eff ec t does t he p ot cover hav e? 
G nnual 12 r 
- lxlxl I I H xi +I H xi 
Experiment 211 . i'l'hat i s the mechanical equi valent of heat? 
I Manual 7] · ___ __j xl x lx I I ]xl I lxlxlx IxI 
Experiment 212. i\'hat i s the h eat of vaporization of s te8Ill? 
i-1anual 1 X X X X X 
II ?. 'V' 'V' 'V' .,. v T T ..... 
II 4 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X X 
' II 10 X X X X X X 
I 
II 11 X X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X ~- X X 
! !I 
! I 
~· ·' ,. 
The Elements of sciientific Mf;}tho4 for 
High-School Students 
I. ])T:;tice tsomethi:t~:g ~ makes you think of' g question ~ ;[Ql,!_ \;IOYalcl like to 
be ~to anm-ter, ~ ~ ~ m .m1n9:,· to itt to fi_nd ~ ans,..rer to ll· 
II. Decide exactly ~ the auestion or problem is, and state M cJ,e'arly in "lTords. 
III. Study ~ ~facts a ~ ~ th~y relate !,g. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only \rthat you bave learned 
from ·your own experiences, but also what you have learned !rom other people and 
from books. · · 
IV. ~ E:!. ~ pos5ible answers !2, ~ problem u you m think o:f-; . 
Scientists call this step, 11 Making eypothesesolf 
V. Select from these possible ans\'rers Q.I. oootheses the ~you think is ~ 
likely to be the right ~· 
·-
VI. ~ 1m.. ~ carefully ~ gn experiment .iQ. find 2lU. \-thether the ans-vter you 
~lected is the right one. · 
The t"w parts of the experiment a.re exactly alike in every wa::r except one, and 
that is called the e;perimental factor. 
The part of the e-xperiment which includes the experimenta;k factor ma.y be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the exper~ment t .hat does not have t)le experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t '\'ro experiments will be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Om~~ experiment !£.llh great care accordipg 19. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to see whethe;: you W.lbi. ~ results the second time. 
This second experiment .U. called ~ CHECK EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same exper1tneni, an entirely mn1 experi-
ment using the same -experimental :factor i's carried out ae a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates "1he.tever your e:::cpa:ti-
ments s?o,-t, and only \'That they show. 
X. Use the facts you ~ ~ learned !then you .~ f:. ~ P:(Qblem ibai i§. 
similar Q.t related !g. this one. 
I 43 
' 
Experiment 213. What is the heat of fusion of ice? 
I 
Steps of Scientif.ic ~fethod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t .6c 7 8 9 10 
Ivianual 1 X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X :X: X 
II 7 X X X X X X X X 
I 
II 8 X X X X :X: 
II 9 X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X :X: 
-
II 11 X X X X X :X: X 
II 12 X :X: X . :X: X X -~ 
;. 
E:x-periment 214. Is heat released when a liquid :passes in to the 
solid state? 
~a1 41 -~xl x J x iTlx l ] I xl I ]] 
Experiment 215. Is heat released '<the~ a liquid passes into the 
solid state and is there any che..nge in temperature 
during the change from· liquid t o solid? 
I M~nual 8 X X X X X X II q X X X lx X lx X 
II 10 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
II 12 X ·X X X X X X 
Experiment 216. vlhat :is. the flash point and fire point of vs.rious 
brands of motor oil? 
' J Manual 51 [x i"XJXII lx] I lx] lx I xl 
Experiment 217. How do various cooking fats and oils compare ... ri th 
respect to ( 1) melting point (fats) ; ( 2) flash 
point; (3) fire point? 
I Manual 51 I xlx lx] I ]xI I I X ] lx I xl 
.. 
Experiment 218. Hot-: ce.n thermo couples be usecl in place of fuses? 
I Ivianual 91 I xlx lxl I lx I I lxlii.I 
' Experiment 219 . How do thermos bottles compare in their ability 
to keep things hot or cold? 
I Manual 2T I xlx LLI11-I4 I lx I I 
i 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. Jlbtice something ~makes you thNJls of _g gue.Stion ~you \'rould like to 1 
M able 12.. anm1er, . -~make :lm. your m!n9:. i2, t:~y to ·f.im ~ ans\•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~ ~ question Ql: prob],am !J!,. a.nq. state it cleia.rly in t<Tord·s .• 
III. Study; sJ1. the facts ~ see 11m! they relate 1g, tbe pf$?blem. 
In studying the problem, use ·everything. you kp.o'\'1, no-t only 'trthat· you have learned 
._ from ;vour own experiences, but also what you have lea.rne<i from· other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ &§. ~possible . answers to ~problem u you can thiUk Qt. 
Scientists call . th~e step, n:r.raking h;ypotheses." 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.I. hYpotheses ~ ~ :(OU think 1! -~ 
likely iQ. be ih.Q.. right ~· 
VI. ~ gp, and carefully plan !Yl eeoeriment to ~ out \•Thether the answer you 
~lected is ~right 2M• . . . 
The t1tro parts of the exper.iment. are exactly alike in every \'Ta:;y except one, and 
that is called the exoerim·ental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the onli{ d~fference between the 
true and the control e:tperiments. Then ?JliY differences in the results of the 
t'\rro experiments 'ltill be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
VII. C~ QBi W. eXPeriment ~rith great ~according ]S. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the weriment-· 12_ ~ "'hethe; ~ m the same results 1b& second time. 
~ second e:x:oerimsnt ll called ~ O!JECK EXPERIME~I'l'. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an enti~e~ n~1 experi-
ment using the same experimental faeto~ is carried out as a cheek on the 
results. 
IX. Drat'l your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that 1 t indicates 'l'tbatever your e:;cperi-
mcnt s sho,1, and on iii' ,·that they show .. 
X. Use ~ facts m have trus learned 'lthen you ~ a u~r problem tl'1at ll 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
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Exp eriment 220 . Row much does it cost t o i r on a '!fJet tot•rel · dry and 
-v;h a t i .s the efficiency of t he e l ectric iron? 
Steps of Sci en tifi c Me thod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
) 
fil anual 5 X X X X X X X 
I 
j Experiment 221 . V.'hat is the efficiency of a kitchen ga s burner? 
I x l x l x l I x l ITI ; I Manuel 6J I lx l I 
Experiment 222. Eo1·; can I make a Hero ' s steam engine? 
jHanual 6 1 I x l x l x l I lx l· I I x j I I I 
Exp eriment 223 . Bo•,j can I malt:e a fireless co oker and hovJ does it 
work ? 
IM::ual il l ~ l ! l ! l ll!l I I ~ I I I I 
· Experiment 224. How clo various commercial heat- insul a t i ng materials 
compa re? 
l tiJ!anuel s l l x l x l x l I lx l I 
' 
I x l l x l x l 
\ 
Exuerir.1ent 225 . Ho\\' do Cl.ifferen t types of thermost at s wo r k? 
jMa nual s l l x lx lx l I lx l ] I x l l x l x l 
1 Experiment 226 . How are s ounds produced 2.nd transmitted? 
!Manual s l l x lx l x l I lx l I I x"GT;"Q 
·Exp eriment 227 . Ho '" can I sho "J . tha t a tuning fork i s in vibrati on 
t·!hen it is sound ing? 
~ ~~ anual 41 l x lx lx l I ]x.l 1 l x lx[[] 
jExperimen t 228 . What kind of mo tion do t he prongs of e. sou .• "ldi ng 
tuning fork unde r go? 
~ ~IanuaJ. 4 1 lxlxlxl I lx[Jixl I I~ 
I 
·Experi ment 229 . Can souncl be tran smitted through a va cuum? 
I . 
Manua l 41 l x lxJ xi i~]l 1 ~ 1 I I I 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. l'T:itice something that me.kes you think of § gue.stion that you \'tould. like to 
be able to anst'ler, ~ ~ 1!12. your mind 1,9_ try iQ.. find the ans\·rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly~ the guesj;ion QI. problem is, ~ state 11 clearly in vmrds. 
III. Study ill ~facts and see how they relate to ~problem. 
In studying the probiem, use everything you know, not only vrhat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people a~d 
from books. 
IV. l;iake §.§. ~ possible answers 12, ~ problem u you can thillk Qt. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Haking ]:zy'pothese&. 11 
V. Select from these possible anst-rers ~ hvpotheses the one :;zou think h !BS2..§.i 
likely to be the right QnQ.• 
VI. Hake 1m. and carefully ulan 2.!l:. eXPeriment to find .QY!. \'lhether the ans1t1er you 
~lected is the right 2lli2.• 
The ttt1o parts of the e:x:periment ~re exactly alike in every 1tla;{ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must Qe the ~ difference between the 
true and the control experiments, Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t"ro experiments 1trill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carry out the expedment with great care according 1£. ~plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to §Q§_ whether you get !,h& same results the second time. 
This second eXPeriment is called ~ CfiElCJ( EXPERU1ENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same exper!ment, an entirely nm-r experi-
ment using the same experimep.tal fa~tor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
iX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates w·hatever your experi-
ments show, and only what they show. 
X. Use the facts you ~ thus le2.rned when you ~ a~ prob:J...en\ thp.t is 
similar QI. related ~ this one. 
I 
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I 
! 
·Experiment 230. Do substances other t hen air transmi t sound? 
I I Steps ,of Scientific !-1ethod 
1 .2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
rlfanual 4 XX X X X 
Experiment 231. Ho\v can I determine the velocity of sound in air? 
j Manual 12 1 ., xlxlxl] lxl I lx~ lxl xl 
Experiment 232. Ho'\!T can T determine the velocity of sound in a ... 
metal? 
I Manual 1 1 I xlxlxl I lxl I lx] I I I 
Ex-periment 233 . How fast does sound travel in different materials? 
I Ma~ual lL I ~1~ 1 ~1 Thl I l:l xl:l :l 
Exp eriment .23..1. 
-· 
Hovr can I c1etermine the '\!rave length and velocity 
of sound in air? 
Manua~ 1 X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X I X 
II 6 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X Y- X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X 
v 
X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X X 
11 11 X X X X X X 
Expe riment .235. Ho1:•I can I determine the wave length of the t one of 
a tuning fork? 
Manual .2 X X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X X X 
It 7 X X X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X ~ X _, 
Experiment 236. Hoiv csn I use a si ren to de,termine the frequency of 
I 
tuning forks? 
I Manual 4l I xlxlxl I lxl I [ilxl . I I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
II 
' 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:;tice . s-omething that Ill8.kes You think of 2 question that you ''lould like ~ 
be ab~~ .iQ. ans\'ler, ~ ~ YQ. your ~ 12. . E:£. to i..!.n9. the ans,•rer to it. 
II.. Decide exactly ~the question 21:. problem is, and state it clearly in 'lrtords. 
III. Study- S:ll. ~facts and ~ hot., th~y relate !,Q. ~ problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you kpow, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Make at ~possible answers to ~problem €!:§. you £.!m. thiuk 21.• 
Scientists call this step, 11 Mak:ing biY:Potheses. 11 
v. Select from these possible answers Ql:. hypotheses ~one :you think 1e ~ 
likeiy to be 11!& right .Qn£.• 
VI. ~ lli2.. and carefully plan .5ill experiment iQ. find out t'lhether the ans'lrter you 
selected .ll the right 2!1&• 
The t'lrTO parts of the experiment a.re exactly alike in every 'liT~ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. · 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental f~ctor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
ttvo experiments will be due to the e;x::pe rimental factor. 
VII. Om 2J3:i the experiment with great care according ~the plan. 
VII~. Repeat ~ experiment iQ.. ~whether you W. the same results the second time. 
This second experiment ,U. called ~ CEECK EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely net'l eXperi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates 'lrhatever your experi-
ments show, and only \·rbat they show .. 
X. :Q.§..Q. the facts you ~ thu.s learned \'then you fa.c~ e, new p;roblem ~ is 
similar or related to this one. · 
===--- --.--
Experiment 237. How can I determine the frequency of a tuning f ork? 
1-I:mu~.l 1 
II n 
II 8 
II 9 
II 10 
II 11 ~- 12 
I Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X l x 
X "lr l "lr X X . l x 
X X X X X 
X X X X X l x 
X X X X x_ l x 
X X X X X X 
X X X ](_ X X X 
Experiment 238 . How can I produce beats. and what determines thei~ 
frequencyl 
l ""'xperimen t 239. Ho\>r can I produce beats wi th t1:10 tuning forks? 
1 ~ual - 4 1 _ ____ _LI ___~_xl _ -Lx I x__LI --LI._l_l x_J_I __Lf __ IL__x L_jf IL__. ~~ I 
I E:Y-_?eriment .?AO . 
I 
.~.re there zones of interference and reinforcement in the 
region surrounding a tuning fo:i.4 k? 
I 
j fMa~-.:!:an::::.::.u ::.=al--'-4 f ____ ---~.I-Lxj---~.x I ___~_XJ ] I x I I I x f l O 
I Experiment 241. Upon what does the quaJ.i ty of a . musical note depend? 
I ~al =-±} I x f x lillJi[rEIIIJ 
Experiment 242. How does t he frequency of a vibrating string depend 
upon its length , tension and mass? 
!Manual 1 X X X X X X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X 
.X.. . ...X.. X ~~ lx X 
II 4 X X X X X X ·x 
.. 
II 5 X X X X X X X be X 
II 6 X X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X X be X 
Experiment 243 . Is any resonator sui table for any tuning fork? 
f~ anual 4L l x f ~JX I I lx I I l x[~m 
46 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
V!!. 
VIII. 
IX. 
x. 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-SchOol Students 
' ~i:~tice something ~ ~ you think of 13: gue~tion that you would lik:e !.Q. 
be able to ansv.rer, and make Y12_ your mind to iD:_ to ~ the aps\·rer 1.2.. ll• 
Decide exactly what the question 21: problem U, ~ state it clearly iii vmrds. 
Study all ~facts and ~ ho:<~ ·thEfY relate t? ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everytl:dng you ~ow, not only "rha.t you have learned 
from y-our own l;lxperience.s, but also VThat you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
~ E:.§. ~possible answers to t ·he problem €!&. ~ rum thillk Qt. 
Scientists call thi~ step, 11 I-1a.k:ing eypotheses. 11 
Select from these P9S.§~ble answers Q.I. 8YJ?otheses the one you think is most 
likely 1Q_ be the right ~· 
Hake ~ and carefu,lly ~ g.n. experiment !.9_ find £9:1 \•rhether the ans'vter you 
selected u ~ right .QllQ.• 
The tvro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that is called the e;perimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any difference~ in the results of the 
t't'ro experiments 'dll be due to the experimental factor. 
Cm 2Si the experiment ill,h great care according 19.. the plan. 
Re;peat the experimen~ ~ see whether you m_ the same results the second time. 
This second etrneriment U calied ~ ~ EXPERIMENT • . 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely nevr experi-
ment using the ~a.Ine e~erimental :f'aa.t ol' is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that 1 t indicates \·rha.tevor your e:cperi-
ments show, and only uha.t they show. 
Use ~ facts you have ~ lee.rned '\'Then you ~ il ~ p;oblem. tbat 1..2. 
similar & related ]£. this one. 
I I 
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, Expe rimen t 2i'A . What must be true of tl;ro bodies ;for resonance to occur? 
Steps of Scientific Jv!ethod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
.. 
Menual 4 X X X X X 
Experiment 245 . 1'lhat is the rela,tion behreen the p itch of a string and 
(a) its l ength; ( b) its tension? 
I•:AnUal 6 X X X . X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X X X X I II 10 X X X X X X X 
II 11 XY X X X X X X 
Exp eriment 246 . How can a sound .be r einforced by (1 ) i n creasing 
the area of a surface undergoing vibration and 
(2) resonance? 
I Manual 41 lxlxlxl I lxl I lxlxl I xi 
Exp eriment 247. 'Vlhat are the conditions f or resonance with cl osed 
and 0:9en tubes? 
l lv!anual 
II :I 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 I I ~ I I ~ ~ ~ x l x l xl 
Experiment 248 . Upon "rhat factors dpes the p itch of a pipe depend? 
I 
' JNanual sl Jx]x!x! I !xl I lxl lx I I / 
Experiment 249 . :S:o,,i do es the audibility of sound depend up on the 
rate of vibration of the v ibrating body? 
I Jvlanual 41 lx!xlxl I ]xI I Jxl I I I 
I 
· Experiment 250 . "How ca.n I show the reflection of sound by mee..ns of 
I parabolic refl ectors? 
jManual 41 lx lxlxl I lx I I ]x]xl I I I I 
Experiment 251 . Ho1.,r can I demonstrate sympathetic vibration with 
t,.,o tuning forks? 
!Manual 
II 1~ I 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ I I ~~ ~x l x l xl 
I 
I 
I , 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:.;tice something ~ ma-lta.§ yoU:, ,think of .5!: guestign 1M you ,.,ould like to 
:12§_ ~ to anS\V"ei, ~ mak e ~your mind to i!::£. iQ_ find the B:D-S1•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what ~he guest;.ion ~ problem U., S::!!l! state it ,clearly in v1ords. 
III. Study all W. facts ~ see .£9l! ~ rel ijl:te to the pN"'ble~, 
Ip. studying the problem, u s e everything you know, not only "that you have lear ned 
from your own experience-s, but also what you, have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. 1·1eke illi ~possible answers !Q. ~problem M you 9Y1 thiuk .Qi. 
Scientists call this step, nr.1aking lw.pothe1'!es. 11 
v. §ilict from these pc;>s§ible al¢swel's QL l;motheses ~ one zou think is most 
likely to be !b£ tl.ghi .2.llit• 
VI. Hake Y:l2. E:lli!. carefully plan .!m. gxperiment to find out l'rhether the ansv1er you 
selected is the ~ Q.rua• 
The t"1o parts of the e:lq>eriment are exactly alike in every '/ley except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true experimen~. 
The part of the experiment that does no·t have the experimental fac t-or in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the e:x:periment~l factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control e:a)eriments. Then axrv differences in the results of the 
t 'l:ro eXperiments "rill be due to the ex_pe rimental factor. 
vn. em .Q£;i the experiment with great ~ aqcordip,g ~~plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~ experimen,t. to ~whether you m_ the ~result.! the second time. 
~ second experiment !!. called ~ QHECf= EXPEB.IHENT. · 
Sometimes, instead, of re:peatillg the same experiment, an e-ntirely ne'..r experi- . 
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw yotlr conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indiqates \>Thatevor your experi .... 
ments show, and only \>that they show. 
Xo Use~ facts you~~ learned when you ta.c~ f1. ~ P:toblem ~i.e. 
similar QX. related ].9. lli§.. one. 
' 
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Experiment 252. How can I discover lo0se objects in a room by striking 
various p iano keys and wha t is the explanation? I I 
- Steps of Scientific lvlethod 
. ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 9 X X X X X 
I 
/E.xperiment 253 . How can I demonstrate sympathetic vibration by means 
I of the vibra tions of pendul ums? 
JManual .41 lx /x')x / I lx l I / x / I I I 
!Experiment 254 . Ro,., is the pitch of a siren rel ated to its speed and 
II 
h0\"1 is a siren const.ructed t o give out the notes of 
the diatonic scal e? 
J ~ anua.l 61 lx lx ix l I lx l I I x lx l I I .. 
; 
: Experiment B55 . How. can I play a tune on a siren? 
IMenual 61 Jx Jx Jx J l lx J=r Jx Jx J I I 
{E:X:periment 256. How can I produce di f ferent tones with a gl ass of 
i \>Tater? 
' I 
Jx l JManual 9 J lx lx lx l I lx l I I I I 
1: Experiment 257 . Ho'-'T can I make a homemade sonometer and vio l in? 
l rvlar~ual 91 Jx Jx Jx l I lx l I Jx l I I I 
' Experiment 258. How can I make a fife or a 1>Tilloi.,r whistle and on 
I 'V:hat principle do they vmrk? : 
Jr-1anual 91 Jx Jx lx l I Jx l 
-
I lx l I I I I l li Experiment 259 . Hoi'l can I co n struct a sensitive flame ? I I 
x x jx I I ~e..nual 4 X X I 
\Experiment 260 . Ho~tr can I make a singing flame apparatus? 
~ ~ ::ual !I 1~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 l 1 ~ 1 1 II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VIII. 
The Elements of Ecientific Method for 
High-School Students 
~1:i.tice · som~thing that makes you think of § question _that i£OU \1ould like to 
be abl·e 1Q. anst..rer, :~ make 11:12. your mind to ll:Y. to find the an·s'\·rer to it. 
Decide exactly wbfft ·\he question Q.!: problem is, and .. state ll clearly in vJOrds. 
Study ill the facts ~ ~ hot'l ~hi:(Y relate to ~ 12roblem. 
In studying the problem, U$e evezything you know~ not only 1r1hat you have learned 
from your own experiences._ _but also what you have learned from other _people and 
from books. 
l·iake §.§. ~possible answers to the problem M .YO'I;l m think .Qi.. 
~cientists call this step, 11 t-1aking l:zypotheses. 11 
Select f~om these possl:ble answers ~hypotheses the ope you think, is ~ 
likely ~-~- the ~ ~· 
Hake ~ .and caref~lly ulan sm. experimept k t:1n9:. .!?.B:i l'Thether the anS'\'ter you 
selected is W righ~ one. · 
Th€l. two part's ·of t~e experiment. are exactly alike in every "'a'3" except one, and 
. that is calle~ the experimental factor. 
The part of the e~eriment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the ~ experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experimwqt.. 
Remember that the experimental facto;- mu.st be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments.· ~hen~ differences in the results of the 
t't'ro e~eriments \'lill be due to · the e~ rimental factor. 
Om out the experiment vii th gr?at oare according 12. the plan. 
Repeat ~ e:x:oeriment 12. ~ wheth~; yof W. ~ same results the second time. 
This §econd eXQeriment 1§, c\11-esl §. Cpo·. EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of re);lea ing the sa.m.e experiment, an entirely n9'\·r experi-
ment using the same e:x:peri~ental ~actor is_ carried out as a check on ths 
results. 
Drat'l'· your conclus¥?n• 
Your conclusion should be stated so tha.~ i 11. indicates \'thatevor your e::cperi-
ment s show, and only 'tthat they show. 
Use the facts you haVe thu~ learned \'lhen m ~ 5!;, new· "Qb:Oblem that a 
similar $t rela~ed ~ this one. · 
,....., 
II 
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) 
I 
I 
I Experiment 261. itlhen a long steel pipe is struck at one end, is the 
sound heard twice at the other end? 
Steps of Scientifi c l•lethod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 6 X X X X X 
Experiment 262. How can I demonstrate transverse and. longitudinal 
waves? 
jHanual 4 I l x lx Jx l I Jx l I I x j l I I 
Exoeriment 263. How do various soundproofing materials compare? 
-
1
JManual 5 I I x Jx lx J I lx l xJ ~ x ]x lx J x J 
) Experiment ·264 . How can I locate zones or areas of poor acoustics in 
the school auditorium? 
!Manual 4 I j x lx lx l I I x i I j x i I I I 
Experiment 265 . How can I make a :xylophone? 
J M~ua1 tJ 
I, l m±~ l I 1 ~ 1 I I ~ 1 ~ 1 I I I 
Experiment 266 . Ho\.; can I demonstrate the principle of different 
t ones \ori th a toy xyl ophone? 
!Manual 9 I I x lx lx l I lrl l I x l I I I 
!Experiment 267 . itlhat is t h e l a1:t of reflection of light? 
i 
1-lanual 1 X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X X 
-
II 5 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X X 
II 10 ~ X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X 
!Experiment 268 . Ho\'f is the path of a ray of li-ght affected by a prism 
I and combinations of prisms? 
I i I 
I I ~ I ~M~ual 7 I j ~ l ~ l ~ l I 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 xj 8 
It 
The Elements of Scientific M~thod for 
High-School studeiits 
I. 1btice something th.g,i, makes you thi.BI& of 2 question that you \'IQuld like to 
be able to answer, &!¥1.~.  YJ2. ~your mind 12. m to find the ans\•rer to it:-
II. Decide exactly ~ ~ guesxiop ,or p;~b-lem is, and state ft xlearly fri viords. 
III. Study ill ~ fapts ~ se,e · hot>~ they relate ,t!2_ ~ problem·. . 
In studying the problem, '\lAe_ .E!ve::rythlng you kri.ow, not only vrhat you have l:aarned. 
from y-our own experiences, bu:~ also \That you have learned from other people and 
from books. · 
IV. l,iake £1& ~ possibl~ an~wers ~ tl\e problem U m m thiuk 21:.• 
Scientists call this st~:p·, llf..t$Xng eyp'othese-.." 
.. ! ··· :.· ;·· : 
V. Select from tl'lae,e J?OSsible answers QI. hypotheses the one you ·think is S!Qll 
likely to be ~ ~ one. 
t ~~ . · _, 
VI. ~ llil anu carefully ulan .s1:n. experiment iQ. find .QJU. ,.,bather the ansvrer you 
selected is ~ ~ one. 
The t\'TO parts of ·the e~erim.ent are exactly a.like in every vtey except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor• 
The part of the .eXperiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true e*Periment. 
The part of . the experiment that d~s not have the experiment~ factor in it 
is call-ed. the contr'ol experiment. 
Remember that the e;&:perimejntal factor must. be the only difference between the 
true. and the cont;ro1 experiments. 'l'hen alW differences in the results of the 
t'\'10 experiments will be due to the e:x:pe rimenta.l factor .. 
VII. Om 2Jll the experiment vlith great ca.i'e according. !Q. the~. 
ifiii. Repeat the exoeriltlent to ~whether you ru the same results the second time. 
This second e:x:oBriment is caJ.led ~ CEECK EXPEIHl.rENT. . 
Sometimes, iustead of repeating the s~e experiment, an entirely nen·t e:x:peri-
n\ent 'using· the same e:x:pedmenta.l :t'actot is carried out as a check on the 
results .. 
IX. ~:your cQnclusion • 
.Your conclusion shoulC( be .stated eo that it indicates \·thatever your experi-
ments aJ,1ow, and . .only \·ihat they show. 
. . . 
X'~ Use ~ fact·s . :you l:rav'e -~ l~2.I'D.ed )'£hen YOU ~ ~ ~ pr()'b\em tbat 1Ji 
similar .QI. related . to this ~· · ~ \;• . . ,...,..,.. __ . 
\ 
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Experiment 269 . vfuere ' is the image formed by a plane mirror located? 
I 
I----· 
Steps of Scientific Method 
I 1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Menual 1 X ·x ~ X X 
II 3 X X X X X X 
II 4 , X X X X X X X 
I. II 12 X X X X X X X 
.. 
/ Experiment 270 . How does an object compare with its image produced 
i by a plane mirror? 
I 
Hanual 3 X X X X . X 
II 5 X X X X X X X 
II 7 
.. 
X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
I II 9 X X X X X X X 
I 
II 10 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
II 12 .. - - - X X X X X X X -------~-
Experiment 271. i'lb.at are the size , location and nature of the images 
' I formed .by a convex mirror? 
Manual 2 X X X X x l X 
II 4 • . X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X x i X X 
II 8 X X X X x l X 
II 10 X X X X X X 
!I 11 X X X X X X 
II 12 X lx I 'X' l x X I 'X' 'X' 
:Experiment 272. \'/hat are the focal length .and size, loca tion and. nature 
f of the images formed by a concave mirror? i 
I 
1 ~1anual 1 X X X X X X 
11 2 X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X X 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. J:iJtice something ~ ~ you think of 2 guestio~ tbat you \10U;ld l ike 12. 
be able !Q. anm<~e:r, ~ make 1m your ~ ~ in: to find the answer 1.2, it. 
II. Decide exactly what ~ question 21:. problem is, and state ll. clearly in v1ords. 
III. Study all ~facts ~ see how th~y relate !Q.. ~problem. 
In studying the problem, u$e everything you know, not only wha~ you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Make E:§. ~possible answers 1e, ~problem €!!. you m thiuk ~. 
Scientists cell this step, ":t-tak:ing lzypotheses." 
V. Select fm these possible answers 2.!: hypotheses ~ ~ ~ thinf; is most 
likely i9. be ~ tlitih1 ~· 
VI. I•lake 'l!J2. and carefully plan ru1 experiment 12. fi.n9:. out whether ~ ans'\'rer you 
.!§lected 1§. ~ ~ ~· 
The t\'TO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in .every "~'a¥ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the opntrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor nn+st be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. !rhen e:n::f differenc.ee in the :-esults of the 
two experiments ~~ll be due to the eXperimental factor. 
vn. em out the experiment liUh great care acoordipg 12. the plan. 
VIH. Repeat the e:h.:Periment 1g_ ~whether you m ~ same results the second time. 
This second e;p:oeriment 4 called ~ C~CK EXPERI11E1r}!. 
Sometimes. instead of repeating the same e:x:perimenlt an entirely nm1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factoJ' is car.ried out as a check on the 
results. 
!Xo Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that 1 t indicates vlhate~er youl' e~cperi­
mcnts show, and only \'that they show. 
X. Use .ihQ. facts ~ have thus learned '\'then you ~ ~ ney1 prob'fem that U 
similar Qt related ~ this one. 
' 
Experiment 273. How is the path of. a ray of light affected by a 
i rectangular glass prism? 
Hanual 12 
' 
: Experiment 274. 
' 
I Ma~ua~ 1~ I 
' Experiment 275. 
~1anuel 1 l 
Exp er iment 276. 
Manual 1 
II 2 
II 3 
II 4 
II 6 
II 7 
11 8 
11 10 
II 11 
II 12 
i 
1 Experiment 277. 
i 
! 
-
. Manual 8 
II 9 
II 12 
; 
I l Experiment 278. 
t !v!anual 9 I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X Z X 
How can I observe total refl ection and d etermine 
the critical angle for glass? 
Ho't.r can I mea sure the index of refraction of a gla ss 
prism by observing the critical angle? 
I x I x lx I I I x I I I x lx I I I 
How can I determine the index of refrac t ion of glass? 
X X X X X X 
-
X X X X X X X . 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
-
X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
itihat is the effect of a triangular glass prism on 
a beam of white light? 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
- -~---· - - - --· 
X X X X X X X 
How can I d.emonstra.te the dispersion of \'lhi te light 
by a triangular glass prism and how can the colors 
be brought together again with a.. second.· prism? 
/x/x/xl I jx j / jx j jxj I 
bOSl.Ori l\nJ\f' r'S J '-: 
Sehl!lol o1 SO.uca c. ic•· 
· · ...._ Li brarv 
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The Elements of Scientif'i.c :Method for 
High-School Students 
I. J)TJtice something ~ :me.kes you think of :1a question ~you \'IQuld ~ to 
be able to ansv1er, ~~~your niind . ~ .ID. to find the ans,<~er to ll• 
II. Decide exactly what ~ question 2.!: problem ¥,, . and stat~ !! clearly in 'ltords. 
III. Study W. ~facts and ~ ~ they relate !2. the prgblem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, nQt only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Nake ~ mm:, possibl~ answers '12.. th~ problem ··u ·you !@ think .2!:.• 
Scientists call this st.ep, "I-1aking eypotheses. fl · · · 
V. ~ect from these· posSible answers 9.I. hypotheses ~ on,e :'(OU think is mQ& 
likely .:!lQ.. be ~ rlgbt 'one. 
VI. Hake 1!12. and carefully plan ~ e:eperiment 12. ~ mll "'hether ~ ans\'ter you 
selected is the ~ ~· · . . · 
The t1rro parts of the experime:dt are exactly alike in every wt;zy except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the ~ e~eriment. 
~e part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference etween the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differenc@s in the resUlts of the 
t'~:to .experimenttr' \'Till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Om out the experiment "lith great ~according 1Q. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the exo~r'iment li see whether you m_ the ~ results the second Um2,. 
This second emeriment is called ·!. CgJACK EJalEB.Il'-iENT. · 
Sometimes, instead of repeating i;h~ sa.ln~ experiment. an entirely ne\'1 eXperi-
ment us~ng the same experimental factor is carried out as a cheek on the 
results .. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates \·tha.tever your experi-
ments show, and only 'l;rhat they show. 
Xo Use the facts ~ haV.e ~ le::-~rned when YOU !~e §. ne\11 problem tba.t ll 
simi18~ Qt related ~ this one. 
I' 
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. 
Experiment 279. "'lhat are the ch.<iracteristics of the solar spectrum 
I and of the spectra of various metallic salts 1 
I Steps of Scientific ~l[ethod 
' I 1 .2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 6 .. X X X X X 
. Experiment 280 • How can. I produce a spectrum and show the colors 
transmitted by colored glass? 
]Manual 1 I !x lx lx j I l x I l lx jx l I I 
· Exp eriment 281. Does t}:).e color of an object de:pend upon the light 
that falls on it? 
~ M~uaJ. 4 I 1 ~ 1* 1 I 1 ~ 1 XI x ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I 9 
' Experiment 282. What is the focal length of a convex lens? 
!Manual 7 I .. lx lx lx j I l x I I lx l !x l x I 
E::.;:periment 283 .. 1tlhat is the magnifying power of a convex lens? 
~J!anual 1 X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X X I 
II l_l X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X X X 
J<Jxperimen t 284. '\'fuat is the r elation of conjugate foci to each other 
and to the principal focus of a convex lens? 
. Manual 3 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
II 10, X X X X X 
II 12 x· X X X X X X 
' ; 
, Experiment 285. 1,'ihat eore the focal l ength, and nature, position and 
! si ze of the images formed by a convex lens? 
Manual 1 X X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X x 
II 4 X X X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X 
I 
-
... 
I 
The Elements of Sci$n~ific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. lbtice something that makes you think .Q!. .5! question ~ you \'10uld !ill to 
~ able 12. answer, ~ ~ YJ2. your ~ 12. !n£. ~ find the ans\oter to ll.• 
I 
II. Decide e:x:actly what the question QI. problem is, ~ &tate !! clearly ~ v1ords. 
III. Study all the facts ~ ~ .bfuo! thej' relate ~ \he problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV... Make ~ ~possible a,nswers !52. ~problem M you can. thiuk gt,. 
Scientists call this ste:p, 11 l·iaking h;ypotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers QL hYpotheses ~ ~ ;y;ou think is !B2.U 
likely to be the ~ .2m!• { 
VI. ~ ID2. and carefully ulan .5Y1 experiment to f!nQ. mll_ "'hether ~ ans'\o'Ter you 
selected is the right one. 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true e;periment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then a.ey differences in the results of the 
t110 experiments will be due to the expe rim'ental factor. 
VII. Carn:- out ,ib& experiment ~great care accordipg 12, the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment 12_ ~ 1f!hether YOU W.!h§. same results the second time. 
This second experiment is called a CEECK EXPERU.n!JNT. 
Sometimes, instead o£ repeating the s~e experiment, an enttrely n~'l experi-
ment usi%1€; the same experimental faetor is oarriecl out as a ch,eck on the 
results. 
!X. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only ;·1hat they show. 
X. Use the facts you have ~ lee.rned ythen you~!!~ prqbl,em tbp.t is 
similar ~ related ~ this one. · 
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Experiment 285 • . Continued 
I 
Steps of Scientific l•1ethod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
I 
Manua.l 8 X X X x X X X 
tl g X X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
-
I II 11 X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X X 
' Ex:perimen t 286. ~'i'hat are the nature. position and size of the 
I images formed by a concave lens? 
I 
II 
Manual 
:I I ~ l~ l~ l I I~ I I 1 ~ 1 lXI xl II II 
~ 
: Exper iment 287. What d.e termines the magnifying power of a 
: 
microscope and telescope? 
I 
Manu;:d l X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X I II 7 X X X X X X 
I II 8 X X X X X II 9 X X X X X X 
I: 
II 12 X X X X X X X X 
! E:Jq1e rimen t 288. i'ihat is the magnifying power of a small telescop e? 
I Nanual 41 lxlx lxl I §.LL_l:r I X I .I I 
' 
Experiment 289. Hot'l' m:;;y t\l>:o convex lenses be arranged to act like 
I 
a compound microscope and an astronomic&! telescope? 
I 
Ms.nual i~ I 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 lxl I II 
! 
! 
Exp eriment 290. How can I set up a simple compound microscope? 
Manual 4 X X X X X 
- -II 6 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
. I 
; 
I Experiment 291. Ho\1>: can I set up a simple reflecting telescope? I 
-
' i 41 I Ivianual !x!x !xi I Jxl I lxl I I xi 
I 
-
I 
I 
I 
The Elements of Sci:entif'ic Metbod for · 
High-School Students 
I. !if~tice something that makes you think of § question the.t you t-rould like to 
~ aole to answer, ~ malre ~your ~to ili_ to find the ans1·rer to ll· 
II. Decide exactly~ ih§. question 9L problem is, ~ state it clearly ,!l! '\rtords. 
III. Study ~ ~facts ~ ~ holV' they relate !a 't
1
he pxyblem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from ;vour own experiences, but also \'lhat you have learned from o thor people and 
from books. 
IV. l-iake g& ~ possible answers ~ ~ problem u you ~ think; 2.!• 
Scientists call this step, 11 f..1aking l:zy:pothese1h n 
V. Select from ~possible answe,rs Q.I. hypothese'! the 2M~ think !.!. mo,.st; 
likely to be the~~· 
VI. Hake 1m. and carefully plan gn experiment iQ. find ~ ,.,hether ~ a,nswer you 
selected is W ~ ~· 
The t'\rTO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental facto:r. 
The part of the experiment whi ch includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true ezPeriment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment~ 
Remember that the experimental facto~ must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ diffe~ences in the results of the 
t\1'0 experiments \dll be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm QB! the experiment }'J'ith great care acco.rdipg !Q.. the ~ .. 
VIII. Repeat :!i.illl experiment !2,. ~ whethe; m ru !.b.@.~ results the second ~. 
~ second experiment is cal};ed & CHECK EJa'ERII4E1Tir. 
Sometimes. instead of repeating \he same experiment, an entirely n~1 experi-
ment using the same experimental fac tor is carried ~t as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your co~clBsion. 
Your conclusion should be etated ~o that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only ,,,hat t hey show. 
X. Use. lhQ_ facts. you ~ thus le2.rned. ~ XQ)1 ~ il. ~problem. tbat ll 
similar Qi related iQ. this one. · 
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I 
Exp eriment 292. How can I set up a simple refra.cting telescope? 
Steps of Scientific Jviethod 
!, 1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
I Manual 4 ' X X X X X II 8 X X X X X X 
· II 9 X X X X X I 
EJC9eriment 293. How can I make a p eri scope? 
I 
Manua l ~ I 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 I I~ I I 1 ~ 1 I I I II II 
I 
Exneriment 294. Ho"; cnn I construct a \•;ater l ens and use it· in 
sunlight to ge t some paper on fire? 
I M~mual 9 I I xlxlxl I JiLl lx/ I I I 
; 
Exp eriment 295 . Fow can I make a photographic enla.rger? 
I l'f.anual 4 J [XfXlx[ --r--rx-1 ~ --rx J -[ -,, 
' 
E7periment 296. \'/hat are the construction and opera t i on of a. 
projection lantern? 
I Jvi enu a l 9 I I xlxlxl I lx I I lxl I I I 
Experiment 297. How can I make a p in- hole c amera? 
Manual 2 X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X 
I II 8 X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
--
Experiment 298 . I'Th C~ t is the 'lmve length of yellow ( sodi um) light? 
J Manual 1 I 
' 
I xlxlxl I' Jx I IJ~IliJ 
I 
Experiment 299 . HovJ can I measure the candle p011Jer of lights 
in my home? 
I 
I Manual 6 I I xjxjxl I lx I I lx I I I j 
' 
! 
II 
I 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method fo~ 
High-School Students 
I. }btice something ~ makes you think of § guestioi} ~you \•rould l~ke 1Q. 
be able to anm'ler, ~ make BJ2. your mind iQ. ~ to find. ~ ans\·rer to 1.\'~ 
II. Decide exactly~ the questi on .Ql: problem is, and state i1 clearly ll , io rqs. 
U!. Study all ~facts and see ~ they relate !g. the p:ro.blem. 
In . studying the problem, use everything you know, not o;nly \.ffia.t you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned fro~ other people and 
from books .. 
IV. Hake S!& ~ possiblg answers to ~ problem y m can think .21• 
Scientists call this step, 11 Ha.king b;ypotheses." 
V. Select from these nossible afls.wers ~ hypothese• W ~ x;ou think 1s most 
likely to be ~ r ight ~· · 
VI. !.fake 1m. and carefully ulan an ctrneriment 152. find 9J!i \'lhether the ans\'rer you 
. selected is the right one. 
The t'\rTO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ diff erenpes in the ~esults of the 
t>-ro experiments \'rill be due to the expe l',.mental factor. 
VII. Om 2.l3:i the experiment with great £m accordipg ~the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the e;xperimep,t 12_ §2§. w;hether :you get ~ eame results ~ second time. 
This seeond experiment is called a CHEfCK ExPERIHENT. 
Sometimes, instead of r~eating the same experiment, an entirely n~r experi-
ment usi-ng the same experimental factor is ea-rried out ~;tS a check on the 
results. 
IX. Drai'T :your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should 'be -etated eo that it indicates \'tha.tever your e:::peri-
ments show, and only t·the.t they show .. 
x. ~ the facts m have ~ lea.rned when you .face 5!:. ruuc m;:ob:J..em .. tl1at 12. 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
\ 
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Erperiment 300. Ho1o~· can I compare the cc:ndle :power of various 
I sources of light? 
I 
Step s of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
M~nual 1 X XX X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X .,. X X X •c 
II 5 X X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X :X: :X: X 
II 7 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
II 10 X XX X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
- II 12 X X X X X X 
-
Experiment 301. How does illumination vary wi th the distance 
from the source? 
I I•lanual 1 / I x/x/xl I /xl I I x /xi I x] 
Experiment 302. \\That is the intensity of illumination in different 
parts of the laboratory? 
Hanual 2 :X: X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X 
it 10 X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X 
-
Exp eriment 303 . Ho"l do different materials vary in the amount 
of light they transmit or reflect? 
I Manual 5/ lxl:x: lxl I lx I I lx I lx I xI 
Experiment 304.. Ho 'lr can I show the e.bsorbing and reflecting :power 
of light and dark colore? 
I Manual 91 lxlxJxl I lx I I lx I I I I 
i Experiment 305. How ~rell can I judge light intensity 'IJith my eyes? 
I Hanual 91 lxlxlx I I lx I ] lx·l I I I l 
I 
I 
I 
The Element·s of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~1Jtice something that makes you . think of 2 question that you '\'rould like to 
be able to anSi'ler, ~ make Yl2. ~mind to try to find the ans'l'rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question 2.r. problem is, ~ state it clearly ill vrords. 
III. Study all ~facts ~ ~ .h!2.l:! they relate ~ the problem. 
In studyin€; the problem, use everythin€; you know, not only "rhat you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IY. Make .@& ~possible answers to the probiem M you m thi1lk of. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Haking l]iYPotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers Q1:. hypotheses ~ .Q.D& zou think is most 
likely to be the right ~· 
VI. Hake 1!J2. ~ carefully nlan gn ex:oeriment !2. find £l:ll, ,.,hether ~ ans'\'rer YC)U 
~lected is the right 2M• 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every '\'Tfzy' except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. · 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true eA.'"J)eriment. 
IJ;ihe part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference bet'\'teen the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t \'ro experiments \"Till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Om 2Jll ib& experiment with great ~according 12, the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the e.:x:periment !Q_ ~whether you W. !!:~& game results ~ second time. 
This second experiment is called ~~EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely nm'l experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on tl~ 
results. 
! X. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates '\'thatever your experi-
ments sho,.,, co..nd only uhat they show. 
X. Use the facts you ~· thus ·learned l-the;a. you face ~new problent t lmt_ .i.E. 
similar ~ related ~ ~his ~· 
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Experiment 306 . How is my ability t o see affect ed by the amount 
of light and the ki nd of backgr ound? 
St ep s of Scientific Me t hod 
., 1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Ha.nual 5 . X X X X X X X 
Exp eriment 307 . l'ihat are the effe cts on my ability to see of I (1) direct and i ndirect gl are and ( 2) the I hei ght of a light fixture ; and vlhat is the 
I 
; distribution of artificial and ne.tural light 
in my classroom? I 
I Nanual 5 r I xl x lx l I lx l I lxfxfx l· x I I I 
I I 
Experiment 308 . Do m1.x1.ng co l ors and mixing pi gments produce 
the same color sensations? 
I' 
I Manual 6 1 I xl x lx I [ lx l I lx l jx I [ 
Experiment 309. · Ho"r can I study the formation of the umbra 
' 
and penumbra? 
I 
I Manual l2 1 I xj x lx lllx I I lx Jx lx I x I I 
-
I ! Experiment 310 . 'l'lhat materials str0ngl y attracted by a magnet? are 
I Manual 1 X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X 
II --s ' y y hr J y I Y l v 
II 8 X X X X X 
-II 12 X X X X X X 
I 
; Experiment 311 . 1tihat material s do magnet-i c l ines of force pas s 
through? 
I 
--
£Jj anua~ 1 X x lx X .X 
II 2 X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X I 
II 4 X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X ix 
II 7 xxlx: X lx lx 
II 8 X X lx X 
-{ X I II 12 X X X X IX I --
I 
I 
I 
J 
~hs Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. f-T=.itice something that ~ you think of §: question tbe.t you t-rould like to 
be able .iQ. ans\'ler, ~ make 1!:12_ your mip.d to :tt:'l, to ~ the ans1·1er to it. 
II. Decide exactly~ the guestion 2£ p;roblem is, and state it clearly in vlOrds. 
III. Study .5QJ. ~facts ~ ~ hm..; they relate to the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything · you know, · not only '!-that you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. !,fake E& ~ possible answers 1Q_ ~ problem @&. you can think of. 
Scientists call ' this step, 11 !-!aking lzy:"potheses." 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.t. hypotheses 1h@. ~you think is ~ 
likely to be the right one. 
VI. Hake gp_ .@:llii carefully plan £m exper;ment to find out \'lhether the ans'\'rer you 
_[Qlected is the ~ .Q.Wa.• 
The tvro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every "'a::! except one, and 
that is called the eXPerimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true exPeriment •. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the ~ difference between the 
true and. the control C:ltj_)erimenta. ~hen aJ:W differences in the results of the 
t\'lO experiments "rill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carry out the eXPeriment ru.h great care a.gcordipg 12. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the eJ..'Ueriment to ~whether you m_ ].b& same results .ib&., second time. 
This second experiment iA_ calied ~ CHECK EXPEB.Il·IENT. · 
Sometimes, instead of repeatin@; thE3 same experiment, an entirely nei·l experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is car~ied out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates "thatever your e:cperi-
ments show, and. only \·that they show. 
Xo Use ~facts yo:u have ~learned wh~n you face 51:, new problem ... that a 
similar Qt related ~ ~ one. 
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' 
........... I Experiment 312. Does the magnetic field of a ma.g,net have any effects 
upon substances 11laced in it? I 
I 
··-
.. -. 
I 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 I 
,, 
II r--Ianua1 3 X X X X X X :X X II 6 X X X X :X X I II 7 X X X X X X 
!I 8 X ·x X X X X X 
i I i 
Experiment 313. How do materials in a magnetic field a£fect 
i the shape of the field? 
I 
Manual 2 X X X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X X X 
ll 4- X X X X X X X 
I II 9 X X X X X X X 
I I : Experiment 314. ifuat is the shape of the · magnetic ' field sUrrounding 
I . 
a bar magnet , aU-shaped magnet, and magnets \·Ji th 
' like and unlike poles brought near each other~ i 
I 
Manual 1 X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X X 
II 3 X XX X X 
II 4 X X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X 
II 6 X :X: X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X X 
II 12 X X X X X X X 
I 
··-
Experiment 315. What is the shc..pe of the magnetic fielcl surroundi:r..g 
I 
,a bar magnet, magnets 11lith like poles brought near 
I l .. each other, and with a p iece of soft iron betl'ieen 
' 
unlike pol es? 
--r· 
,. ~1anual 9 X X X X X .,. .n. 
II 10 X X X X X 
--II 11 X X X X X x· 
II 12 X X X X X X X 
! Experiment 316. ,,.The.t are. the r el a.tive magnetic permeabili ties and 
I retentivities of soft iron and hard steel? I 
I I Manual 7 I [ xlxlx[j lxl I lxl lxl I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
~he Elements of Scient i fic Method for 
High-School Students 
I. l'btice something that ~you think 2f .!! question tv..at you \<tould like to 
be able to anSt'fer, 5!:D4. make ~your mincl ~ try to find the ans\'fer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question 2.;: problem .u_, ~ s~ate it clearly in 'lrTOrds. 
III. Study ill the facts and ~ ~ they relate to ~ problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you ~ow, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. J,fake E& ~possible answers ~ t.he problem eA. you m think of. 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-ta.k:ing b;ypotheses. 11 
V. ~ct from these possible answers QL hypotheses the ~you think is ~ 
likely to be ~ ~ ~· 
VI. Hake EJ2. and carefully plan illl experiment to find ~ \'fhether the ans'lrter you 
selected ~ 18& right ~· 
The t'\ITO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every 'lrta:y except one, and 
that is called the eperimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then a.Il\Y differen£~ in the results of the 
hto experiments 'lrtill be due to the experimental f'actor. 
VII. Om out ~experiment ~great ~ a<;eording i9._ the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the e:x:oeriment . to ~whether you m the game results ~second time. 
~ second experiment a called ~ CHECK EJO?EIUl{E)NT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment. an entirely .nm1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results a 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so tha'l( it ind-icates '<thatever your e=cperi-
ments show, and only what they show .. 
X. Use the facts you~ thus learned when m ~ 5!:. ne~;r p:r;oblem. ~is 
similar or related ].9. this one. · · 
Experiment 317 . · Does heating a magnet affect its m86netism? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
ll.fanual 5 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X 
, Experiment 318 . i'lhat is the effect on its magnetism when a 
magnet is broken in to t\ITO or more pieces? 
Experiment 319. 1tlhat are some of the e:iq)erimenta.l f~cts that 
lead to the theory that each individual molecule 
is a magnet? 
I M~ual ~ I 
Exneriment 320. 
M8.nual 1 
II 2 
II 5 
II 6 
II 12 
-- -
Experiment 321. 
Do the s.wne and o pposite kinds of magnetic poles 
attract or repel each other? 
X X X X X X 
X X X X 'X" X 
1r i(" 1r 1r "II" T 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
What is the relationship between the force of 
attraction or repulsion between magnetic poles 
and the distance between the poles? 
Experiment 322. Ho1r.r does the strength of an alnico magnet compare 
with that of a tungsten or cobelt-chromium steel 
magnet of the same size and hovr many times its 
o\m weight can a horseshoe alnico magnet lift? 
l Manual 91 lx [xlxl I [xI I I I XI l I 
. Experiment 323 • Vihich pole of a compass needle points in a 
northerly direc tion? 
[Manual 51 lxlxlxl I lx I I lxl Jx I J 
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I. 
II. 
TII. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
u;. 
x. 
'rhe Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
fbtice something that ~ you think .2.t 2 question that you vrould like to 
.M able 12. ans\'ler, and ~ YJ2. zour ·~ 12. i!:Y, to find the anstorer to it. 
Decide exactly ~ the question QL problem is, and state it clearly in vro-rds, 
Study Sl:1l ~ f{l-~ts and ~ l:JQtot they relate to ~ p;r;gblem. 
In .studying the problem, use everything you ~~w. not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
~ a!:!. mEm. possible answers to ~ probl..em rut you ~ thiuk Q.!. 
Scientists call this step, 11 !·!aking :cypotheses~" 
Select ftom these possible answers 2!,1Vpotheses !h@. 2M you think b ~ 
likely to be the ~ .Ql!Q.• 
Hake '1!:12. and carefully plan g,a experiment 12_ ~ .Q1!i '"Mther ~ ans1t1er you 
selected ll !!!£right one. 
The tvro parts of the experiment a.re exactl'Y' alike in every vTey exee:pt one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The :part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true exper1man~. 
The :part of the experi1nent that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the c.ont.rol experiments. .Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t'\'ro experiments vTill be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
em ~ ~ experiment liil.b. great ~ according !.9,; the plan. 
Repeat ~ experiment ~see whethe~ you m l,b& same resulte ~second time. 
This second e;periment is calles'!,. ~ CHECK E..">>PEB.Il.rnNT. 
Sometimes, instead. of repeating ~he same exper1ment0 an ent1Te ly nm-r experi-
ment using the same eXperimental !aetor is ear~tea out as a check on the 
results. 
~ your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates \'that ev-er your experi-
ments sho't'l, and onl;y_ t·rhat they show. 
Use ~facts you~~ lee..rned l'lhen you~ €!:, a£)L p•obl,em tlw,t .U. 
similar ~ related ~ this ~· 
Experiment 324. 
Manual 5 
How powerful are cobal t'-st,eel magnets and 
how many times i t :s o\,m .we1ght can an a l nico horseshoe 
magnet lift? 
Steps o.f Scientific i'·fethod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X X 
I 
:Experiment 325. How does a piece of magrietiaed steel or iron 
suspended so as to turn f reely behave? j -
' 
Experiment 326 . vlha.t is the angle of declination in my locality? 
Experiment 327. Can an iron rod be magnetized by placi ng it in 
the earth's magnetic field.? 
~ual 2 X X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X :r.: X X X 
Experiment 328. Can i ron or steel be magnetized by stroking in one 
direction ~nth one end of a bar magnet? 
-
!·1anual 1 X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X 
It 5 X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
II 12 X x · X X X X 
Experiment 329. How are magnets used to measure the speed of my car? 
jMa.nual 21 
Exp eriment 330. How ~oes a dipping needle act? 
Jr11anual 5 lx I I I 
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The Elem.ent's of Scientific ket'hocl for 
High-"School Students' · · 
I. }1Jtice somethi¥ ~make§: you thiAk .Qf. _s gu.esti~B t~l ~· '"o~ld. like- to 
be able ~ anm-ter., ~ make 3:m. your ml.!l.d !Q. ~ 1Q. f..i_z;g; ,the · answer t£.· !];. 
II. Decide e:;actly what the question Q.I. nroblem !§., ~ state ll clea,;:ly in \rlOi'd:s. 
·· · :. ·~ .. ";. ... 
III. Stud:rv::, ill the faets ~ ~ hot'l they relate !.9. ~problem. 
In studying the pro 'tll em. use everything you lciow, ;not ori:1y w:ha t you have . 1 ear.ned 
from you-r own experiences, but also what you have learned from ot;hor people and 
from books. · · 
IV • . ~ §.[ ~ possible a.ns~ers to t,h@ problem y ZQY. SAn thipk 21• 
Scientists call this step, n~~ng ~otheses~"· 
V. ~ct from these possible answers QL hYpotheses ~one :vou think!.!.~ 
likely to be the !..!W_ ~· 
VI. Hake 1m. and carefully plan Sl:!l cxoerime:nt 12. find 9Jll. \'fhether the e,ns\-Ter you 
!!.Q1ed . .?d i3 the_ :ri.rht on§. 
The ~.,10 parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every 'tTa::f except one, and 
that is called the enerimental factor .. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true B:lffierlm~at ., 
The part of th~ experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control ~xperiments. Then ~ d!jferences in the results of the 
t>·to experiments \-rill be due to the expe'rl.mental factor• 
VII. Car:pr Sill:i the experiment W,h great ~ according !.2. the plan.. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment !9_ see vrhethef you W,. the same results ~he second. time. 
~ second experiment ll Q.alled ~ c~cx WJil'Rll@lTT. 
Sometimes. instead of repeating the same experimen~. an entirely nm1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments sho\-r, e.nd only vthat they show. 
X. Use the facts YOU have thus learned when YOU ~ ti ~ p;oblem. that_ !.12. 
similar .QL relat§d iQ. this qne. 
Exp eriment 331. Ho'<~ can I· make a dipping needle and locate 
.buried iron ;.ri th it 7 
Steps of Scientific Method 
r------------+------~------~--~~~ -
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 4 X X X X X 
Experimen 332. What ts the angle of magnetic dip in my locality? 
Experiment 333 . i'lhen a. current of electricity flo1rrs through a 
coiled conductor, does the conductor become a 
magnet? 
11 ~ Ma=~ual=-----=--; ,1--. ------1-ll ~ ~-~-RI [[! I I ~ II xi I 
Experiment 334. 'tfhat. factors govern the strength of an electromagne t? 
Exp eriment 335 . How can I make an electromagnet and. measure its 
I lifting power? 
, :f- =~--=-l'-1::a:m-~::.·;:-::-u=-__ ~--1=---_ =_j-::--~: __ == __-=------==--=--__ -__ _ ~ ~~ ~t -~--~-_-_+-_-_-_ +-~---+-~:~:~----~= 
Experiment 336. Ho\'r can I make an electromagnet and what are the 
conditions of its operation? 
I,---- -.---- --rx 
r,_Ivlan-"ual__,_li I_ -- -_--- -3~JII=fl~l --l=l~tlE 
II Experiment 337 . 
I 
~ : ~_1lal 5 ~-
1 
I. 
I 
,. 
How are the line s of force arranged in the magnetic 
field of an electromagnet? 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~btice something that ~you think of § question that you \'rould like to 
be able 1.2. anst'ler, and make ~your mind 12. m_ to find the ans\'rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Q.;: problem is, ~ state it clearly i,a "rords. 
III. Study all the facts ~ ~ ho''~ they relate 1g_ t,he problem. 
In studying the problem, use everytbing you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Nake §.§. m. possible answers to ~problem u you m tbiuk .2!• 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-iaking h;ypotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.t. hypotheses ~~you think is m!2.ll 
likely to be the ~ ~· 
VI. l-1a.ke '!:ill. and carefully plan ga experiment !.Q.. find ~ l-rhether the ans"ter you 
.§.§lected is the ~ ~· 
The t"1o parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t\clo experiments "lill be due to the e:x;pe rimental factor. 
VII. C~ 2:E:i the experiment~ great ~according 1Q_ ~plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment 12. ~whether you m_ the same results ~second ~. 
This second experiment is called ra CHECK EXPERil.fENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the s~e experiment, an entirely n~1 experi-
ment using the same experimental fa~tor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated $0 that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only "'hat they show. 
X. Use the facts you ~ thus lee.rned when ;rou ~a new problem tbat_ is 
similar or related ~ ~ one. 
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Experiment 338. \'That is the rel ati onship between the strength of an 
! 
electromagnet and the amount of current in the coil't 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
:vianual 5 X X X X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
I Experiment 339 . itlhat is the relationship behreen the strength of 
an electromagnet and the number of turns in the coil? 
I~1anual 1 X X X X X X -sr ·x 
II 3 X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X · X J _ _ X f-.-x X . 
II 5 X X X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X ..,. X 
II 7 X X X X 1r y !-- · II 8 X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
· ---~~-· --
i Ex-periment 340 . vihat e .. re the ch.s.re.cteri sties of the magnetic lines 
of force around a. current-tearing conductor end what 
is the relationship between the direction of the lines 
of force a.l'ld the direction of the current? 
.--·--- --- -
T ~r n=+l1fl J Hanual 9 II 10 II 11 HU tr+~~-f:. -II 12 ....._____ 
Experiment 341. TJI'hat is the relation between the direction of a 
,, current in a straight 1t1ire and its magnetic field? 
f .--. - ---- -· --Manual :X X Jl X X X X 
II 3 X :X X X X X X 
II 4 :X :X :X X X 
II 7 X :X :X :X: :X X X 
11 8 :X :X :l X X · X 
·------
Experiment 342. \'!hat is the effect of a. magnetic field on a current-
' 
bearing conductor? 
I Manual 81 I ~~ iJ J xl I I xj jxJj 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High~School _ Students 
I. }T:~tice something ~ Ill8.kes you thiilk 2£ .Sl: question that you \·rould like to 
~able to anm1er, ~~1m, your ·mind to .E2 to ~the ans,•r§r to ll• 
II. Decide exactly ~ the question 2.1: problem is, ~ state it clearlY ill \'tords. 
III. Study ill~ facts ~~how they relate to ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only wha~ you have learned 
from your own experiences, but' also what you have learned from other peopl~ and 
from books. 
IV. l·1ake §.§. ~possible answers to tml problem @:..§.YOU m thiuk .Qi• 
Scientists call this step, 11 J..1aking eypothe~es." 
V. Select from t,hese possible apswers ~hypotheses the one you think is !B2..§i 
likely to be, _~ tl.ghi one. 
VI. gake ~ and carefully plan sa c:x:periment ~ find 2J:ll. \'lhether ib& ans'\-rer you 
selected is ~r-ight · ~·· 
The t"ro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor tJIUst: be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aqr differences in the results of the 
t\'to experiments \'till be due to the e:x:pe r1mental factor. 
VII. Cm QID. the eXPeriment with great ~according iQ.. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the exoeriment !2;, ~whether you W. ~~results the second time. 
~ second exoeriment ,!A qeJ.led ~ ~ EXfER-Il~ 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely n-6\'r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on tb,e 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your eAperi-
ment s show, and only ;·tha.t they show. 
X. Use the facts you have ~learned ~yo~ W-1 t\ runt p~obJ...e.1!. that_ ll 
similar QI. related i9.t ~ one_. 
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Experi ment 343 . ltlha t is the rel a tion between the direction of 
' current in a coiled. conductor and t h e po_larity 
of its magnetic field? 
~ -
Step s of Scientific Method 
. j l 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 ,8 9 10 
!•!anua~ l X X X X X X 
II 2 ,x X X X X 
II 4 [x X X X X 
II 5 X X. X X X 
II 7 X X X X X Jt X 
II 8 X X X X X .X 
II 10 X X X X X 
------
-
Exp eriment 344. Vlh e.t is the effect on the magnetic field of a soft 
iron core inserted in a coiled conductor? 
Ma.."lu al 1 X X X X X 
II 2 lx X X X X X X X 
II 3 X x x· X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
Experi men t 345. If a wire or coil carrying a current is p l a ced in a 
magnetic field , wh a t h appens when the direction of 
the current is reversed , the polarity of the magnet 
is rev er s ed , the current .:i;·s increas ed, and the magnetic 
fit:!ld i s made s tronger? 
[ Yianual 5j [xjxj ~ I I xJ I I~ I xl I 
Experiment 346 . H0\11 does the inductance of an electromagnet affect 
i the flow of an alternat i ng current! 
'I !-1 anual 71 I xl xl"xl I J x] I I~ I I xj 
'Experiment 347. How can I electrify a rubber rod and a glass rod? 
I 
i'-~e.nu2~ ~I I ~I ~I ij I I ~ I I I ~ I xi xi II II 
I 
I 
!I 
The Element$ of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~1:Jtice sometb.i:qg that makes you .think 2.{ 2 question that you ,.,ould like to 
be able to anS\>~er, ~make Y:l2. your ~to m_ ~~the ane\·Ter to :!!,. 
II. Decide exa.ct~y what the gugstion .Q.E. problem is, and statfi! ll. clearly in 'ttol"ds. 
III. Study ill the facts ~ ~ ~ they relate 1Q. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use eve~tPing you know, not only what you have learned 
from Y'OUr own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people a.nQ. 
from books. 
IV. Hake E& memL possible answers to ~problem M you m think Q!:. 
Scientists call this step, nf.1a.ki:rig lzy:potheses." 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.!. hypotheses ~ ~ ~ ~hink h 1!2.§.l 
likely to be ~ ~ ~· · ' *' · 
VI. Hake '!:!12.. and carefully J21M. SJl experiment !2, find ~ ,.,hether the ans'\'rer you 
~lected is the right ~· 
The t>'ro parts of the experiment are exa.ctly alike in every "tTa::f except one, and 
that is called the e;perimental :fac1tor. 
The part of the experiment "tThich includes the experimental factor mey- be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control e;periment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must Qe the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t'\'ro experiments '\'Till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Om QBi the experiment ~ great care according 12, the plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~experiment 12. ~whether you gt !lJ& ~results~ second ~. 
This second e:x:oeriment it called ~ CfYiC.K EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes., instead ot repeating the sa.me experiment. an entirely ne'\'r experi-
ment using the same experime~tal factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ~ conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it ind\cates '\'thate'V'er your expel!'i-
ments show, and only uhat they show .. 
X. Use the facts you ha.ve tl:Dls le2.rned ~ m ~ ~niDi problem tl1at is 
similar .QL related .t2, ib!.§. o_.w. 
r 
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E'-'"P er-imen t 348. '\'fua.t hBl)!)ens 't!hen a rubber rod that has been rubbed 
with wool and a glas s rod that has been rubbed with 
silk are brought near a suspen ded pith ball? 
I 
-- -----
- Steps of Scientific Method 
l 2 3 4 5 :- ~t-16c 7 8 9 10 
----- --· 
Manual l X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X 
---·-- --II 7 · X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
Ex-0eriment 349 . Can a bod.y such as a p ith ball, be electrically 
charged by touchi ng i t ld th a charged body and is 
the charge on the pi th ball the same or opposite 
from that on the charg~d body? 
I Manual sJ lxJxJxJ I Jf l I jx! I I I 
Experiment 350 . What kind of charge is given by i nduction to a 
pith ball by a positive charge and by a negative 
charge? 
I r~anual Bl jxjxlxl I jxj I lxl I I I 
Experiment 351. Hotlf is a pith ball used to identify an electric 
charge? 
I 
Manual ~I 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 I I I II 
' Experiment 352. How meny kinds of charges of static electricity 
are there? 
i I I ~ I x ~ ~ ~ II Manual i f 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 XI l I II 
' 
Experiment 353 . Holtl d.o electric charges act toward each other? 
' 
Manual 1 X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X I II 7 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X .. I 
II IT X X X X X X 
1-- 1- -- I 
' 
I 
. 
.The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School · Studen~s 
I. ~btice something~-.. ~ you tffi.nk of .5!: gueetion ~ m \'TOUld like to 
be able -12. anmte-r, ~ ~ ml :ro'l.lr .!!lin!! to Ei£, tb find the ans,·rer to it. 
II. Decide exaetly w~t -~ question Q1:. problem is, and state ll. clearly in \<lords. 
III. Study all .1llil facts. ~ ~ !1!u! they relate ,tQ_ the problem. 
In-.studying the problem, use everything you knqw, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, qut al~o what you haye learned from othor people and 
from books. 
IV. l·iake 2§. -~ ROssible ,answers to t~ .R,roblem U you £.5m thiuk 2!:• 
Scientists call this ·step, 11 !-1aking l\ypotheses." 
V. Select from these ROSsible answers Q.tlvpotheses -!h! ~you think!! m.2!!i 
.likely to be the ~on~; 
VI. ~ IDl and carefully plan .5!:!1 experiment iQ.. find ~ ,.,het her ~ answer you 
selected is the right .Q.M• . 
The tvro partS' of ·the experiment are exactly alike in every vra::~ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the exp.er-1-mental factor mey- be called 
.the in:!& experiment. 
The part of - the e:x:peri~ent that dGes not have the experimental fa.otor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the expe.rimental fact9:- must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. ~hen~ differences in ·the .resUlts of the 
t'l:ro experiments "rill be due to the e:x:pe rimental fact-or. 
VI~. Carry -~ illi!_· expartment with great care accordiM ,U. the Rlan. 
VIII. Repeat ~ experiment .!2. see· wnetm you g~t !bi, ~ resuJ..ts the second _ time. 
This ss-cond experiment ll called _ ~ ..CHECK EXPERII~. · 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experimen~~ an entirely n~~ experi-
ment using the same experimental fa-cto;- · is carried. out ,.a:s a check on tho 
results. 
:lX. Dra,., your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be· t~tat .ed so .th~~ 1t indicates \tl1atever your e:cpet1--
mcnts show, and only what the'<J ,show. 
X. Use the facts YOU ~ :thus ;l.Barned lfhe,n ~-~ £1. ~ llJ:O'Qlfflll.. t hat_ ll 
similar .2.!:. related iQ. _this one. ,. ~ · ···-
Experiment 354. Eow many charges of electricity can be made from 
one charge? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 2 X X X . X X_ X 
. Exp eriment 355. Do electrical charges stay on both the outside and 
, inside of a holl0\11' . metal cylinder? 
Experiment 356. i'lhat is the effect of the shape of a conductor 
upon the charge on the conductor? 
Experiment 357. Why are lightnl:'!g · rods she.rply pointed and ho-vr 
do they work? 
C . - -- I - - - -Manual 6 
-·--·--- -----
r x[XJX,--, I xj x[ xJ xl ,. I J 
Experiment 358. wny, after a brilliant flash of lightning. do the 
raindrops get much larger for a while? 
Experiment 359 . How can an electroscope -be charged. by concluction? 
Experiment 360 . Vv'hat kind of charge is given by induction to an 
electroscope by a positive charge and by a negative 
charge? 
r----:7 - -
ManuA.l 
r-- II 
t---- - II -
II 
Experiment 361 . Hovr is an electroscope used to identify an electric 
charge? 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:itice somethin~ !M lllCl.ke§ you think of § question that you would like to 
12.!a able !Q. anSi'ler, ~ ~1m j!'OUr l!!.!n9:. 1£?. m_ iQ.. find. the a.ns\•rer' to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the m~estion Q.I. problem i.§_, and state ll cl-early il11110rds. 
III. Study ill the facts ~ ~ .hQ.li they l'elate 1Q. ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what yo~ have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. 1·1e.ke .@:..§. ~possible answer.s !2, the :g;r;oblem u ;zou ~ thiuk: Qt. 
Scientists call this step, 11 J..1aking cypotheses." 
V. Select from these possible answers Q.!. hYpotheses ~~you think .is ~post 
likely to be ~ ~ one. 
VI. Hake 'ill2. and carefully plan 2a experiment 12. ~ out ,.,hether the ans'\'Ter you 
selected is jillQ ~ 2M• 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every '\'ta:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor~ 
The part of the experiment '\'lhich includes the experimental factor Ina\V be called 
the true. experimeR~• 
The part of the experiment that do&s not have the experimental facto~ in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental fac lOr must be the only difference between the 
true and the control expe riments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t i·ro experiments '\'Till be due to the experimental fa.~ tor. 
VII. Om out the experiment with great ~ ~gcord1M 1Q. the plan. 
VIII. Re-peat the experiment to ~whether m ru !b§. aa.me results ~ second time. 
~ second etm€lriment ·ll. called §. ~ EXPJ!lRIHEN'l'. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the sa.me experiment.. en entirely n~·t experi-
ment using the same experimental faetor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Dra,., your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated eo that it indicates whate~er your experi-
ments show, and only \'that they show. 
X. Use the facts you ~ ~ learned when ~ ~ {}.. ~ p;obJ,ma. tbat_ ll 
similar QJ:. related 12_ this QM• 
Experiment 362 . Ho\'1 can I make an electroscope and ho'" does it work? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
Manual 9 X X X X X 
1---- . ---- ----
Experiment 363. Ho'l'r can I make . an el ectrophorus. and ho•R does it 
"10rk? 
-__ --~ ----=- =-~j£L~UJx_'-l _J.__I L-1-1 xl -'--'1 1--41 
Experiment 364. How is the capacity of a condenser rela.ted to the 
distance between the plates? 
f 
E:xperiment 365. How is the capacity of a condenser rel e.ted t o the 
distance between the plates , the area of the plates, 
and the' material between the plates? 
Experiment 366 . How can I make a condenser using sheets of tin foil 
and waxed paper? 
lxfX L~ I I lx I I lxl I I I 
Experiment 367. \•That is the construction of an electric motor and 
how does it operate? 
I Man':af - .8, -_-__ --_ --
Experiment 368. How can I make a simple electric motor? 
Experiment 369 . :a:ow can I construct a sLnple electric mo tor; vthat is 
the magnetic po l a r ity in different posit i ons of the 
bare sides of - the ball around \>;hich the coil is wound? 
- - --FT~Ix l _ l _ l x [l lxl I 1 - I 
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The Elements of Scientific Method !or 
High-School Students 
I. ~btice something ~ ma..kes you think of §, guestioi} ~you \'I'Ould like to 
be able to answer, ~ make ):!11 your mind to k;i iQ. find the a.ns1·rer iQ. it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Q.r. problem is, ~ state i1 glearl:-Y in vtords. 
III. ·Study all the facts ru!9:. ~ 1101-1 they relate ~~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know. not only 1-1ha.t you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. ~ E& ~possible answers to ~problem €!:.!, m m think .21• 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-laking lzypotheses. 11 
V. Select fr2!!l these possible answers Q.I. hypotheses !h!! one you think is most 
likel;y to be the right ~· 
VI. Hake 1m. ~ carefully plan .51:n experiment !Q. find out 1thether 1rut ansvrer you 
~lected is ~ right one. · 
The t'\lro parts of the eXperiment are exactly alike in every vta¥ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the ' experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor mus~ be the ~ difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t\-ro experiments \'till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. C~ 23U, ib& exPeriment ill.b, great · £m accoitding 12. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to see whether you get ~ same :results the · second time. 
This second exoeTiment 1§. galled ~ CEECIC EXPER!l'1ENl:. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely ne1-r experi-
ment using the same experimental fa.etor is .carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw ;your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicate& "tha.tever your experi-
ments showj and only \·that they show. 
x. Use ~ facj:.s ;z,op. have ~ leerned when ¥,OU ~ ~runt P•oble~. that_ is 
similar Q£ related ~ ~ one. 
Experiment 370 . How is an electric motor installed? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Menual 6 X X X X X 
Experiment 371 . In an electric motor, how does the polarity of 
the coil change as the armature rota tes? 
I....._____ t-1-~ua_l ~_._I _ ________,__I ~--'------'-/ ~ I ~ I I I ~ I I I ~I f I I 
Experiment 372. If the armature of a St • . Louis motor is in series 
with a rheostat and . h To dry cells, ho'l is the 
rotation affected by reversing only the connections 
of the dry cells7 by reversing only the polarity 
of the magnets? by changing the r esistance in the 
rheostat? by charging the distance between the 
armature.and magne ts? 
J Manual 21 I xl xl xl I I x[ xl x[ xl I I 
I 
I 
l 
1 
I 
Exp eriment 373. Does reversing the direction of the current : through 
the arma ture and fieldmagnet of a series-wound and. 
and a shunt-wound direct-current motor (St . Louis 
type) change the direction of rotation of the 
armature? does the series or shunt (parallel) 
connection give the gre ater speed? 
Manual 
II 
Experiment 374 . In an electric motor, what is t he effect on direction 
of rot&tion of reversal of current in motor \'Ti th 
permanent f ield, reversal of current in series 
Manual 
II 
II 
II i 
motor, rever sal of fi eld connections in ehunt wo-Qnd 
motor? 
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The Elements of Scient i fic Method f ar 
High-Schoo+ Students 
I. ~T:itice something ~ ~ m thi nk of li guest i on that you would l i ke to 
be able to anmoter, ~ make :!:!12. your mind iQ. try tQ.. find the ana\-rer to it. 
II. Decid§. exactly what the question Q.I. problem is, and state it 9learly in vTo r <t.s .. 
III. Stud:.v: all the facts and ~ l1:Qli they relate 12. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you .kpow, not only what you have learned 
from ;your own experiences, but also what.. you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
·.,.· 
IV. ~ M ~possible ·a.Itswers 19,, ~problem U you m thillk .Qi.. 
Scientists call thiJil step, 11 f..taking l:zy:potheses." 
V. Sele_ct from thes.e ps,sS-ible answers QL htpotheses ~- ~yoU; think 1s ~ 
likc1y ~jj.£. be~~ tine. 
VI. ~ 1ill. and ca,r~f~lly 'plan · ru1 eXperiment !Q. find out \'l'hether ~ ansvter you 
!l£lected i3 ~ right ~· 
The tw·o parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every Wtzy' except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~- be called 
the true experiment .. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t't'ro experiments vlill be due to the experimental factor., 
VII. Carp- ~ the experiment vlith great ~according !£_the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the e:x:oeriment !2_ ~ vrhether you ill the ~ results ~ second time. 
This .!?~and ~eriment is called ~ CEECK EXPERUrENT. 
Sometimes, ins tead of repeating the sa.me experimen'\~ an entirely ne,., experi-
ment using the same experimental facto~ is carriea out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ your conclusion, 
Your conclusion should be stated eo that i t indicates wbateveT your experi-
ments show, a.nd only \1hat th~r show. 
X. Use ~facts you have ~learned l'then you~ ·So, new p~oblem tl$l.t_ ill 
similar ~ related ·~ this one. · 
I 
.I 
I 
Experiment 375. 
Me.nual 4 
II 7 
In a St. Louis -type motor, what i s the effect upon 
the direction of rotation of the armat"LU'e of ( 1) 
reversing the polarity of the permenent magnets, 
(2) reversing both magnets and current through 
armature? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X X X 
X X X x x · 
Experiment 376. \'That is the effect upon the r otation of the armature 
of a St . Louis type motor when the armature is 
connected through a transformer to a source of 
alternating current , a permanent magnet being used? 
when an electromagnet is substituted for the permanent 
magnet 'and connected in series \•Ti th the armature? 
when the arm~.t'lire and electromagnet are in p ara llel? 
l'ianual 2J lxJxJxj J Jx!' xJ xJxJ J J x j 
Experiment 377. In an electric motor, \'lhat is the effect on direction 
of rotation of reversal of current in motor \•ri th 
permanent field ; reversal of current in series motor , 
reverse.l of current in shunt -\ll'ound mo to r ; ,..,hat happens 
to running motor when permal'l.ent field magnets are 
removed? 
J.l.!anuel 51 lxl JxJ JxJ 
Experiment 378. i'lh at is the effect on the current of ·~ increase in 
the loa.d on a toy motor? 
Manua.l 51 
Experiment 379 . Ho1'1 much electrical energy does a motor-driven 
app liance use? 
Manual 5 J 
Experiment 380. Under what conditions does an electric motor operate 
most efficiently? 
Nanual 7/ 
Experiment 381. What is the efficiency of an electric motor and train 
of gears? 
l M?.nual 12 I /xlxlxl lx I lxlxlxl 
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The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High~School Students 
I. ~btice something that rnekes . you thipk ·of 5: question that you would lfu to 
be able 12. anstoJ"er, ~ make 1m :your mind i9. try to find the anst·Ter to it. 
II. Decide exactly \oJ'hat the question Ql: problem !§., and state it clearly 1!1. ll.O l ds. 
III. Stu~: £!Jd. the facts and ~ ~ they relate to ~problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you .know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also \'that you have learned from other people and 
from books. · 
IV. Hake a!'i ~possible answers !£. the problem M you can thiuk Qt. 
Sc ientists call this step, 11 f..!aking h;ypotheses." 
v. Select from ~possible answers Q..;: hypotheses ~ .QP& :yap. ~hi¥ 1t ~ 
likely jio be the ~ ~· 
VI. Hake 'ID2. and carefully plan S:n experiment !52. find 2B:i l'Thether the ans\'ter you 
selected U. the right ~. 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every w~ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the true ~erimentv 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the ~ difference between the 
true and t he control experiments. Then aQf differences in the results of the 
t '\'ro experiments trill be . due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
VII. C~ out the §XPeriment ill,h great :~ accordit'¥!= to the nlan. 
VIII. Repeat the e:x:oeriment 12. see whether you ill~~ resulh ~ second. · t ime. 
This second e:tg?EU'iment is called ~ Q!mQK EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes. instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely netoJ' experi-
ment using the same experi~ental faet~r is carried out as a eheek on t be 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclus;i.on should be stated.. eo that it indicate s vrha.tever you.r experi-
ments show, and only \·that they show. 
X. Use the facts you ~ thus learned wh~p.., Y.QY& -~ !!_new problen;_ ~ i.e. 
similar or related to this O'~'~e- · •· ,,,, · •• 
- ~-::::;:;::,;=il' 
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I 
Experiment 382. Ho'" can I find the power and efficiency of an 
electric motor? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Nanua l · l X .X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X X X 
II 9 x.x X X X X X 
-II 11 X X X X ..,. X ~· 
Experiment 383 . 'What ere the fundamental p rinciples uuon t'l'hich 
' 
(a) the electric genera tor operates; (b ) the 
electric m0tor operates? 
l Manual i~ I 1 ~ 1 : 1~1 I I ~ I I 1 ~ 1 I x i I II 
Experiment 384 . HotV" are a shunt genera tor, a series generator , 
and a compound generator -vrired and ho\'! do the 
currents obtained from them compare? 
I Manual 5 1 lx l x l x ] I I x/ I I x! I I x! 
Experiment 385 . . In an electric generator , \'that is the position of 
the armature with reference to the magneti c lines of 
force .... !hen the current is greatest; \"Then the current 
is least; t'l'hen· the current · a1 ternate s; how many 
alternations occur i n one revolution; whe.t is the 
effect of reversing the current in the electromagnet 
on the direction of cun-ent in the generator? 
I !vianua.l 71 lx l x! xj I I x l I [ xj I x l f 
Experiment 386. In an electric genera to r , -what is the effect on the 
induced current of fo.ster rotation of the armature , 
stronger field magne ts , reversed rota tion of a rmature? 
pa~ual ;I 1 ~1 ~1 ~ I I ~I I I ~ I xl 1 
'. 
Experiment 387. What is the difference in construction between an 
' A. C. and a D.C. genera tor? · 
I 
l Manu al 8 1 /xi xl ~ I I xi I I~ I xi I 
I 
I 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method fo~ 
High-School Students 
I. ~TJtice something ~ makes :vou think;£:! 2 question that you 1rroul§. lil{e to 
be able to anst'l'er, ~ make 'Y:l2. your mii).d to try ~ find the ans1<rer to ll• 
II. Decide e;mctly what .1b& question Ql:. problem !A. ~ state it clearly 'in 'ltlOrQ,.s. 
III. Stud:.: ill the facts ~ ~ hot'l' they r elate to the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from y-our own experiences, but also vrhat you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Mgke a§. ~possible an13wer.s iQ. ~problem M you m, thiuk .2!:• 
Scientists call this step, 11 !-ia.ld.ng :tzypotheses." 
"' 
V. §illct fm tl1ese po.ssible answers Q.I. hypotheses ~ one you think !!. m9.§1 
likely j:;o ~the right ~· · 
VI. Hake ~ and carefully plan gn experiment to find .Q3U ,.,hether the answer you 
selected i3 the right one. . 
The t'ltro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every Wf3¥ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ~ be called 
the ~ ~eriment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments- ~hen aqy differences in the results o£ the 
t 1:ro experiments 'lfrill be 'due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carry 2J!i the experiment ~ great ~ acco.rding 12, ~ plan. 
VIII. Repeat ~ experiment to ~ 1rfhether you m 1M game re§ults the second time. 
~ second experiment 1.§. called ~ CEECK E..."U'ERUlENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely n~r experi-
ment using the same experimental faetor is earried .out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Drat'l your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated eo that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only 11he.t they show. 
X. Use the facts you have . thus le2.rned ythen m ~ ~new problem that ill 
similar Ql:. related ~ this one. 
I 
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Experiment 388. Bow can a, generator be operated as an alternating- I current generator and a direct~current generator 
ancL what is the effect of ( a ) an electromagnet and 
(b) a perm2nent magnet in the . field? 
. Steps of Scientific Hethod 
' 
1 2 3 4- 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
1·1anual E X X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X 
Experiment 389. · In an electric generator , hO'tl does the direction of 
rotation of - the armature affect the directi oll of the 
induced current? 
.. 
I Manual 21 I xl xl x[ I I xJ I I xl I I I : 
Er9eriment 390. Ho~1 can I determine the resistance of .various 
electrical appliances by using Ohm 1 s La~r? 
I ~ianual 121 Jxjxlxl I JxJ I I xJ x Jxj I 
Exp eriment 391. How can I determine the resistance of an incaitdesce.n t 
lamp by using Ohm ' s Law and compute the power required 
to operate it? 
I Manual 31 lxJxJxl I lxJ I lxJ I I xj 
Experiment 392. Ho": can the resistance of a series circuit be determined 
by applyi~g Ohm 1 s Law? 
Manual 6 X X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
; 
Experiment 393. HO"Iol can the resistances of· seri es and parallel circuits 
' be determined by applying Ohm's Law? 
Manual 1 X X X X X X X X 
II 2 X X X X X X X X X X 
" 
4 X X X X X X X 
,_______ u 
7 X X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
! Experiment 394 . How can the resistance of wires be measured by substi-
I 
I tuting for them a kno\vn resistance in an electric circuit' i 
l ~! t>nual 
I 
31 lx Jxlxl I jx I I Jxrx I lx1 
I 
-
.. 
~ 
The Elements of Seientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~i:.;tice ·Somethin,g that makes you think of .\! guest'ion ~you \'TQuld like to 
be able to ansv1er, ~make Bl2. m mind to in£. to ~ ~ ans~:rer to ll· 
II. Decide exactly what the questi.on Ql: problem is. and state· it clearly in trrords. 
III. Stud:.: ell~ facts and ~ bm-1 they relate 1g_ )he problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. gake ~ ~possible ansyers to ~ probl§ll!l U YOU m_ thiuk .Q!.. 
Scientists call this step, 11 :t.tald.ng l'zy'potheses. 11 
V. ~ct from these possible answers Q.t. b'fpotheses !.h@. ope you think h most 
likel.Y to be~~ o~e. 
VI. ~ ID2. and carefully plan §:.!!. experiment to find ~ ,.,hethcr ~ answer you 
selected ~ the right ~· 
The 'ttrro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the experimental, factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment~ 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the smlY, difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aqy differences in the results of the 
t11ro experiments \'rill be due to the e:x:pe rimental factor. 
VII. Om out ~ eAI?eriment with .great ~according !9.. :lli!;t plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to see whether you m the same results the second ~4 
This second experiment ll. called ~ ~ EXPERIM!INT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the sa,Jne experiment, an entirely nm'l experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is car~iod out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Drat-r YQUr conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates \'tha.tevor your experi-
ments show, e.nd only •·rha.t they show. 
x. Use the facts y;ou ~ ~ learned when you ~ ~ ~ -p~oblem .. tbat_ is 
similpr ~ related ~ ~ one. 
r 
Experiment 395. HO\\' can resistance be measured with a Wheatstone bridge? 
--·-- ------ -···-·---
lvianua1 1 
II 2 
II 4 
II 6 
II 7 
I 
II 8 
II 10 
II 11 
-If 12 
I Experiment 396. 
Manual 2 
8 
II 9 
10 
11 
I Experiment 397 . 
I 
I [ Ivi anual dl :: 
Experiment 398 . 
II 
~~1anual 7 1 
II 12 
I. Experiment 399 . 
~anua~ _ _:_j 
Experiment 400 . 
I 
II Manual l~J II 
I 
Steps of Scientific Method 
.1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
x· X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
1 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
--
X ~ X X X X X J• 
Ho'tr does the resistance of a conductor vary with its 
length, diameter , and material? 
~ 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
- -
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X 7. X X X X 
How does a change in t emperature affect t he resistance 
of various cond.uctor s? 
How does a change in temuerature affect the resistance 
of tungst~n and carbon? ~ · 
i'ihat is the effect of a change of temperature upon the 
resistance of an electrolyte? 
\'That is the relation bet~J:een potential drop across coils 
and their resistances in a series circuit ? 
II 
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The Elements of Scientific M~hod for 
High-School Students 
I. ~btice t!IOipething ~ ~ :y;ou thi nk of .5a: guest ion ~you \orould l i ke !:Q_ 
be able to ans,.,rer ~ . ~ ~ Y:'J2. your tnind ~ B:;y_ to find too AAS\-rer ~ it • 
II- Decide exactly ~ ~ question Ql: woblem !.a. sml state it clearly i n "'ords. 
III. Stud:.:. @. ~ fp.cts ~ ~ ~ they relate to ~he pro.blem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also 1trhat you have learned from other people and 
:from books .. 
IV. Make E& ~ possible lm,SWe~§. to ~ problem U m ~ thiuk .QL• 
Scientists call ~his 'etep, "Making }Wpotheses .. " 
v. §llict from these possible answers a lvpotheses the ~you think 1s m2..§.i 
likely to be ~ right ope. 
VI. l1ak:e '!:m, and carefully plan g,u experiment .i9_ find 2:lU, \'ihether ~ answer ~ 
selected is the right 2lli!.• 
The h1o parts of the experimept are e2:actly alike in evecy wrzy except one, and 
that is called the e;perimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment~ 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the gontrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only Qifference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aQY differences in the results of the 
tttro experiments \olill be due to the experiment al factor. 
VII. Carp- out the experiment ~ great ~ a99:9rdipg i9. ~ plan. 
VIII. Repeat the e:x:oerimen:t to ~ }thethe~ you m_ !hi~ results the second ~. 
This second experiment U called a CEJACK EXPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the ~e experiment 1 an entirely n~~ experi-
ment using the same experimental :t'aetot is carried ~t ae a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated ao that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only trhat they show,. 
Xo Use the facts you have ~ lee.rned ~ you ~ {!:. ~ J?l(O'bleil\. t hat_ :i.s 
similar ~ related to this one. 
I 
I 
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Exper iment 401. \that is the relation (a) between the fall of potential I in different parts of a circuit and the resistance of 
those parts of the circuit; (b) between fall of 
potential in a circuit and current in the circuit? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Nanual. 8 X X X X X 
Exper iment 402. ifuat relation exists bet>veen the fall of po tenticl 
along a conductor a.nd (g) the resistance of the 
conductor and (b) the current flowi ng through the 
conductor? 
I Ma~ual 1~ 1 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~o 1 ~ 1 I I ~ ~ xi x i XI 
Exper iment 403. How can the voltage drop and p ower loss in a circuit 
be reducec,? 
rrrl x l [ Tv!anual 5 1 l x i~_O _ _[x [ x l I 
I 
Experi men t 404. How do the voltages, ampera.ges, and resistances compar e 
\"l'hen ( a ) 1, 2, 3 , and 4 1.5 volt bulbs in series are 
' 
connected respectively to 1, 2, 3 , , and 4 d.ry cells in 
series; (b) are connected in parallel and ( c) 2 series 
groups i n parallel and 2 parallel groups in series? 
: I Manu al 51 K l x l I lxrn3 I x j x j 
Experiment 405 . Ho'\or does the current di vi de in a para.llel circuit in 
'1'hich the resistors ·. not alike? are 
-
jxlx l x l I XI I I Manual 41 I lx l I I I 
Experiment 406. In a parallel circuit how, does the sum of the branch 
! currents compere with the lirl'e current? 
' 
; 
JI'Lenual 1 X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
II --lo -X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X "" -"-
I 
I Experiment 407. In a pe.rallel circuit how does the sum of the branch 
I currents compare ,.,i th the current in any branch? 
i 
I Manue.l 5 1 X J:ULI X X X -
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
! . · ~btice something; that ~ you think £! g_ guesti9n t:b.at you };12y,ld ~ iQ. 
be able .iQ.. anstver, and make )!"Q. your mind 12. try to find ~ anst•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly toThat 1h§. question Q.t. problem !.&• and state it clearly 1a 'lrtords. 
III. Stu9:,~~. all. the facts ~ ~ botv they relate 12. W. probl¥m,. 
In study ing the problem, use ev~rythl,.ng you know, not o;nly t-that you have learned 
from ;i'OU:"' own e:x:perience.s, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. gake .€!:.§. !!!ill1Y. possible answer§ 1Q. ~problem ~YOU m thiuk Qt. 
Scientists call this step, 11 !-1a.king l:zy:potheses." 
V. Select from tl~ uossible answers Q.I. ;twpotheses ~he Qru1 ~ think is ~ 
likely to be ih£ right .2.@.• 
VI • Hake uu and carefully ulan E:ll etrneriment !Q. ~ .QJ,U_ toThether the answer you 
.§.Qlect_ed i3 the right ~· . 
The bTO parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every Wf3¥ except one ~ and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the exPeriment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment~ 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the e:x:pe'rimental . factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control e~Jeriments, Then aQY differences in the results of the 
tt1o experiments will be- due to ~·~e e:x:pe rimental factor. 
VII. Carp- Q.E!i. the experiment ~ great ~ ex.sording 1Q. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~"Wether you W. the same results ~ second time. 
This second experiment ll called ~ CEECX EJiPERII-1E1lT. 
Sometimes~ instead of repeating the same ~xperiment, an entirely n~q experi-
ment using the same e~er!mental faetor ts car~ied out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated ao tha\ it · indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, end only t·rhat they show. 
X~ Use the facts you ~ thus le<:>.:.rp.ed 1f£hen you :t'ae,2. a ne)'l problem thp.t ll 
similar QL related ~ this one. 
I 
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Experiment 408. \t!ha t effect does increasing the number of branches in 
parallel have on the current and resistance of the -
circuit and on the voltage applied to each branch? 
-- --- ---- -- ~ . - -- -----
Steps of Scientific Method 
I 1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 8 X X X X X 
' 
Experiment 409. HovT do the currents in various parts of a series circuit 
compare? 
i 
-
Manual 4 XX X X X 
II 5 X X X X X 
I II 9 X X X X X X X 
---- ----
I II 10 X X X X X X II 11 X X X X X X 
I 
Exp eriment 410 . Ho"1 does the sum of the voltage drops across the sepa rate 
parts of a series circuit compare 1:1i th the voltage drop 
across the entire circuit? 
Manual 5 X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X :X: 
II 9 X X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
Experiment 411 . How does the combined resistance of a number of resistors 
in series co mpare t<Ti th t he sum of the separate resistance~ 
Manual 4 X X X X X 
u 5 X X X X X X 
u 8 X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
Experiment 412 . How does the combined resistance of a number of resistors 
in parallel compare with the resistance of any single 
resistor? 
Manual 4 X X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X 
" 9 X X X X X X 
II 11 X X z X X X 
I 
II 
~he Elements of Scientj,fi.c Method for 
High-School Stud.ents 
I. £T:,;tice something that make;3 you t_hink: .2f ~ guestiori. ~~would ~ to 
be able iQ. ,Sill_~, 1m,<! malce ~ your mind to try ~ ~ ~ ans\·rer te. ll• 
II. Decide exactly what ih§. gy.estion Q..r, problem. ii!_, ~ -state !! clearly in vtords. 
III. Stud:.:. §:11. ~ facts and ~ bmo~ they relate U $1-+e p:rqblem. 
In studying the problem, us~ everytlling yo'!l kri.ow, not only what you have learned · 
from 70~ own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. l.J:ake E:..Ei ~:possible an-swers ~ th§l problem rut m m think .Qi. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Haking eypotheses. 11 
V. Select. from these possibl~P answers 21:. hYPotheses t.IW one :(OU t-hink !§. ~ 
1 ikely to be the ~ on~, . :;:" · 
VI. Hake 1m. ~ ~efully ulan .sm ~xperiment 12. find out \oThether ~ answer you 
selected i::~ the right one, 
The two parts of the expe~iment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
tltat is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experi~ental factor ~ be called 
the ~ experiment¥ 
The part of the experiment that dees not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experim§nt. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the regults of the 
t'!;tO experiments '>'Till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Om out the §Ayeriment wi tp. great ~ according 1Q.. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment 12. see whether you m_ ib&t ~ results the second tima .. 
~ second ~er:tment ll called 1a CHECK EXPERil-l:EllT. 
Sometimes, instead of repea.tiug the same experiment. an entirely net'l experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a eheck on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever rour experi-
ments show, and only \that they show. 
X~ Use ~ facta YOU ha.ye 1hY&- l~.rned when ZQ3l fac& ~ ~ l?l'Q)\,IftiD. j;J~ ll 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
; 
Experiment 413. How do the currents in the various p arts of a combined 
series and pe.rallel . circ'u.i t compare? 
-
Steps of Scientific Method 
:!,: 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manua,l l X X X X X 
II 5 X X X X X 
Experiment 414 . How does the sum of the voltage drops across the 
sepEra.te parts of a. combined series and parallel circuit 
compare with the vol te.ge drop across the entire combina-
.tion? 
Menual 11 
t_ _ _ u ___ 5 - --
EX!J e r i ment 415. Ho"Vr do the resistances in the various p arts of a 
combined series and p arallel circuit compare? 
Expe r iment 416. Wh a t is the effective resistance of l arr~ s in seri e s 
and in parallel? 
lvlanua.l 2 _.L_I ____ _ _,_l_x , j'--x _,_l x_._l _,_j --L-1 x_._j_xJ_j _x_,_l x_._j ___..l__.__l --'x j 
Exp eriment 417. Ho\': do · t he power used and the heat developed in iron and 
copper wires of equal size compare when they are connect 
in series and in parallel? 
Nanual 12 j 
Experiment 418. Is an electric current produced in .a closed circuit 
\'.rhen two dissimilar elements are immersed in an 
electrolyte? 
Manual 1 X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X 
II 11 X ~' ..0.. X X x · X 
Exp eriment 419 . Wh at is the action of the simple voltaic cell , its 
defects and their remedy? 
i---M_.?...n:_u a_1_ 1_2-'--j ____ _ _Jj'-----'x [1~Jj I xI 
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The Element!:\ of Scientific Method tor 
High-Scho~l Students 
I. pT:itice something ~ nl8kes you think of g question tl:'l .. at you \10ul<i like ~ 
be ~ .i2_ answ·er, ~ ~~your ~ lQ. m, iQ. f!nd the ans~·rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the guest.io.n g.;: pl'ablem !_!t, sa9.. state U. clearly ll v1ords. 
:II. Stud:<.:. all ~facts and ~ hQ.l:! they relate .!.Q. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have le.&-ned from other people and 
:from books. · 
IV. ~ rut ~possible answers 12, ~problem u m ~ thiuk 2!.• 
Scientists call this step, 11 HaisLng h;ypothesel!h 11 
v. Select from ~possible ml,SWers QI. Jvpotly!se,a. the ~ :(OU think a~ 
likely to :2..£ ~ ~ ~· · 
VI. Hake ~ and carefully ulan 2a qxoeriment iQ.. find. .2.'U. ,.,hether the ans"rer you 
selected i3 the right .2n§.• 
The "liilm parts of the experiment are exa-ctly alike in every wa:y exeept one, and 
that is called the etg:Jerimental facto;. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimenta1. factor mey- be called 
the tr~±.~ .§.~erill}~.llic. 
The part of Jlih& experiment that d,oe.!'l not ha.1te the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment~ -
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference 'bet'\lleen the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ difference@ in the results of the 
t1:10 experiments 1t ill ba due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Cm Q1ll the experiment with great care accordipg !.a~ nla.n. 
VII!. Repeat the e.xoedment !9. ~ "fhether YQ11.. &§i ~~results lli second time. 
This second e;xperim,ent ll. called !. QJmQ.K EJG'E.RU1ENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeati~g the same experiment, an entirely n~1 experi-
ment usin~ the same experimental factor is carriecl out as a check on the 
results. 
lX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be 'Stated so that 1'6 indicates 'lrthatever you:r e7.peri-
ments show, and only 1rthe.t they show. 
X. Use the facts you have ~ learned when you ~ a~ P~49m. tl1Qt_ ll 
simila..r .QJ: related i9. this one. , ' 
I' 
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Experiment 420. Does chemical action take place in a Voltaic cell ''rhen I 
the circuit is complete and when it is disconnected? I 
I 
-
Steps of Scientific i~Iethod I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
' 
Manual 1 X X X X X X 
II 3 X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
tl 10 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
Exp eriment 421. 'Vihat is the effect of polarization on the current 
produced by a Voltaic cell? 
Manua.l . 1 X X X X X 
It 3 X X X X X X 
11 4 X X X X X 
II 9 X X X · X X X 
- ----u-- 11 X X X X X X 
Experirr:ent 422. !tn1a t is the effect of polarization on the voltage 
produced by a Voltaic cell? I 
Nanua l ;s X X X X X I 
II 6 X X X X X X 
I II 7 X X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X 
I II 10 XX X X X 
I Exp eriment 423. Ho\·l can polari zation be remedi ed.? 
I 
!'--1 e~ual 4 X X X X X X X I 
II 6 X X X X X X 
II !::l X )\: X X X 
I II 10 X X X -X ·x 
-
Exp eriment 424. ~That is the cause of polarization and ho\tr is it 
prevented in the Daniell cell? 
I Manual 121 I xl xj xl I I x·l I I xj I xl xl 
' 
Experiment 425. I n a simple Voltaic cell , 1rrhat is .local action and how 
can it be remedied? 
l Manua.l ~ I I ~1 ~ 1 :1 I 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 I :1 I I II 
' 
' I 
I 
The Elemeuts of Scientific Method for 
High-Sclwol Students 
I. ~Iztice sqmething that IM.kes you think 2f. .e: question that you \·Iould lil{e 1Q. 
be able ~ ans'~:ier, .@<! !!lake 1;92. your ~ to try to find the a.nsNer to it. 
II. Decide exactly t..rbat the question .Q.!: problem is, :m.Q,. state it clearly in 1r10rds. 
III. · StuQ,:\::. all. th§. facts and ~ lwt..r thew relate !.2. ~ problem. 
In st·udying the problem, use everythi~1g you know, not only "'hat you have learned 
from ;you:~ own e:JqJeriences, but also \vhat you r...ave learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. I<ieke a~ ~ 122.§§..iblo answers ~ ~ p·roblem ru!.. you m thii.lk .Q.L 
Scientists call this step, 11 Haking b;y:pothese~. 11 
v. Select from ~~possible f!.nswers Q.!. hypotheses ~one you think is !!!Q..U 
likely to_ be the right ~· · 
VI. Hake ~ and carefully plan ·§.!1 experiment to find ~ torhether the ans..,.rer :lQ.Y: 
selected ia the right .Q!!&• 
The t .... ro parts of thE~ e::q>eriment are exactly alike in every 1r1a;y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor ma;y be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the eontrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental' factor must be the only difference bet'!rleen the 
true and the control experiments, Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t\'ro experiments trrill be due to the expo rimental factor. 
VI!. Cm .2Ja.i the experiment ill,h great ~ according to the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to ~ ..,.thether you ~ the sa,me results the second ~· 
This second exoeriment is called ~ ~ EXPERil{IDl:rT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment. an entirely nevr experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on tl~ 
results. 
IX. ~ your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates vthatever your experi-
ments show, e.nd only t-rhat they show,. 
X. Use '!(he fac~s you :b..ave ~ lee"rned ~ YQ).l facx e., new problem that is 
similar ~ related ~ ~ one. 
I 
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Experiment 426. In a simple Voltaic cell what is the nature (+ or -) 
of the charges on the-e zinc and copper electrodes? 
! 
Steps of Scientific I•Iethod 
' 
1 12 314 5 6 6t . 6c 7 8 9 10 
Hanual 3 X X x ; X X 
II 8 X X X X X 
~. 
Experiment 427. Does chemical act.ion take place when the .electrodes 
of a Voltaic cell are put · into the electr olyte .sep-
arately; how is local action prevented? 
iVlanual 1 X X X X X 
tl 2 X X X X X 
I II 3 X X X X X II 4 X XX X X 
II 8 X X 1~ X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
II 11 X ·"- X X X X 
Experiment 428. B:mv- do the fo llo\-.ring affect the amount of current a 
cell can deliver : distance bet"..,reen electrodes; area of 
el ectrodes; polarizati on? I 
I Ma~ual ~ I ~~ ~ ~-~- x i x~~~ 1 ~1 I 
Experiment 429 . How do the following affect the voltage of a celU 
area of electrodes , distance between elect rodes , 
difference s in material s of electrodes; different 
electrolytes? ·. 
Manual 2 X X ~ X X X 
,, 0 X x ·x X X · X X X 
II 7 - X X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
t------,~11 -. XX X X X X 
' Experiment 430 . What is the effec t of the size of the pl ates and the 
; distance between them on the internal resistance of a ; 
cell? i 
' ' 
J Manual 81 I x lx[x l I I X I I I X I l x J I 
; 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
I 
The Elements of Scientific Metbod for . 
High-Scbool Students 
I. }i:itice something that make.s you thip.k of 2 question that you l'TOuld like to 
be ~ .iQ. ansi'fer, anti make 1:m, yc;mr mind iQ. t:ry to find the ansvrer to it. 
II. Decide exactly i'ihat the question Ql: problem a. and state it clearly in vrords. 
III. Stu~: all. th~ facts and ~ hoiv they rel~te to tpe problem. 
In studying the probl~m. use everythin~ you lqtow. not only 'l'rhat you have learned 
from ;your own experiences, but also 111hat you have learned from o thor people and 
from books. 
IV. l•!a!£~ as_ ~ possible answers to the problem §:.2. you m thiuk of. 
Seientists call this step, 11 1-!aking biYPotheses. 11 
V. Select ;t;:Qm g~ese ;possible answers or hypotheses ~ 9.1£ you think is m2J!i 
likely to. btl t he ri@.t ~· 
VI. Hake 1!:P. and carefull::v plan an exoeriment to find out i'fhether the ans'\'t~r you 
selected is tho rigfl.t OI}~· 
The tvro parts of the experiment are exa.ctljr alike in every wa;y except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true e~~eriment. 
The par·t of the e~rimep.t that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental facto:r · must be the only (!Jfference betvteen the 
true and the control experiments. Than any d~fferences in the results of the 
ti·!o experiments vlill be d.ua to the experimental factor. 
VI!. Cm Q.E!i. ~ ~XPj3rt}nent ~ great caPe according 12, the -plan. 
VIII. Repeat W. «;r:weriment 12. ~whether yg:a ru .1i,h!! ~ results the second. time .. 
This second e:x;periment is called ~ CHECK :EDiPERI1·1E11T. 
Sometimes, instead. of · repeating the same e~eriment. Em entirely ne'-r experi-
ment usi~ the same experimental factor is carried out ·as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated. so that it indicates "thatever your experi-
ments show, and Qn1Y. •·that they show,. 
X. Use the. facts you }'l.ave thus lee.rned when you :f'ace 51:. !1m! problem th~t is 
similar ~ rele.ted to this one. 
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Experiment 431. Y'Jhat are the construction and operation of a dry cell? 
--
Steps of Scientific Me thod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 I 
Manual 8 X X X I X X X I 
\:l X X X X X X I 
Experiment 432. \'lhat is the internal r-esistance of an electric cell? I 
l ~1anual ~ I -=-==-I ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 [£J I 1 ~ 1 I x / I II 
I 
Experiment 433. !Iot.r can I measure the open-circui t voltage and short-
· circuit amperage; calculate the internal resistance; 
and determine the condition of a dry cell? 
I Manual 5I ___ j x l .~l x J I 
- -
I XI I Jx ! Jx J x J 
:Eh:periment 434 . Ho'"· can I make a dry cell? 
I 1'-'Ianual 6J ___ - J x~[~[JJ~j I rxl I I I 
I Experiment 435. To secure the greate st current should two cells be i connected in series or parallel when ( a ) external 
; resistance is l o'l't; ( b) external re sistance is high?' 
I 
~lanuai r~ f I ~1 ~ 1 ~ 1 I ·I ~ I I 1 ~ 1 I ~~ XI II -
Experiment 436 . Ho111 do the internal resistances of batteries of similar 
cells eonnected in series and parallel compare? 
I Manual 9[ I XI XI XI I I XI I I xi j xj I 
Experiment 437 . How do the .voltages of a battery differ irrhen the cells 
are connected in series and in parallel? 
Manual 2 X X X X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
11 10 X X X X X 
" 11 X X X X X X 
IJ 
Experiment 438 . What changes take place in the lea.d storage cell 
1: during charging and di scha.rging? 
I 
I>1anua1 12 X X X X X X 
,. 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:itice something; ~-~ you thilllf of § ~uestion that you \'rould, like to 
12.§. able to answer~ gnd make m :vour mind to tr"j' to · find ~ ansNer to it-. 
II. Decide exactly ''~'hat the question Ql: problem !.§., · ~ stat·~ it clearly ~ vmrds. 
III. Stu~:. all. th~ facts and ~ .hQ.li they- relate iQ_ .the problem. 
In stu¢lying the problem, uie evecythi~1g you lqlow, not only 1:rhat you have learned 
from ;r·ou:r own experiences, but also '!tThat you have learned from other people and . 
from books. 
IV. l,fak~ e..l'l. ~ wssible answers '12. the problem ~you m thillk .Qi.. 
Scientists call this ste:p, 11 Ma.king b;y-potheses. 11 
V. Sel_ect f~ tl~ possfble answers Q..t. hypotheses ~~you think is most 
likeJ.y to_ be the right ~· 
VI. Hake ~ and carefully plan sn experiment to find ,23:!1. "'hether the ans\'rer you 
selected is the right ~· 
The t11ro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor Illa\V be called 
the true eJ..:Perimt: 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the co~trol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental ·factor must be the ~ difference between the 
true and the control ex-periments. Then a;:ry differences in the results of the 
t\'10 experiments i'lill be due to the ex:pe rimental factor. 
VII. Carr;y out the expetiment vlith great c·are according to the plan. 
VIIl. Repeat ~ experiment. to ~whether you get 1b& same .results the second time. 
This second experiment is called 5!:. ~ EJa'ERII-1EllT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same e:x:perimen~, an enti.rely new experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw yoUr conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates 'lrrhatever your experi-
ments show, and only t·rhat they show. 
X. Use the facts you have ~ lee.rned when m -~ ~ -!lllli, .probl_em tbp.t is 
similar QL related ~ ~ one. 
1-----
1 
I 
l 
I 
Experiment 439. 
Manual 4 
II 7 
Ho,·r does the combined e .m. f. of a number of cells 
connected (1) in series and ( 2) in parallel compare 
resp ectively ~ri th the su..1n, of the e. m. f. r s of t b.e cells 
taken sepe.rately a11d. with the e.m.f . of any one celH 
Steps of Scientific i-4ethod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
Experiment 440. In a simple storage cell , "'ha t change ta.lces place as 
the cell discharges in voltage, curr ent , coating on 
plates? 
J i~anual 11/ 
Expe riment 441 . Is the positive plate of a simple storage cel l positive 
'"'hile the cell is both chargi ng a nd discharging? 
Experiment 442. When a simple sto r age cell is being charged, t-Jhat gases 
are :?reduced at the elec.t rodes? 
1  M:uar 2~·- ~-- - - - -- r-::x=--==·xr-:x=----r----lr:::x:-r----,--:-o:;x=. -.--,---, ~----------- ---~x~x~x~-+-+~x~~---r.x~-r.x~~ 
---x X -X X X X 
- - ---- --- -- '--- - ------1------1----l 
Vlhen a, simple storage cel l is being charged, on '\-lhich 
plate does the greater amount of gas form? , 
Expe riment 4 4:3 . 
..--l,''! an- -,-,u-,-,al---..-- -...-1------ - -- -- - -x xx ------.----;--=x=----,--------r-x=-----r--r_____, 
~--~~~-----~3-------- - - ------x ·x x ·---J{ --4-~~x~~~~ 
II 
II Cl X x.x X X 
II 11 X X X X X X X 
Experiment 444 . Does a simple storage cell p roduce current before it is 
charg ed'l 
Manual l XX X X X 
X X X X X 
--
-:X- X X X X 
X x 1x -- ··x X X II Q 
II 8 X X X X X 
II 9 X X X X X X 
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The Elements of Scientific Method tor 
High-School Students 
I. ~TJtice something that ~you 1h.U11s. gf £! questidn that you \'rould ~ to 
M ~ .iQ. ans1-rer, and make :9:12. your mind to i!:;i. to f.!n9:. the ans\•rer 12. it. 
II. Decide exactly '"hat the question Q,;: problem is, ~ state it clearly ~ ~rmrds. 
III. StuQ): all. the facts and ~ b!lli. they relate lg_ the problem. 
In studying the problem, use eve:cytbing you know, not only 1r1hat you have learned 
from 70ur own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
!rom books. 
IV. Mak~ a~ ~ possible answers to ~ problem ~you m tffiuk .Qt. 
Scientists .call this step, 11 !-!aking lzypotheses." 
V. Se1_ect ft:QID. these possible answers Q.r. ~otheses ihe one you think is m2l!1 
likely to. be ~ right .Qllit• 
VI. I<Iake '£12. and carefully plan £l:n experiment 12. find out '"hether the ans'ltrer m 
selected ~ ih£ right one. · · 
The t'ltro parts of the experiment a.re exactly alike in .every wa:y except one, and 
tha.t is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor mey- be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the ~xperimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in the results of the 
t1·ro experiments ~rlill be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carr;,r QRi the experiment ill,h great ~ according 12, the plan. 
VII~. Repeat the experiment !2.. see 'ltthether you g£1 ~ same results ~ second time. 
This second e:x;periment is called ~ CHECK E..XPERIMENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment. an entirely new experi-
ment using the same experimental f'aeto,.- is carried out as a. check on the 
results. 
I~. ~ your conclusion. 
You:r conclusion should be stated so that 1 t indicates ".rhatevor your experi-
ments show, and. Q!!ll vrhat they show. 
X. Use the facts you l1..ave 1hg& lee..rned ~you ~ a, Wlli, problem tlw.t 1Ji 
similar ~ related ~ ~ one. 
I 
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Experiment 445. i'Jhen a storage cell is -being charged, does any change 
I 
take place in the plates? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual l XX X X X 
II G X X X .X X I I 3 X X X X X II 4 X X X X X 
I 
·-II 6 X XX X X X 
II 8 X X X X X I 
II 9 f-· X X X X X X I 
II 11 X X X X X XX 
I Exp er iment 446 . How does the voltage of a storage cell depend upon 
II 
the length of time it is charged? 
Manua l ~I ~ ~~1:1 I 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 I I ~ :: 
:f.Jxperiment 4.4 7. How do the voltage and the density of the-electrolyte 
change in a storage battery during the process of 
charge and discharge? 
II 
Manual i~l I ~I ~1iffF~C1T4ID II 
Experiment 448 . How do various solutions compare as conductors of 
11 1 
electricity and consequently in their corrosive action? 
Hanual 51 I xfiJ x[ I EL I I x[ lx[_j 
I. Experiment 449. Ho\" is water decomposed by electrolysis and at which I 
electrodes do the gases form? I 
II Manual 9[ I xJxiX!nxl I ]xflXO 
I! Experiment 450 . :S:ow is water decomposed. into hydrogen and oxygen by electrolysis? 
I! 
I' ~~~~ ~ I I ~ I I ~Lffi I 
1j l 
Manual ~I I II 
Exoeriment 451. How much copper is deposited by elect r olysis in 30 I minutes by a current of 1 amper e? i I 
r-1anual 6 
The :Elements of Sc-ientific M~t.hod. for 
High-School Students 
I. ~htice something that makes you thiri..~ of .a question that you 'hould like iQ_ 
be able 1Q. ans\ver, ~ make Y12. your ~ 1Q. try to find ~ a.n.s':rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly \vhat .ib& question Q,.;: probJ.em is, and state it clearly in vrords. 
. . . . 
III. StuQ,.v.:. all. the facts and ~ hovr they relate to ~ problem' 
In studying the problem, use evecything you loiow; not., only 'iihat you have learned 
from ;y-ou :• own experiences, but also "vrhat you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. Wk~ g_~ ~ po,ssible answers to the proble;m u you .can thi.uk .Q.t,, 
Scientists call this step, 11 !-taking b;y:pothesea..41 
V. Select from tl~ po-ssible answers a±: hypotheses ~ ~ ~ think is most 
likely to :2.£ the right Q.llil• 
VI. Hake '1m and carefully plan 9:n. experiment to t!.n! out 1.orhether ifu:. ans'\'rer you 
selected is the right one. 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every Walf except one, and 
that is called the eXPerimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental fatter ~ be called 
the true experiment~ 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the ~ontrol experi~. 
Remember that the experimental facto.r must be the only difference bet'\'/een the 
true a.nd the control ex-periments. Then aiW differences in the results of the 
t"t;!O experiments vtill be due to the experimental factor. 
VI1. C~ ~ ~ experynent liilh great ~according .ts, the plan~ 
VIII. Repeat the experiment; 1Q. !iee '\'rhether :'lOU m the same results 1h!2. second time. 
This second experiment is called 5!:.. CHECK EXPEB.IMEN'I'. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the sa.lne experiment, an entirely n6\·t ex_peri-
ment using the same .e~erimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates "'ha.tever your experi-
ments show, and only vthat they show. 
X. Use ~ facts you ha~e thus lee.rned when you ~ ~ niDl. probl,em tlw.t_ is 
similar Q,.;: related to this one. 
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Experiment 452. Ho1.; can a copper platiqg apparatus be made; on which 
electrode does the copper deposit? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
i 2 ~3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 3 X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X X 
I " ~ X X X X X X II ll X X X X X X 
Experiment 453 . In >that direction d.o metals and non-metals travel in I 
the process of electrolysis? 
I l\l:anuai I I I x lx l x l I I x[ I I XI lx l XI I 
Experiment 454. How are metals · electropl ated? ' 
I 
I>fanua.l 5 X X X X X X X X ! 
I 6 X X X X X X 
" !:l X X X X X X X X ' 
I 14 X X X X X X X X i 
' 
' 
How may an ammet er be cal ibr ated by the volume I Experiment 455. of 
I hydrogen g enerated in a certain length of time? 
I ~-1anual 10 / I x l x / x [ I I x l I I xj ~ [ I I 
Experiment 456 . How doe s a transformer 11 s tep up 11 and 11 step down" 
voltage £Jnd what is its efficiency? 
I Manual 5 I / x / x /x[ I I x / I / x/ I x j x / 
Experiment 457 . noes a current f low in the secondaxy coil -of a 
I 
transformer when curr ent in the pr imary is increased, 
decreased, reversed i n directi on, or a1·1owed to f l ow 
steao.i l y in one direction; and how does the direction 
of current in the secondary compare in each case? 
1 
Manual 1 
I I ~ 1 ~ 1 ~1 I I ~ 1 I I ~1 I I X I II 4 
Experiment 458 . In a transformer , what is the effect on the current in 
the secondary circuit of (a) a soft iron core, (b) 
a so l id iron core, (c) a lamine>ted core , (d) no core 
at all? 
I M::mual 9 I I x J x lx J 
I 
I I XI I I x[ [ x ] ) 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. }TJtice something ~ lll8.kes you think of 2 question t:b..at you 'lotould like to 
be able to ansvwr, ~ make 1m. your mind to m to find the ansvrer to it. 
II. Decide exactly what the question Q.!. problem is, and state it clearly in v1ords o 
::n. Stud~.:. all the facts and ~ hotot they relate to the problem. 
In st;-u.dying the problem, use everything you know, · not o;nly tothat you have learned 
from 70ur own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books o 
IV. l·1ake a& ~possible answers to ~problem u you m thiuk: 2£. 
Scientists call this step, 11 J..1aking J:wpotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers QL-lwpotheses ~~you think 1s mQ..§i 
likely ~o be ~ ~ ~· 
VI. l-1ake BJ2. and carefully plan .en. experiment !Q. find £l:U. toJ'hether the answer you 
~lectsd i3 the ri.ght orie. 
The t\rTO parts of tho experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the e~~erimental factor-
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor mey- be called 
the t rut'l A~eriiJl~~t" 
The p b.l't of ~; he expe riment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the _9::ontrol experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t'"ro experiments "Till be due to the experimental factor. 
VII. Om out the ~XPeriment ~ great care according 12, the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the eXPeriment . to ~ \rlhether you~~ same results the second time. 
Thi·s second experiment ill called @;_ CHECK EXPERIMIDlT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same expertment. an entirely n~r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
I X. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates whatever your experi-
ments show, and only ~·that they show. 
X. Use the facts you have thus lee.rned when ZQ.Y. fac,2_ €!:, new problem. tbat ll 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
Experiment 459. How can I make a simple transformer? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 a 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 2 x x x X X ~--,~~.-----6~.+-------------------~X~ X X X X 
Experiment 460. In an induction coil , what is the effect on the 
secondary coil current of increasing and decreasing 
the primary current? 
I 1-_M_an_u_al_9___,l ______ ]xl X I xl I I X I I I X r I X I 
Exper iment 461 . In an induction coil, does a current flow in the 
secondary coil at the 11 meke 11 and llbreak 11 of the 
primary circuit, _ 1-.rhen primary switch is left 
closed; what is the direction of the secondary 
coil aurrent in each of the preceding cases; what 
is the effeCt on the secondary coil current of an 
iron core, increased :primary current , number of 
turns in secondary coil? 
1
1 : Ivi anuaJ. 7 I 
I 
I 
Experiment 462. 
Manual 
II 
Ro\'r is the direction of the current in a secondary 
coil changed by 11making 11 and ttbreak:ing'1 the primary 
circuit ? 
I i~ I L_ __________ j __________________ __ 
Experiment 
I 
Manual ; j II 
Experiment 
I Manual 21 
I 
I 
I 
463. 
464. 
How is the direction of the current in a secondary 
coil changed by 11making 11 and 11 breaking 11 the primary 
circuit? by moving the primary up and down in the 
secondary with the sWitch closed? does current flow 
in the seconcl ary if' the primary st.;i tch is left closed? 
What kind of current is induced in a secon~ary coil 
by an e.lternating curr ent in the primary coil? 
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~ .The Elements of Scientific Method for 
Hig;.'1.-School 'students 
I. ~btice something that makes you think 2f g, question ~you tttould like to 
be able to ans1-re:r, ~ make 1m your mind 1£. m_ to :find ~ ans\•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~ the question Q£ problem is, and state ll clearly in ttrords. 
III. StuQ,;,~. al.±. 'Ghe facts E.!1!i ~ ho,., they relate !.Q. the prdblem. 
In scudy i:,J.£; the problem., use ever;Ything you kp.ow, not <;mly \>that you have learned 
from ;yom.' own experiences, but also \<lha\ you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. l·ieke ~ mBI[ possible answers to ~ 12robletp @:!.you S!:n thiuk Qi.. 
Scientists call this step, 11 !-ta.king eypothes'es. 11 
v. ~ct froo these possible answers Q.!'. hypotheses !h!!,. 21£ you think.U. most 
likely ~G.Q. be tr~e right ~· 
VI. Hake 11:'12. and carefully plan s.n. experiment to find ~ \-rhether the ans\"rer you 
.§.9l~':9J ed i 3 the right 2M• · 
The cvw parts of ·the experiment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the e:x;perimental factot". · 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experime~tv 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is. called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then aqy differences in the results of the 
t'l:tO experiments ttrill be due 'to the experimental factor. 
VII. Carry out ~ experiment ill.b, great care according 12, the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment to .§.§£ \"rhethe; you m_ .ib&t ~ re§ults ~ second time. 
This mond exoeriment is called ~ Q~CK EXPERil·lENT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely ne\-t experi-
ment using the same experimental :facto~ 1s carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated . so that it indi.cates 'lrthatever your experi-
ments show, and only ~·that they show. 
X. Use the facts you have tbua lee.rned ~you ~- 5). new p~o'tftem that_ i1t 
simi.lar .Q.I.. related j;s~ t'liis one.; · 
\ ' 
Exneriment 465. 
I 
,, 
I 
fv!anua.l 5 
II 6 
I E.xp er i men t 466 . 
~ual I~ ~ 
I Experiment 467 . 
I Manual 111 
Exoeriment 468. 
: 
I : 
: 
' 
I 
; 
I 
f,1anttal i: :: 
I , 
Experiment 469 . 
! ~1anual 1 
" b 
I 
" ij 
" .LU 
I 
I 
In an induction coil, what kind of current is induced 
in ' the secondary when the primary circuit is closed 
and opened; is current induced with a steady D.C. 
current in the primary; what is the effect of (a) 
an iron core, (b) making and brea..U::ing the primary 
faster and slower, (c) increasing the primary 
voltage, (d) connecting a condenser across the push 
. button termimtls; how long a .spark can be produced; 
how are sparks produced in a gasoline engine? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X X X 
x-,x X X X ' X 
What is the effect on the E. M.F. of electromagnetic 
inctuction of (a) strength of magnetic field, (b) speed 
of the field across the conductor, (c) number of turns 
in the coil? 
1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 ~ I ~ ~ ~ II~ 
Ho\ti is a."l inducect current a:ffected by (a) up and do,m 
movement of coil over N & S poles of magnet, (b) speed 
of movement of coil , (c) strength of magnetic field? 
Is a current induced in the secondary coil when the 
current in the primary coil is turned on and off? 
-I xl x lxl llx I I lxl lx I I 
Ho\·J is an induced current affected by ( 1) magnetic 
field stationar y, conductor moving, (2) magnetic f ield 
moving, conductor stationary, (3) reversing poles of 
moving magnet? 
~ ~ 1 : 1~ 1 I HJ I ~ I I ill 
If a coil of \orire is rot a ted between the poles of a 
magnet, how does the direction of the induced current 
change? 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X IX X X 
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'· 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~zice something that ma.kes you thiiL~ of ~ question that you \>rould like to 
ma able 1Q_ .€ill_Siver, ~ make ~ your mind to try to find the anai•rer to it. 
II. Decide exactly ~ the question Q.I. problem 1.§_, and state it clearl;r ~ vtords.. 
III. Study_ all the_ facts and ~ hoi'l they relate iQ. the problem. 
In studying the problem, use everything you know, not only what you have learned 
from ~our own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
:trom books. 
IV. Make a§. ~ possible answers to lli problem as you ~ 1hiilk 2-t• 
Scientists call this step, 11 J..1aking lzypotheses.n 
v. Select from ~possible answers .2...r.. hyJ?otheses !h!!, one :rou think ts most 
likely ~_Q_ be the right ~· 
VI. Make 1fQ. and carefully plan an e;x:periment iQ. find ~ \'lhether the answer you 
selected is the right ~· 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that .is called the eXPerimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t't'to experiments will be due to the experimental factor. 
VI!. Carry ~ ib& experiment liil,h great care according 1.Q.. the plan. 
VIII. Rs;peat the experiment to ~ ,rhether you ill !.b§. ~results ~ second time. 
This second experiment 4 called ~ ~ E.'\Q?ERIMEllT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, Em entirely n~r experi-
ment using the same experimental faetor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates "trthatever your experi-
ments show, and only \1h?.t they show. 
Xo Use the facts you have trus lea rned. when you face 51:, ne'kt problem that is 
similar ~ related ~ this ~· · 
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Experiment 470 . Does the magnetic field of an induced current tend I 
to aid or OIYpose the motion by ,~·hich the current is I 
produced? I 
Steps of Scientifi c Method ' 
i 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manua l l X X X X X X 
II ;, X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X 
II 7 X X X X X 
. II 8 X XX X X X 
Sl X X X X X X 
II 10 X X X X X 
ll X X X X X X 
Experiment 471. How is an induced voltage affected by (1) magnetic 
field stationary, conductor moving, (2) magnetic 
field moving , conductor sta.tio'nary, (3) number .of 
lines of force in magnetic field , (4) number of-
turns in the coil, (5) speed of the field across the 
co nductor , ( 6) direction of cutting of lines of force? 
IVlanua.l 4 X X X X X X X X 
II ;j X X X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X X 
II b X X X X X X X X 
0 X X X X X X X X 
" 
'( X X X X X X X 
Experiment 472. H011T can I build a commercial type induction coil? 
I ~ 1 ~1~1 ·l~t+D II 
!Vlanuai ~ I l 1~ . 1 I n 
.. 
Experiment 473. i1hat is the true polrler in ,an alternating current circuit? 
I [ ~ l xlxl l·~anuai ~ I I ~ 1~1~1 I I~ f I ~ I II 
Experiment 474. vlhat are the parts of a. cl 1 J>..r sonv al gal va.nome ter and 
\ 
hov1 do they ,.,ork? 
I Manual 6[ 1 xjxJxl I jx I I lxl I I I 
Experiment 475 . Eo"' can a. home made moving coil (d1.Arsonval ) galvanometer 
be made into an ammeter? 
I 
I Ma..'rlual 3 1 I x lxlxl I lx I xj xlx[ I I I 
I 
I. 
II. 
II, I. 
IV. 
v. 
Vl. 
VII. 
VIII. 
u;. 
x. 
The Element~ of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students ' 
}btice something that makes you think of ~ question that you would. like to 
be able ~ answ·er, im9. maka ~your ~to m_ to find the · ans\•rer to ll· 
Decide exactly what the question 'Or problem is, ~ state it clearly ill vlOrds. 
Stud:v.. ill the facts and ~ ~ they relate !.Q. the problem. 
In studying the problem ... use everything you kaow, not only \'/hat you have learned 
from 3'0ur own experiences, but als·o what you have learned from other people and 
:t.'rom books. 
Make ~ ~possible answers 12, the problem rut you m thillk 2!.~. 
Scientists call this step, 11 1-fa.king lzy:potheses. 11 
Select· from these possible answers QE.lwpotheses ~ one x;ou think .!.§. !!!Q.!i 
likely ~.Q. be the ~ ~· 
Make 1m. w.Q:, carefully -plan an cexperiment to find out \'ihether ·~answer you 
selected u .. th.e right .2ll§.• 
The t\'ro parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every way except one, and 
that is called the etg>erimenteJ. !actor. · 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be calle~: 
the true experiment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the eXperimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor muS't be the o:dy difference between the 
tr-ue and the control experiments. Then ~ diff~»:ences in the results of the 
t>'IO experiments will be due to the experimental factor. 
~ oy..,Y, the experime1;1t with great ~ according to the p1an. 
Repeat the experiment !2_ ~ whether you ru the .!!@:!!12. re'sul ts . the second time. 
This seco~d experiment k called, ~ CH:ECK EJa'ERU·lENT. · 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment, an entirely nmq experi-
ment usin~ the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
Dr~w your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates '.rthatever your experi-
ments show, a.nd 2.B1u. ;;rhe.t they show. 
Use the facts m have thus lee.rned ~ you ~ ~:~ problem ~ 1.1! 
sim:L;]..£.r QI. relp.ted iQ. this one. 
Experiment 476. Eo\'r can I meke a moving coil (d1 Arsonval) galvanometer; 
what is the polarity of the coil while a current is 
flowing t:b..rough it; wha.t is the effect UJJOn the Jr.ove-
ment of the coil of ( e.) reversing the current; (b) 
increasing the current? 
Steps of Scientific J.l.iethod 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
X X X X X i. Hanual 3 
Experiment 477. How ~·e a voltmeter end ammeter used to measure e . m.f . 
<"nd current? 
Experiment 478 . l:I0\'1 are sounds produced by electric currents in the 
telegraph and telephone? 
l Manual _ 5_.LI _______ [±:l~[l ·IT I [ xl I xI xI 
Experiment 479 . When the diaphragm of a telephone transmitter vi brates, 
, is a <Hrect or alternating current :produced in the 
: receiver? · 
j I11anual 2 X X X X X 
E:xp er imen t 480 . ifu.at is the efficiency of e .. copper-oY..ide rectifier? 
' 
J fvianua l 10 1 I xlxlxJ I I XI I [1.1 ~ - 1 
Experiment 481. How c~:~.n I make an electr olytic rectifier? 
~~~~-----~L --. ____ __ _ -~---l~lml~r~T~~~l-;I_l 
Experiment 482. 11i'hat are some good conductors and some poor conductors 
(insulators) of electricity? 
.I · I-1anu2'.l 61 I xlxlxl I I xl I I x! I X I I 
Experiment 483 . i;fuat is the electrical equivalent of heat? 
.----------~--------------------.-.-.-.-.~~--,----
X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
Manual 1 
~--u-----~?rl--------------------+~~~-+-+~·-+--+-+-4~--~ 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
1 ~-~~~--~srl---------------+=~~-~+=~+-~~-+~ 11 10 
- ~----------L--------------------L-J-~L-L-.L-~~-~~~~L_~ 
-
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The .. Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. 11:itice something ~ makes you think of 2 question that you \'tould like to 
be -~ to anSi'ler, - ~make 1!Q. your mind to £x_ to ~the. ans'\'t.er to it. 
II .. Decide exactly~ the question 21:. problem is, and state it claarly !!! vtords. 
III. Study_ ill the fac.ts and .§£!t hoi.,r they relate to . ~ problem. 
In study~ng the problem, use ever.ytning you know, not only what you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people ~d 
from books. · 
IV. Make ill?. ~possible answers ~ the problem ~you m thiuk Q!. 
Scientists call this step, 11 I-1a.king hypotheses." 
V. ~ct f.m. these possible answers 2l:. hypotheses ~ QM you think is ~ 
likely _1;o be the ~ ~· 
VI. l1ake 1m_ and carefully plan .sm. e;xperiment to find out. i.,rhether the answer you 
selected is the right 2llil• 
The two parts of the experiment are exactly alike in every w~ except one, and 
that is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true ~erimento 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the contro.l experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. · Then a:rw differences in the results of the 
tuo experime:ats '\'lill be due to the experimental factor. 
VI~. Carry out the experiment '\<lith great Qm. according ].Q.. the plan. 
V!U.. Repeat the (\lxperiment to ~whether you, ill .~he same results ill second time., 
This second etmeriment .!A called ~ CHECK EXPERIME1'TT. 
Sometim~s, instead qf repeating the same experime-nt, an entirely nei-t experi-
ment using the same experime~tal faetor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that 1 t indicates 'l'thatever your experi-
ments show, and only \lhat they show. 
X. Use the facts you have thus le?.rned i'lhen you ~ ~new problem that ll 
similar ~ related ~ this one. 
I 
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I Experiment 484. \'/hat is the heating effect of an electric current? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 '"' 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 u
Manual 2 X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X X 
ll X X X X X X X 
" 
12 X X X X X X X 
: Experiment 485 . vJhat is the emount of power consumed and the cost 
I i of operation of cer tain el e ctric appliances? 
I: ~1anual 1 X X X X X X 
B X X X X X X X I 8 X X X X X X 
I 
" 
9 X X X X X X X 
10 X X X X X X 
II ll X X X X X X 
It 12 X X X X X X 
Experiment 486 . \\i'ha.t does it co st to use the electrical a-ppliances 
j in 1IrY' home? 
--
Manual 2 X X X X X 
II 4 X X X X X X 
II 6 X X X X X 
. - ·· II 7 X X X X X X X 
-
I 
Experiment 487 . If a. transmission line connected to an 110-vol t A. C. 
I circuit has volmeters across a switch at each of its ends and. a p~allel-lamp bank with an ammeter in series 
at the 11 far11 end, how do the following fact ors change 
a.s the load is i ncr eased by turning on more lamps: 
voltages at beginning and end of line; current; load r e- ,. 
si stance; line resistance; power consumed by load; 
po,.,rer consumed by line; total power delivered? 
I Manual 1 / lx lxlx l I lx I I lxl I I X I 
Experiment 488 . Ho\tr does the volume of the tone in the headphones 
I 
connected. to a buzzer oscillator vary "'~ th the 
capacitance of the condenser? 
\ 
r;:anual I I \ x l xl]lJ~ll lx I I I I 
I Experiment 489. Ho\1: cen the frequency of an audio oscillator be varied? I 
iVlanual 1 [x [x [x/ I /xI I \x [ I I~ ·--
I. 
:n. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
x. 
. The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
F1:;tice -something; that me.kes you think of § question t~.at you \'TOuld like to 
be able to anS\'Ier, §nd !l}ake 'Yi2. your ~ to ill_ to find the ansN~r to 4• 
Decide exactly~ the question 2.!. problem .is, and stat~ .il. clearly ~ v10rds. 
Stud:v. ill the facts ~ see ~ they relate iQ. the problem. 
In s-cudying the problem, use ~v.-erythin:g you. know, not only "'hat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. · · 
Make @:..§. ~possible answers to t.he p!'oblem rut you m thiuk: 2!.• 
Scientists call th'is s'tep,. ·11':t-1aking J:w'potbese~ ·11 · 
Select from these possible an;~ -~ hypotheses ~ QM you think is m2..§i 
likely t;o_ be the riMl ~· ,.. ., .~ 
Hake )ill. and carefully ·J?ltzl SJl experiment to find ~ \.,hether the ansvter you 
selected is the .-Tight <me. 
The two parts of the ~xperiment are exactly alike in every w~ except one, and 
that is called the efrP-eriwrotal f&ertor. 
The part of the experiment wl;licl} include.s the experimental _!actor l'llB\Y he called 
the troe exoerimento · ' 
The part -of the experiment . 'that doe~ no·:t have the .experimental factor in it 
is called the coptrol experiment • 
. Remember t4at tie experimental £actor ~st be the only difference between the 
true and the contro.l -experimen.ts. Then a:cy Q.it'fer..ences in the results of the 
t1:ro experiments \till be due to the e:x:pe rimental f-actor. 
Carry out the experiment liilh gre~t ~ acc"ording 19. the plan. 
Repeat the experiment to ~ jlhether you m ~ same result~ ~second time. 
This second experlmept ll called ~ CIDJQfEXPE:aiMENT. 
Sometime~ .• , instee.¢i of repeatin~ the same experiment, an entirely ~~ experi-
ment using the s~~ expe~mental faotor is carried out as a check on the 
results. · 
Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates '.'thatever your experi-
ments show, and only 'l<r;he.t tpey show. 
Use g facts you haye ~ lee.rned '>~hen you face ~ llilli. problem tl;~.t is 
sim~lar ~ related ~ ~ one. 
-( 
I 
II 
E:h.'Jleriment 490 . Ho"Vl does the addition of one stage of tuned radio-
frequency amplification to the regene1·eti ve detector 
improve the sensitivity and selectivity of a radio 
receiver? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual · 5 X X X X X X X 
Experiment 49],. How can the efficiency of a detector tube be increased? 
1'1anual · 5 1 
_ _ _ __ _..I_ x-+-1 x_,___l x '--'-1 1___._·1--+-x [ =r_ I x I [x I x I 
Experiment 492. 
Manual· 5 1 
Experiment 493 . 
Hov: 'is a vacuum tube used to change al tern:ating current 
to direct current, and a s a detector? 
l x lx lx f I l x l I lx l lx l x l 
How is a vacuum tube used to make sounds l ouder? 
I rvianual. 51 ~----l----~---'-____._l ___,xi3:XJJJ?ct I liJ lx l x l 
Expe riment 494 . 
I ~anual l l 
Experiment 495. 
' 
I M::lnual l l 
Experiment 496 . 
Ho\-; can the output of a variable frequency audio 
oscillator be amplified? 
I XJXIXD I X I I I X I I I I 
Ho1•J ce,n the outuut of a crystal microphone or a carbon 
button microphone be amplified to operate e. loud 
speaker? 
I X I X I X I I , -X I I Lit I I I 
In a triode vacuum tube (a) 1-.rhat must the polarity of 
the plate be to cause an electron flo1v in the tube; (b) 
with grid negative and grotund positive, what is effect 
on pla.te current of increased voltage; (c ) with grid 
positive and ground negative, what is effect on plate 
current of increased voltage? 
1-r·I-an-ua-.1-8.-1 -_ -_ -_ -_-_ -_-_--_-_-_-:1-x~J --'x r-l_x~J--:_1-:1-x~J~~~ ~--~--~-x_:-l_-=-1 __,_x.-J-=1 
Hovl does an increase in the voltage applied behreen the 
filament and the plate control the current in the plate 
circuit of a vacuum tube? 
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I. 
II. 
. :n. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
x. 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-SclwGl Students 
£1:..;tice something that makes you think 21 _e question that you \'rould like to 
be a.J:lle to anS\'Ier, ~d make ~your mind to m to f.i.n9:. ~ ans,·rer to it. 
Decide exactly what the question Q1:. problem is, and state it clearly i,!! \'tords. 
Stu~-- ill. th~ facts and ~ .hQ.}! they rela.te to the El'Oblem • 
In s,;udying the problem, use everything you know, not only 1:rhat you have learned 
from your own experiences, but also what you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
~e a§. ~ possible answers !2, th!( .;Qroblem M you m think 52!• 
Scientists -call this step, 11 J.1ci.king birPotheses~ u . 
§llict from these possible answers QL hypotheses ~~~think h m.2.§! 
likely ~".2. be th£, right ~· 
Hake '1ill.. and ce_refully plan .s:.n, e:x:oer:bi@nt 1Q. find out t'lhether ~ answer you 
selected is the right ~· . 
The t\rro parts of -the exper,.ment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that ·is called the et92erimental factor. 
The part of the exPeriment which includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true ~erim~~ .. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any. differences in the results of the 
t \cro experiments will be due to the experimental f"~ctor. 
c~ out the e,x;eeriment ill& great ~ e:ccording .tQ.. the plan. 
Repeat the experiment to see vrhether you ~~~results ~second time. 
~ second e.x:periment is called @:. CHEC!( EXPERIMlJ1TT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same axperiment, an entirely ne\'r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
Draw your conclusio~. 
Your concltision shouold be -.stated so that it indicates "thatever' your experi-
ments show, and only ;·rhat they show. 
~~facts you~ thus le2.rned ,,.hen ypu face a n.ID! problwt ~is , 
similar or related ~ tlus ~· . 
I 
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' Experiment 498. How does the temperature of the filament control the 
I I output of a vacuum tube? I 
steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
H1=mual 4 X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
Experiment 499. In a triode vacuum tube, what is the relationship 
between plate current and ( a.) filament circuit current; 
... ! (b) plate potential and plate polarity; ~md how does 
' 1: the grid control plate circuit current? 
! 
I Manual 1i I l ~ [ ~ l ~l ' I 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 I II 
~ Experiment 500. In a vacuum tube what is the effect upon the plate 
current of (1 ) fil.?..ment negative, plate positive; (2) 
filament positive, plate negative; (3) filement negative, 
plate positive , grid negative; (4) filament negative, 
·: plate positive, grid positive? 
' 
' lxlx[xf I xj I I I ~ianual 4 1 I xl xjxl I I 
Experiment 501. In a vacuum tube, ,.rhat is the relation of filament I 
voltage, plate voltage, and grid voltage to plate 
current? 
[ · J xj I jxl I xi § ~anual 71 l ~ l x J xj I 
Experiment 502. 1t!hat is the relation between grid voltage and plate I 
current of a radio tube for various values · of plate I potential? 
FM~ual 1~ I 1 ~ 1 ~[§ ! I ~ I I ~ ~~ x i I I 
: 
~ Exper iment 503. Ho"r is a flash light constructed and ope rater.? 
' I. Manual 61 lxlxjxl I I xl I I xi I .I I 
' E..'lC)?eriment. 504. ! Ho'l'l are telegraph instruments constructed and how do 
they operate? 
f 
1-!anual r~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~1 I l ~ 1 
.I I ~Iffi ,I II ' I ! 
I 
I 
I 
... ;:. I. I I ~;-
I 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
x. 
Tbc Elements of Sci$ntific Method fo~ 
High-School Students 
~T:itice something that makes ;rou thil'lk 2f § question t:b.2.t you "rould ~ to 
be able iQ. ansiver, gild make 1!U your ~ to Ex to find the ans'i."rer to it. 
Decide exactly i'l'bat the question 2.!:. problem, is, and state it clearly in irtords. 
St_~s~: all. ~~facts and .~ hO,li they relate to ~problem. 
In st·udyL1c; the problem, use everything you know, not only \<That you have learned 
from ;;,·o1: ::: o~m experiences, but also >'l'hat you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
l:lgke as.. ~ possible answers to ~problem rut :x:;ou m think .Qt. 
Scientists ca~l this step, 11 1-faking lw:Potb,eses. 11 
§elect from ~11.£.§£ possible answers Q.!. h.ypo~heses ~ QM :x:;ou 'hink is lijOSt 
like:Ly to. be th~. right ~· 
Hake ID2. ~ carefully 'Plan ~ OfCPetiment iQ. find out ivhether the ansirTer you 
selected is the right QM• . 
The tv1o parts of the experiment. are exactly a,like in every wa:y except one, and 
tha.t is called the experimental factor. 
The part of the experiment irrhich includes the experimental factor may be called 
the true ~erimento 
The part of th~ exp~riment that does ·not haye the expe~iment.al factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember that tP.\? expeJ)im~ntai factor m'l.}st be the only difference bet'\rleen the 
true and the control ~~perimen~a. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
two experiments irnll be due to the experime~~al factor. 
em out ~experiment with great ~according i.Q. ~plan. 
' . 
RO'Peat the experiment to see irThether you ~ the same results the second time. 
This se~d exoe'rime~t is c;.:l#ed ~· QEECK EXP:mii'ThiENT:- · -- .n 
Sometimes, instead of ~epeating tlie same experiment, an entirely ne''~ experi-
ment using the same erperimental factor is ~arried out as a check on the 
results. 
Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates i'thatever youT experi-
ments show, and only uh?.t they show. 
Use the facts you :b.ave thus lea.rned ithen you~~ !!ID1 prpblem ~ .!.§_ 
similar ~ related ~ this ~· 
8? 
Experiment 505. l'ihat are the construction and openJ.tion of the p arts of 
a telegraph system? 
Steps of Scientific Method 
-- I 1 2 ,.., .4 5 6 6t 6c ? 8 9 10 t) 
Manual 9 X X X X X X 
I 
Experiment 506 . Ho1:1 does a. tape-teletype work? I 
Hanue,l 6 X X X 
·I 
I Exper·iment 507. How is an electric bell constructed and how does it I 
oper2.te? I 
~1anual 3 X X X X X X X I 
II 5 X X X X X X ·x I II 6 X X X X X 
II 8 X X X X X :r.: X 
II 9 X X X X X X X 
II 11 X X X X X X 
" 
12 X X X X X X 
' 
Experiment 508. H0\11 a..re various electrical devices connected? 
I Manual 41 jx[xj xl I I xj I jxj I I xj 
Experiment 509. How is a burglar alarm installed? 
r Manual 6 1 [xlxlx[ I lx[ I lxl I I I 
Experiment 510. Ho\v can I make a simple microphone? 
I 
i'-1anual ~ I I ~ 1 ~1~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 I 1~1 I I I II 
Experiment 511. H01:1 can I make a one-tube radio and demonstrate its 
! performance? 
l Manual 9 1 I x!x!x! I lxl I [xi I I I 
: Experiment 512. Ho w can I set up an X-ray tube and ta.k e an X-rey picture? 
[ Manual 41 I x!xlxl I I xl I [xi I I I 
I Experiment 513. Ho1t1 can I make electric buzzer? J an 
i 
I 
Menual 2 1 X X X X :X: 
II 6 1 Y. X X X X 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~TJtice something that me.kes you think of g_ question ~you \-rould like to 
12.§. able to anat'ler, §.Ild make EQ. your mind to tr.t to find the ans,:rer to it. 
II. Decid~ exactly ~the question £!:.problem is, and state it clearly in trlords. 
III. Sty,Q.~~~: all. th~ facts and ~ bow they relate iQ. the problem. 
In sr1JdyL.1g the problem, use everything you kn.ow, not only "r:hat you have learned 
fro::n ;y·ous O"lm experiences, but also \vhat you have lee.rneO. from o thor people and 
from books. 
IV. l<ia!£~ .€!&. ~ possible answers to the problem ~you m thiilk .Qi.. 
Scientists call this step, 11 Making b;ypotheses. 11 
V. Select from these possible answers Q):. hypotheses ~ ~ ¥OU think is ~ 
like:Ly to. ~ }.b~ right 2-M• 
VI. Hake '!:ill. and carefully plan Sill experiment to find out \'lhether the ans1trer you 
selected is the rtgpt ~· 
The ttr;o parts of t:ne experiment are exactly alike in every "lta::y except one, ·and 
that is called the e:lCPerimental factor. 
The part of the e:lqleriment "'Thich includes the e:lqlerimenta.l factor may be called 
the tru~ .§.~'"Q e ri.m.~~:!i-~ 
The part of the experimen·~ that d<>es not have the experimental facto~ in it 
is called the 9ontrol ex;periment. . 
Remember tl~t the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then any differences in the results of the 
t1tro experiments \'till be due to the e:lqlS rimental factor. 
VII. C~ 2B:i ~ experiment \dth great ~ according iQ. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat the experiment iQ. see \"rhether you ill~ ~ results the second time. 
This second experiment i§. called ~ CHECK EJillERil·OO:rT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating tl1e same experiment, an entirely ne\'1 experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on the 
results. 
IX. ~ your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates 1tthatever your experi-
ments show, e.nd only ;that they show. 
X. Use ~facts you have thus le~rned when you ~ace 5l:. ne\"T problem that is 
similar .QI. related i9. this one. 
If 
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E:x."})e riinen t 514. Rov; can I set up a system of 1::ells to meet certain 
requirements? 
I 
Steps of Scientific Method 
I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
l-1anual 9 X X X X X 
Experiment 515. How can I make an electric incubator? 
I Manual 6 1 J x J ~j_Ilx J I lxl I I I 
Experiment 516 . How do va.rious makes of e l ectric fans compare in their 
e~ility to produce air pressure? 
I Manual 5 1 [xlxlxl I I X I I I xJ [xl x[ 
Exper iment 517. Eo~·! do various makes of vacuum cleaners compare as to 
I 
(1) degree of partial vacuum produced; (2) parts 
liable to wear out? 
J Manual 5 1 I x [ x lx I [EJ I lxiJiLiJ I 
Experiment 518. How does a milking machine \':ork? 
II lvfanual 2 [ lxJxl I I Jx [ [ JxJ I I I 
Experiment 519. What is the eff ect of oil on vraves of \\Tater? i 
I ,, Manual 61 [xl xfx l I lx I I [xJ I I I I 
Experiment 520 . How does a Babcock milk tester ':iOrk? I 
I r,;~ual ~I l ~ l :fxR 1 ~ I I 1 ~ 1 I I I I 
I Exper·iment 521. Eow can I use meteorological observe.tions to predict 
i 
weather? I, 
7/ [x )x)xj I lx (xlxl xl I[ Manual lx[T I. 
I. 
Experiment 522 . Bow can U.S . weather maps help me to predi ct \'leather? I 
I 
I Manual 7 1 [x [x [x [ I I X ,. I jx I [x[ x[ 
E:xueriment 523• Hovl accurate are the daily ne\'rspa.per \veather forecasts? 
Manual 2 X ::r.:. X t X 
I I 
! 
I i 
II 
' 
., 
The Elements of Scientific Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T0tice something that mB.kes you thiDk of ,g. question that you \<TOuld like to 
be able 12. ans'\'ler, · and make 1!Q. your mind to try to find the ans'.'rer to it. 
II~ Decide exactly ~ the question Ql:. problem is, and state ll clearLy in trrords. 
III. Study_ all. th~ facts and ~ .bf?J:£ they relate 12, ~ problem. 
In s·cudyb.g the problem, use everything you kp.ow, not only 'I'Ihat you have learned 
from ;i"J~: :;· o-wn experiences, but also \Jbat you have learned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. l·ia!£§. a~ ~ J2.<2..§.ill..l£ answers to ~ nroblem S§. m m thi1lk. 2f• 
Scientists call this step, 11 t-1aking b;ypoth.eses." 
V. Select f!:Qm tJ!-~ possible answers Ql:. hypotheses W. one you think 1s most 
like:Ly to_ b8 th~. right Qn@.• 
VI. Hake '!:ill. ~ carefully nlan E:n exoeriment ~ find .2!:ll, ,.,hether the anstrrer Y?U 
selected i3 the right ~· 
The ttrTO parts of the- experiment are exactly alike in every "lta;y except one, and 
that is called the exoerimental factor. 
The part of the experiment which includes the experimental factor may be call~d 
the true ~eriment. 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experiment. 
Remember tl1at the experimental factor must be the only difference between the 
true and the control experiments. Then ~ differences in the results of the 
t1:ro experiments \'rill be due to the experimental factor. 
VI I. Carr;y fllii the exneriment "lith great 2m. according .tQ. the plan. 
VIII. Repeat ll!§. experiment !2_ ~ 1rrhether you m .llJ& same results the second time. 
This second eXQeriment .!.§.called ~ CEECK EXPERIME11T. 
S.ometimes, instead of repeating the same e:x-periment, an entirely nevr experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on tlw 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion should be stated so that it indicates "'hatever your experi-
ments show, and onlv '!:rlutt they show. 
X. Use tho facts you have ~ lee.rned when ~ fa.ce 5!:. ~ nroblem that is 
similar ~ related ~ tlus ~· 
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Experiment 524. Ho'"' can I make an ammonia fountain and how does it '\'Jork? 
Step s of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Manual 9 X X X X X 
Exp eriment 525. Ho\v does the transmission system of an automo-bile 
operate? 
r--i"ian...--" ua.l ----::rl-~ L-_--_-_ _ ___._3--'---'-~1 ~ 1 --"----'---r f I ~ I I I ~ I I I I 
Experiment 526. Ho~tr does the steering gear of an automo-bile work? 
31 ~ 1 I I 1 ~ 1 I 1 ~ 1 I I I 
Exp eriment 527. How is a gas meter read? 
Manual ~ I II 
I: Experiment 528. How ctoe s an automobile hydraulic jack work? 
I Manual ~ l x l x lx iTJXLLJil I I 
Experiment 529. How can I make a small model of a hydraulic pres s? 
M.snual 2 1 jx j x jx l I jx j I xl I I 
I Exp eriment 530 . How does a hydraulic ram work? 
'I Manual [ tl 6 
------· 
Experiment 531. How can I make the steel ball test of viscosity of oils? 
~ual 4[ 
\ Experiment 532. 
I 
How do various brands of motor oil compare ,.,_i th respect 
to (1) viscosity, (2) pour point? -
I [Manual sj 1 x jx jx l xl 
Exp eriment 533 . Ho'" i s a wa.ter meter read? 
Manual 2 1 \-----1-------'-----l.j x j---'-x j ~[0 x I l x jx j [] 
========~k========----=================================================~F========= 
The Elementt:> of Sci.entific. Method for 
High-School Students 
I. ~T:itice ~omething that makes y~ th:l.n'k of g question that you \"Jould like to 
be able to an~, g.nd make m2_ your mind to try to f!.nQ, the ans1·rer to it. 
II. Decide exactl;y tv-hat the question Q1:. problem is, and state it clearly in vlOrds. 
III. StuQ,y_ all. th~ facts and ~ hbli they relate to the problem. 
In s·~;udyL~g the problem, use everything you know_. not only 1crhat you have learned 
from ;y·ou:- own experiences, but also \vhat you have lea.rned from other people and 
from books. 
IV. I·ia!£~ g_s_ ~ possible answers !2, ~problem ru1 you ~ thiilk 9.[. 
Seientists call this step, 11 Making h;ypotheses.11 
V. Select fm tl~ possible answers su: hypothese~ ~~you think is m.Q.U 
likely to_ be j:;he_ right ~· 
VI. ~ 1fQ. and carefully ulan §.!!. experiment to find out Nhether the ansvrer m 
selected is the right ~· · 
The tvro parts of the e:lqleriment are exactly alike in every wa:y except one, and 
that is called the f?xperimenta.l factor. 
The part of the experiment "'hich includes the experimental factor mey- be called 
the true experiment~ 
The part of the experiment that does not have the experimental factor in it 
is called the control experi~. 
Remember that the experimental factor must be the only difference betvmen the 
true and the control erperiments. Then any differences in the results of the 
t'\'ro experiments vrill be due to the eXJ?8 rimental factor. 
VII, Carry ~ the experiment vli th great care according ~ the plan. 
VIII. R@Peat ~ exoeriment to see vrhether you ru ~~results the second time. 
This . second experiment i§. called Sl ~ EXPERII-lElTT. 
Sometimes, instead of repeating the same experiment. an entirely net·r experi-
ment using the same experimental factor is carried out as a check on tl~ 
results. 
IX. Draw your conclusion. 
Your conclusion sho"Q..ld be sta:ted ao that it indicates ,,.hatever your experi-
ments show, and only \·that they show .. 
x. Use the facts you have ~ learned ~you ~ .Sl ~problem that is 
similar QL related ~ this one. 
. I 
Experiment 534. How do four-wheel brakes compare with rear-wheel 
brakes alone; wh~t is the danger of unequal brake 
I ad,justment1 
Steps of Scientific Method 
1 2 3 4 5 6 6t 6c 7 8 9 10 
Hanual 3 .X X: X X X X X 
• Experiment 535 . Ho\v cloes an airplane pilot establish a fix? 
f: !Vlanual 7j 
Experiment 536. Ho\v does an avie>tor chart a course by dead reckoning? 
/ Manual 7/ 
Experiment 537. 
/ Manue.l 9/ 
Experiment 538. 
Ma.nual 91 
How do various materials \'lhich are used in airplane 
,,_rings (aluminum, cork, . wood, comp ci si tion wood) - compare 
in lightness and strength? 
How can I demonstrate induction heating? 
I X I I I I 
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FI1~INGS TABLE I (Pages 11-90) 
J. grand total of 5-3S· different experiments appear in the tv1elve 
/j manuals examined. '11i th rel2.tively few exceptions , individual steps 1,2, 
I 3.6, and 7 of the scientific method appear in all experiments in all 
.J manu2.ls. Step 1 app ears 1288 times; step 2, 1277 times; step 3, 1256 
times; step 6, 1282 times; and step 7, 1286 times. The remaining steps 
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occur far less frequently: steps 4 and 5 were not found in any experiment 
i n tmij' manual; step 6t, 8.:1Tr.; eared 107 times; step 6c. 103 times ; step 8, 
319 t imes; step 9, 643 times; and step 10, 414 times. 
These results would seem to indicate that the authors of the t t'lelve 
manuals studied are in complete agreement in consider ing five i ndivi dual 
steps of the scientific method to be by far the most important ones. 
~_.[O\'lever, since no mention of scientific method is made in any e xperime nt 
in any manual, it is posf:ible that they g ave the matter no thought) The 
five steps have to do with: C: ( l ) noticing something tha t m~es the p up il 
t hi nk of a question he would like to be able to ans1r1er; ( 2) decidi ng 
e xactly wha.t the question or p roblem is ancl st at ing it clearly in ,.,ords; 
(3) studying all the facts ru1d seeing ho'" they relate to the problem; 
( 6) ma..king up an experiment to find out the answer; (7) carrying out the 
experiment.) Step 9, which is concerned with drawing conclusion s from the 
facts observed, is included only about half as many times as the abov e 
steps; step 10, that involving the use of the facts learned when a new 
but simil2r or rela ted problem is encountered, is to be found only about 
one third as many times; step 8 , calling for the experiment to be re-
peated, occurs only 2bout one fourth aE many times. The subdivisions of 
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step 6, calling for true and control experiments, appear very i ::::::tly; I ~nd steps 4 and 5, requiring the making of hYPotheses and. the 
from these of the one the student thirucs is most likely to be the right 
one, do not appear in any experiment in any manual. 
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CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, P..11D RECOMM.ENDATIONS 
Restatement of the Problem 
The purpose of this investigation is to determine the extent to which 
i ndivi d.ueJ. elements of the scientific method are to be found in high school 
physics laboratory \'JOrkbooks and manuals. 
Summary of Techniques Employed 
T:'li s investigation covered a total of twelve high school nhvsics 
--: -·· • .,:.. c.:_ 
lab9ratory_ workbooks and manuals. The experiments outlined in the work-
books end manuals were stated by the investigator in the form of questi ons 
,.,hich ,,..ere then revie\'fed by a specialist in tbe field of the te a ching of 
science. This speciali s t checked them for technical accuracy of s t a tement 
at the high school level of comprehension. If he judged that the wording 
was not technically accurate or was not suitable for the high school level 
\ 
of comprehension, he reworded it to make it technically accurate or ·com-
prehensible at that level. Note that the statements of the experiments 
\·!ere p roperly validated. Then followed a ranctom sampling of experiments 
for re-analyzation to determine the coefficient of reliability for the 
determination of the individual elements of the scientific method in 
manuals and workbooks . This coefficient of reliability was det ermined 
to be 0.94. 
Summary of the Findings 
A combined total of 538; different experiments appear in the twelve 
manuals examined. Practically every one of these experiments contained 
the following individual steps of the scientific method: (1) noticing 
something that makes the pupi l think of a question he would like to be 
able to answer; (2) deciding exactly \vhat the question or problem is and 
stating it clearly in words; (3) studying all the facts and seeing how 
they relate to the problem; (6) making ~p an experiment to find out the 
amn,.rer; (7) ce.rrying out the experiment. T'.ae following steps appear in a 
ma.jori ty of the experiments: ( 9) drawing conclusions and (10) using the 
facts learned when a new but similar or related problem is encountered. 
Step 8, which calls for the experiment to be repe~ted~ is next in fre-
Quency of occurrence. The subdivisions of Step 6, calling for true a~d 
control experiments, appear in very few experiments, and steps 4 and 5, 
calling for the making of hypotheses and the selection from these of the 
one the student thinks is most likely to be the right one, do not appear 
in any experiment in ®Y manual. ) 
Conclusions 
It is the conclusion of t he investigator that most of the individual 
stens of the scientific method that would be applicable in high school 
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physics experiments do appear in the manuals and workbooks devoted to the 
subject, but not necessarily all steps in any one experiment. The most 
serious omission is step 8, calling for the exp eriment to qe repeated. 
This step did not appear in a majority of the experiments. The sub-
divisions of step 6, a.nd steps 4 and 5 would not normally occur in high 
school physics experiments. 
It should be noted, ho\'rever, that while most of the individual 
elements of the scientific method appear in the manuals , they are not 
mentioned specifically as elements of the method nor called to the att~n-
tion of the st'.ldent in any way. It "~<rould seem that any logically pre-
sented outline of a physics experiment would necessarily contain most of 
the steps of the me tho d . It is obvious that they do not. However , it is 
true that the experiments in toto tend to build up an understanding of 
scientific method by presenting the parts of scientific method in various 
relationships and orders. !Where the manuals fail is in neglecting to 
'--, 
include a discussion of scientific method and to point out clearly each 
step of the method as it occurs in the experiments outlined. \ It is 
/ 
probable that the writer of a manual expects this to be done by the 
textbooks or the teacher. Nevertheless, a. marvelous opportunity for 
teaching scientific method is neglected because of the emotional impact 
of stud.ent done experiments. 
Recommendations 
It is the recommendation of the investigator that high school 
chemistry laboratory manuals and workbooks be examined for the elements 
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of the scientific method as was done in tbi s study vd th physics manue.ls. 
It is also his recommendation that the study be extended to general 
science manuals intended for use in grades 7, 8, and 9, as it is not too 
early to begin introduci~ scientific method to students at th.?.t point. 
li is his further reco~~endation that authors of laboratory manuals 
and workbooks include discussions of scientific method and carefully 
indicate each step of the method in the experiments outlined. 
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